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Abstract
The general objective of this study is to collect and analyze the major themes of the
Mänzumas of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin (1895-1972 G.C.), who was one the great
Muslim leaders and scholars in South Wollo. Mänzuma is a religious song, which has
been practiced by Ethiopian Muslims in a ritual process called Hadra. The specific
objectives of the study are to introduce literary works buried for many years and not
known even to persons in literature, to identify the major themes suggested in the poems,
and to encourage other researchers on these kinds of genres in general and Muslim poets
in particular.

The methods employed in collecting data are of two types: participant observation and
interview. The first method enables the researcher to record texts at the moment of their
actual performance. Besides, interviewing religious elders and the poet’s family also help
the researcher to understand the poet’s biography, and the Islamic and local terms of this
genre. The poems are collected by audio visual recording through field work.

Based on the objectives and methods, the thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter one
deals with the background of the study including the short biography of the poet. The
second chapter is given to literature review, the third and fourth chapters are about the
major themes in the collected Mänzumas, and the last chapter provides a short
conclusion.

Sheikh Muhammad Yassin touches on certain religious themes through his poems. He
raises various points related to Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), such as the high status and
rank of the Prophet compared to other Prophets, the biography and miracles of the
Prophet, the qualities of the family of the Prophet. He emphasizes that the Prophet’s
grand intercession on the Resurrection Day and the Prophet’s 'Hawd (cistern) in the next
world are special favors that God (Allah) will give to his most beloved Prophet,
Muhammad (pbuh).

Beyond praising Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) and holy persons, the poet discusses the
pillars of Iman (belief), especially Tawhid (Islamic Theology) and the minor and major
signs that indicate the approach of the Day of Resurrection. The poet also talks about the
life after death; in the grave, on the Resurrection Day, the punishment and the reward in
the next world based on the holy book of Islam, Quran, and Hadith. The major events that
happened in Muhammad’s Prophethood and the heroes of Islam are the focus of the poet.
The poet also gives direct religious and moral instructions through his poems.

Islamic scholars teach Islam and the history of Islam insightfully and impressively using
this genre based on the holy book of the religion, Quran. Hence, Mänzumas entertain
various religious contents beyond praising holy persons especially Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh).

Key to Transliteration
Vowels

Consonants

ኧ

ä…as in ‘Mädih

ሸ

š…as in ’Arš’

ኡ

u…as in ‘Umar’

ቸ

ch…as in ‘gacha’

ኢ

I…as in ‘Isra’

ጀ

j…as in ‘Jibril’

አ

a…as in ‘Kafir’

ጠ

't…as in ‘Abu 'Talib’

ኤ

e…as in Amen

ጨ

Ċ…as in Ċat’

X

ë…as in Miëraj

ገ

g...as in ‘gabi’

ኸ

Ή…as in…'Hawd

Abbreviations
A.H. - Anno hijra (Islamic calendar)
A.D. – Anno Domini
Pbuh – Peace be upon him
P – Poem
L - Line
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Introduction
Although it is not well recorded and studied, Ethiopia is rich in oral poetry due to its
cultural, regional and ethnic diversity. Religious oral poetry is common in the earlier
religions of the country and is part of this oral literature. There is a genre called
Mänzuma, which has been experienced by Ethiopian Muslims, but not well studied in
connection with the history of Ethiopian literature. Mänzuma is a general name given to
any song sung, in a religious meeting called "Hadra." Assefa (1987:10) defines that
"Hadra" is simply a meeting of Muslims to thank, Praise, or pray to Allah". Mänzuma is
one of such praise songs sung on Hadra.
This research focuses on the Mänzumas (poems) of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin (18951972 G.C.). He was one of the Muslim leaders and scholars, who have contributed a lot
to the religion by constructing a mosque in South Wollo, particularly at Meslay village, 5
km from Mekdela Mountain, and by teaching Quran and the religion to the community.
This Muslim poet was popular in the Muslim community, and his mosque and tomb, as a
popular shrine, will be visited by many Muslims around the area annually.
Even though Sheikh Muhammad Yassin died 38 years ago, the mosque is giving the
services of the Sheikh based on the promise he had made in his verse as follow:
የአንቱ ኸድራ እኮ ነው የአሪፍ ጀነት፣
ነቢ አንቱን መወደድነው የኛ መድሃኒት፣
ልጄን እተካለሁ እኔ እንኳ ብሞት፣
It is your hadra for those wise persons;
The prophet, liking you is our solution;
I will replace my son to take over even if I die;
Therefore, the Sheikh's first son, Sheikh‛hSali
had taken his place when Sheikh
Muhammad Yassin died in 1972, and his grandson, Sheikh Sultan Sali
‛h has also replaced
his father and is still leading the mosque.

v

This research is a literary textual analysis of the poet's works which are in Amharic
language. Emphasis is made on analyzing the themes which are portrayed in the poems.
There are various reasons for this research to be conducted. The first one is the little
attention given to the field of oral literature so far. The second is related to the attitude of
the people towards this Islamic oral poetry. Most people think Mänzumas do not entertain
beyond praising.
The researcher is also afraid that Mänzuma and Muslim poets will be forgotten unless
research of this kind remind by preserving their works. Therefore, this study attempts to
remind one of the Muslim poets, Sheikh Muhammad Yassin (1895-1972). By considering
his contributions to the society and the religion, the government is planning to make his
shrine a historical place at national level.
The general objective of this study is to collect and analyze the major themes of the
Mänzumas (poems) of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin. The specific objectives of the study
are to introduce literary works buried for many years and not familiarized even to persons
in literature, to identify the major themes portrayed through the poems, and to encourage
other researchers to study on these kinds of genres in general and Muslim poets in
particular.
The methods employed in collecting data are two types: participant observation and
Interview. The first method enables the researcher to record texts at the moment of their
actual performance, and interviewing religious elders and the Sheikh’s family also helps
to understand about the Sheikh's biography, and the Islamic and local terms of this genre
(Mänzuma). The poems are collected through field work.
The present study is limited to the ten poems of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin collected
through field work. It is a thematic analysis of the Sheikh’s works which are in Amharic
language only.

i

The thesis has five chapters. The first chapter provides background to the study. It
discusses the short biography of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin and the methodology
followed by the researcher.
The second chapter is dedicated to literature review. Hence, it provides clear description
about oral literature in general and Mänzuma (Islamic poetry) in particular. This part also
includes explanation about the ceremonial process done while Mänzuma is performed
and a review of the previous research studies related to this particular religious poetry.
The third and fourth chapters are given to the main body of the study, that is, thematic
analysis of the ten collected poems of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin.
Then, a short conclusion is provided in the last chapter of the thesis. A bibliography,
glossary of terms, list of informants and the ten poems (Mänzumas) of the Sheikh used in
the analysis part are attached at the end the thesis.

CHAPTER ONE
1. BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
1.1. Islam and Muslims In Ethiopia
Islam was introduced to Ethiopia at the time of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) in 615 A.D...
Beginning from that it has become an important religion all over the country. Even though
Ethiopian Muslims as part of the population of Ethiopia have played an important
historical, economic, cultural and social role, their history is ignored or given very little
attention by indigenous and foreign scholars. John Abbik (1998) argues that Ethiopian
leaders have always considered Islam as a secondary and inferior religion despite its
ancient history and base in the country. Islam often suffered from suppression and
discrimination due to its emergence in the shadow of Christianity. This has had its own
impact on social opportunities, religious and civil rights and the pattern of self-organization
of Ethiopian Muslims.
Although it is hardly possible to get explicit, complete and reliable historical and cultural
evidence about Ethiopia in such discrimination, it is important to study the contributions
made by Muslims towards their country. Abreham Demoz (1972) states that it is difficult to
believe Islam, after so many years of presence in Ethiopia, has not provided any
contribution to the country. Studying Ethiopian Muslims’ literature (oral or written) is one
means of studying their aspects.
Hussein (1990:62) argues that the prelude of Islam was from the end of ninth century to the
thirteenth century and related to "the arrival of Arab emigrants" consisting of preachers,
political dissidents and teachers- and their residence as individuals in the peripheral areas
of south eastern Wollo bordering on Ifat (Northern Showa) and Awsa, and to the Ulama
(religious scholars). According to Hussein, even though the conquest of Ahmad Ibn
Ibrahim has played a great role to Islamic diffusion in Wollo in the second half of 16th c."
The success of Islam in Wollo was consolidated in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries by the Sufi teachers. Sufism is a religious doctrine and practice founded by a
class of Ulama (Ar. Islamic scholars) in the 10 th c. The Sufi scholars propagated Islam by
persuasion. According to Hussien Ahmad (1990:63), some Muslim Scholars who visited
the ‘Hijaz’ (for pilgrimage) or Yemen and Sudan (for advanced religious training ) founded

‘Zawiyat’ (Ar. mausoleums) that serve as centers of teaching in various parts of Wollo
when they returned to Ethiopia.
Many students and ulama (Ar. Islamic scholars) used to come from the surrounding
villages and distant areas to the teaching centers and these became higher Islamic learning
seats. Shrines also were used to compose, publicate and disseminate local religious texts
especially Islamic oral poetry. These teachers taught the fundamentals of Islam through
vernacular languages like Amharic, Affan Oromo, and so on using poetic verse to
proselytize the uneducated public. Hence, they compose the poems (Manzumas) in
vernacular languages.
The composition and recital of this poetry in shrines is related to the newly emerged
religious practices and rituals such as the annual celebration of the Mawlid (the birthday of
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)) and the regular hadra.
Therefore, studying the works of Muslim poets helps to know them and the Muslims'
history and contribution to their country.
1.2. A Short Biography of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin
When we think of studying an individual's work, it will be relevant to study the individual’s
biography. Therefore, considering the individual's family background, his early time, the
major achievements he has accomplished in his lifetime, his place in the community, and
soon should be part of the researcher's work because the individual's work is strongly
related to his life incidence and his biography. It also enables to see the individual's
accomplishments and his biography inseparably.
The value given to an individual by the community varies according to his works.
However, his works should be collected and preserved, because we can know and
understand one's generation historical and cultural resources through the works done during
that particular time. Therefore, the researcher has tried to dig and present the short
biography of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin, who was a popular Muslim scholar (1895-1972).

1.2.1 The Sheikh's Residence
Sheikh Muhammad's mosque and tomb are found in South Wollo, Tanta District.
According to Tanta District Cultural and Tourism Office, Tanta town is 140 km from
Dessie. The district is bounded by Delanta and Ambassel in the North, Kutabar in the East,
Leganbo and Gayenet in South and Mekdela in West. Out of the expanse of the district,
54% of its area is mountainous, 32% is plain, and 14% is full of gorges. The total
population of the area is about 174, 650; 86,078 of them are men, whereas 88,572 are
women. Out of the total population, 60% of them are Muslims, whereas the rest are
Christians.
The mosque of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin is found at Meslay village, 16 km from Tanta
town, 4 km from Mekdela Mountain, and 4 km from Beshelo River. Teaching religious
lessons and conducting Hadra are the major activities practiced at the mosque. Sheikh
Muhammad Yassin was replaced by his first son, Sheikh Salih Muhammad, on the event of
his death in 1972. Sheikh Salih died ten years ago, and his son, Sheikh Sultan Salih has
taken over his father’s place. The previous activities are still continued at the mosque now.
Hence, there are regular hadra every Monday, and annually at different festivals at the
mosque. The two Eids (Ar. Islamic holidays): Eid-äl-Adha and Eid-äl-Fatir, and Mawlid
(the birth day of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) are the days on which hadra takes place
annually.
The tomb of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin is found some 5 kms from the Sheikh’s mosque
and 500 m from the tomb of Fitawrari Gebreye (one of the advisor and friend of Emperor
Tewodros of Ethiopia (1818:1868)). Sheikh's tomb has been visited by the surrounding
people on every Friday weekly and by many people from different parts of the country in
January, May, and October annually. According to Tanta District Cultural and Tourism
officer, Mr. Muhammad Yemam, people pray to ward off their social and natural problems
such as draught and epidemic diseases and for persons to settle their conflict (quarrel) and
renew their friendship. People who have got solution due to the bärakah (Ar.blessing) of
the Sheikh bring cattle, especially goats, and slaughter. Up to sixty goats are slaughtered
every Friday and eaten by the people who go there.

1.2.2. His Family Background
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin was born from his father, Sheikh Yassin Ahmad, and his
mother, Fatima Salih, who are from Amhara families. His parents were living in South
Wollo, at Genet village which is found 5 km from the Sheikh's mosque. His mother's
father, Sheikh Salih Faqih Ali Muz had migrated from Tigray, Walqayet, and he was an
alim (religious scholar) and a wali (holyman).
According to my interviewee (W/o Munira Muhammad: 2010) Sheikh Muhammad Yassin
had also got the divine power from his grand father, Sheikh Salih Faqih Ali muz, Sheikh
Salih had prophesied about the birth of Shiekh Muhammad Yassin that he would be an
important person for the community. He composed the verse below when Sheikh
Muhammad Yassin was in his mother’s womb.
አርግዘሻል አሉ የኸልቁን ዐይነታ
ሙሀመድ በይው ¾ወለድሽው ለታ
They say, "You have the people's model in your womb",
Name him "Muhammad" when you deliver him.
Therefore, his grand father had known and told everything about Sheikh Muhammad
Yassin before the sheikh’s birth.
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin had two wives. He married his first wife, W/o Aminat Yassin,
and got his first son Sheikh Salih Muhammad, when he was 20 years old. She gave birth to
five sons and two daughters; Salih, Abdul Meged, Muhammad Taha, Muhammad Toyb,
Ahmad, Ahmadal Hadi, Nefisa, and Zemzem.
The Sheikh's second wife, W/o Zeyneb Ali, was from a village called "Amed Warka". She
was a patient and her parents had brought her to Sheikh Muhammad Yassin for her
problem. After a few weeks, she was cured and married the Sheikh. She gave birth to three
daughters and a son; Rihana, Asma, Munira, and Abdul Kafi.

1.2.3 His Early Life
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin was bright, intelligent, and wise in his childhood. My informant
(Sheikh Seid Yemer: 2010) argued that learning is not the only means to master the Islamic
knowledge, but it is also a fahim (Ar. some kind of gift from God).
Knowing Sheikh Muhammad Yassin's giftedness and divine power, his teacher, Sheikh
Ċali gave special attention to him. Unlike the other students, Sheikh Ċali would stand up
and listen when Sheikh Muhammad Yassin was reading for correction.
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin had learned the whole Islamic lessons like Fiqqih (the first
exercise textbook in Islam religion), Tefsir (Ar. Translation), hadith (Ar. Islamic reference
books), and so on from Sheikh Ċali. As my Informant (Munira Muhammad:2010), Sheikh
Muhammad Yassin worked as a weaver and produced cultural clothes in order to provide
for his mother and his wife. He was skillful in his job. He used to finish a cultural cloth
"gabi" per day whereas others finished it in five days and the people would consider him as
a magician. Then a person named "Ali Tahir' who was a landlord in that region had given
him large scale of land to establish a mosque and to teach his derasa (Ar. students).
1.2.4. The Sheikh's Physical Appearance and Behavior
According to an informant (Sheikh Ahmad Beshir: 2010), Sheikh Muhammad Yassin was
huge physically, but very flexible. His hair was like wet wool and he had bushy eyebrows.
He was likeable to the people around him. Generally, he was very handsome. It was easy to
put the Sheikh’s photograph, but the Sheikh did not have any picture of himself due to the
Islamic law (Sheikh Ahmad Beshir: 2010).
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin was a sociable and a charismatic person. He did not laugh
rather smiled, and never felt angry no matter what happened. He respected everyone around
him and was also respected by the people. The sheikh did not like comfortable life. He was
very generous and honest. He felt very sorry even stopped smiling after his teacher’s death,
Sheik Cali.
The Sheikh did not like lie and liars. When one of the Sheikh's friends, Sheikh Yassin
Asfaw, heard about the second marriage of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin, he said, "How can

Sheikh Muhammad Yassin marry two wives?" Sheikh Muhammad Yassin had heard this
and he called his friend and asked him; "why had he said that I could not marry two
wives?" His friend answered, "A person with two wives should be a liar to live peacefully
with his wives, but how can you make it since you do not like lie and liars?" But Sheikh
Muhammad Yassin said, "of course, you are right, but Allah will help me." All in all, he
was an honest, truthful, wise, virtuous and generous person.
1.2.5. The Sheikh in the Community
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin was a very respected and accepted person in the community of
Wollo and the nearby provinces in general and Meslay area in particular. There was no
elder better than him in the town to resolve conflict among persons. He prayed to God
when there is a serious trouble like epidemic diseases and shortage of rain. He also used to
cure sick persons by simple hand touching and looking. The Sheikh was considered as a
big tree to the community. As the tree is important for many lives to provide food and
shelter, this Sheikh is for the poor and weak people. The Sheikh was very merciful and
generous. People from different parts of the country including Gondar, Gojjam, Metema,
and so on come to visit his tomb after his death. The number of people who come to the
tomb is increasing from time to time. These visitors are Muslims as well as Christians.
In my fieldwork, according to my informant, Muhammad Eshetu, the people who visit the
Sheikh's tomb said that the Sheikh became more important for them even after his death in
that they could tell their problems freely at his tomb and got solution from the Sheikh's
divine power. Some people were ashamed of speaking out their problems in front of the
Sheikh when he was alive.
Generally, Sheikh Muhmmad Yassin was an alim (Islamic scholar), teacher, generous and
virtuous person, protector of the poor and the helpless, and a guide to many people
including his students.

1.2.6. Miracles of the Sheikh
When sheikh Muhammad Yassin was a derassa (Ar. Student), he used to give services to
another wali (holyman) named Seid Hussein, at Bahoch village found in Mekdela region
(area). Once Seid Hussein commanded his derasa to make coffee, but the student answered
that there was no coffee. Seid Hussein said that a hero with coffee was coming to ignite his
torch. Immediately Sheikh Muhammad Yassin arrived there with bundles of wood and
coffee. Seid Hussein asked him, "Do you want to inherit your father or teacher käramah
(divine power)?" Sheikh Muhammad Yassin answered, "I will get theirs, but I want your
own." Seid Hussein told his students not to burn the wood that Sheikh Muhammad had
brought and he blessed the Sheikh by saying "Yenekahew Hulu Esat ayenkaw" which
means "what you have touched be inflammable." Related to this, my informants have told
me many surprising stories. To mention, once the Sheikh has touched the dough for bread,
and his mother put the dough on a ‘mitad’ (Am. Cultural oven for baking) to bake bread,
but miraculously the dough could not be baked even though bundles of wood burned for
many hours. Finally, his father asked his wife whether Sheikh Muhammad Yassin had
touched the dough. They know that the dough is touched by the Sheikh. Then, they took up
the dough with the Mitad (Am. Cultural oven for baking) and threw it away since what the
Sheikh has touched would not burn, or cooked by fire.
In another instance, a person had come with coffee to the hadra (religious meeting) of the
Sheikh and the person prayed together along the Sheikh. The coffee was still in his pocket
when they prayed. Then, the person took out the coffee and gave for roasting. But the
coffee beans remained raw for long time on fire. Finally, the people knew that the coffee
remained raw because the coffee was in his pocket when they had prayed. Therefore, the
people believed that a person who prayed with Sheikh Muhammad Yassin would not be
punished by fire even in aheira (Ar. the next world).
The Sheikh himself had asked Allah to make his power of this world also to continue the
next world as follows:

የዱንያውን ሹመት ለአኼራ አድርግልኝ፣
ሞት የሚያÌርጠው እንዳይሆንብኝ፣
Allow me to have this worldly majesty to the next world
Not to be broken by death.
It tells us that the people who came to the sheikh would get solution in this world, but the
Sheikh was worried about the people's destination after death. The people believed that the
sheikh had power to keep them away from fire in the next world by interceding with Allah.
The other miracle is related to Sheikh Muhammad's Kasf (Ar.telepathy) to the attack of his
enemy. When Sheikh Muhammad Yassin had begun establishing his house and mosque at
Meslay, the people of the area were not interested in and tried to attack the Sheikh. The
people agreed with a Debtera (Am. Magician) named Aleka Menker to burn his house and
mosque, but when Aleka Menker had attempted to burn by his magic, the fire burnt at
Tanta village, which is 17km from the Sheikh’s residence. He tried four times and the fire
was at Tanta all the time. Finally, Aleka Menker had told them about the Sheikh’s käramah
(Ar. an especial mystic blessing) and gone to the Sheikh; he accepted Islam there and had
learned Quran from the Sheikh.
According to informants (Sheikh Seid Yemer: 2010), the severe epidemic diseases such as
Malaria would not lash out at the surrounding areas of the Sheikh’s residence, it is because
of his blessing.
The miracles of the Sheikh are enormous but time and place will block us to mention all.
1.2.7. The Sheik's Literary Works
When we come to Sheikh Muhammad Yassin's literary works, the exact time when he had
begun composing and singing Mänzumas (poems) is not known. Since he did not take any
modern education, we could understand from his works that he was a gifted person of
wisdom and knowledge by nature. When the Sheikh (poet) composed Manzumas, he had to
be alone.

The poems of the Sheikh are found in written scripts as well as orally using Amharic and
Arabic languages. All the Ulama (Ar. religious scholars) and elders around Meslay village
at present can recite the Sheikh's poems by heart. They sing them in a hadra. The Sheikh
wrote a lot in prose and verse, but he gave special attention to verse.
The ideas and stories of the poems are not fictitious, rather they are actual (real) events
taken from Quran, and the Sirah (Ar. History, deeds, achievements, and characters) of
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh). It implies that the poems are aimed at teaching the religion,
Islam.
1.2.8. The Death of the Sheikh
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin had devoted his life for the service of Allah and the religion. He
had been suffering from the captivation of madly loving Allah and the prophet Muhammad
(pbuh). He had taught Quran and Islam to thousands of youngsters and worshipped Allah.
He composed and sung his attractive mänzumas that had the capacity to teach the religion.
Generally, his extreme love for Allah and the prophet Muhammad (pbuh) made him real
servant of Allah to his death day and night restlessly. This deep love of Allah and the
prophet Muhammad (pbuh) made him sick for six months and finally he died at the age of
seventy seven 1972.
According to my informant (Munira Muhammad: 2010), there are many surprising things
related to the Sheikh's death. For example, three white birds with red legs which had not
been seen before around the region came from the west and sat around the Sheikh's jenaiza
(Ar. Dead body) when the people were making sälatal jenaiza (Ar. praying for dead
person), and immediately when the praying ended, the birds flew away.
Even though Sheikh Muhammad Yassin had died thirty eight years ago, his good deeds still
makes him alive. He is buried at ‘Lay Aroge’ village near to his father’s tomb. As it is
explained earlier, his tomb is visited by many people from different parts of the country.

1.3. Significance of the Study
Studying the Manzumas of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin contributes to recording and
preserving one of the Ethiopia’s Islamic literatures that is part of the oral literature of the
country. It is also a contribution to the study of Ethiopian oral poetry.
Studying the poems of Sheikh Muhamad Yassin is widening our view of the traditional
religious teaching. It helps to understand how this Muslim poet perceives and express his
world, and teaches the people.
This Muslim Scholar can influence, at least, the followers of Islam religion. Therefore
studying the poems of its influential members is like studying the source of the influence.
Through this study, we can see the social, economical, and political condition of the
community and the literary ideology of the society.
The compilation will serve as a source of material for further researches.
1.4. Methodology and Limitations of the Study
The researcher intends to study this Islamic folklore since he is from a Muslim family and
was brought up under the influence of this kind of religious ceremonies in his family and
relatives home. Hence, he had the chance of appreciating this religious poetry beginning
from childhood. He has decided to do his MA thesis on this issue before a year. The task of
conducting the study was taken earlier in 2009. One day, in Jan. 2009, the researcher met
Sheikh Seid Yemer in weekly hadra held at the home of his relative named Wudu Hassan
in Addis Ababa. Sheikh Seid Yemer was an abagar in the hadra. After the hadra, the
researcher had a chance of discussion with this religious person. This provided the
researcher an opportunity to discuss his plan of studying Manzuma. This time the Sheikh
showed much interest in the plan and told the researcher to make it on the poems of his
teacher, Sheikh Muhammad Yassin. Sheikh Seid Yemer also promised to help the
researcher in showing the shrine of the Sheikh and in collecting data. Since Sheikh Seid
was with Sheikh Muhammad Yassin for around 30 years as a dersesa, he knew all the
family members of the Sheikh very well. Hence, he assured the researcher that he would
not face difficulties to collect the desired poems (Manzuams) at the shrine of the Sheikh.

The researcher and Sheikh Seid agreed to go to the shrine on various occasions where this
poetry is recited.
On Nov.23, 2010, the researcher has prepared a 'canon' digital camera, twenty pairs of the
small dry batteries for the camera, jelabia (white dress) and kofieyet (Ar, the Muslim's
cape) and begun the journey to South Wollo, Meslay village where the Sheikh's mosque is
found, 157 km from Dessie. The researcher and Sheikh arrived at Tanta town, 140 km from
Dessie, at 11 O'clock in the morning. Then they had to wait two days at Tanta to get a car
to the mosque, because there was no regular transportation to the village. Hence, they
arrived at the mosque on the fourth day.
Sheikh Seid has introduced the researcher to the community of the shrine, especially to the
Imam (Leader) of the mosque, Sheikh Sultan Sali'h, grandson of Sheikh Muhammad
Yassin, and to the Mädih (Ar. Singer) of the Mänzumas, Sheikh Ahmad Beshir. He told
them everything about the researcher including what he would do at the mosque. He
persuaded the persons in the mosque to see the researcher's aim of being there positively
and to consider him as a brother.
The actual duty of collecting data from the fieldwork began on Nov.26, 2010, the eve of
Eid-äl Adha and lasted on the next day, the main holiday. The hadra in which Mänzumas
were performed took place from 8 O'clock in the evening and lasted at Fegir (Ar. dusk)
praying time. The researcher collected four Amharic Mänzumas in these two days.

The other occasion where Mänzuma is performed was on Mawlid (the birth day of Prophet
Muhammad (pbuh). Hence, the researcher collected the poems from Feb.24, 2010-Feb.28,
2010 on Mawlid festival held at the shrine. The researcher participated and collected the
weekly hadra of the shrine on Feb.29, 2010. The researcher could record twelve Amharic
Mänzumas on these days.
The mosque of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin at Meslay village is one of the popular centers
where local pilgrimages are performed during the annual festival of Mawlid. According to
informants (W/o Munira Muhammad and Muhammad Eshetu: 2010), the people who come

to this occasion are mostly from different parts of Wollo, Gojjam, Gondar especially
Begemedir, Berara, Dawat, Bedadi, and few from Addis Ababa.
Another occasion for Mänzumas is one of the Islamic holidays, i.e. Eid-äl Fatir. As my
informant (Sheikh Seid Yemer: 2009), since the Mänzumas on Eid äl Fatir, and on Eid-äl
Adha are the same, the researcher went to field work for data collection only on Eid-äl
Adha.
The researcher used two major methods: video recording and interview. Video recording is
the main method used to collect Mänzumas (poems) in their natural setting on various
occasions as participant observant. The researcher made these recordings for 22 hours on
seven ceremonies, two on Eid-äl Adha, four on Mawlid, and one on a weekly hadra. These
recordings hold about 16 Mänzumas. The researcher has selected 10 poems from the
collected 16 Mänzumas. The selection is made based on the issues the poems’ touch on.
Hence, he found the rest six poems as repetitive and entertaining similar contents.
Interview is the other technique used by the researcher to collect data. The researcher made
interviews with Sheikh Sultan Salih, the Imam (Ar. Leader) of the mosque, and Sheikh
Ahmad Beshir, the Mädih (Ar. Singer), at Meslay village. Sheikh Sultan informed the
researcher to meet the last daughter of the poet, Munira Muhammad, in Masha town,
152km from Dessie, for further information. Then the researcher called on his previous
friend Jamal Ibrahim who was there before. Jamal told the researcher that he had left that
area but he gave the telephone number of his best friend, Dawud Mussa who could help the
researcher. The researcher phoned to Ato Dawud and told him everything about the
research.
Dawud Mussa had looked for and found the daughter of the Sheikh before the researcher
went to the town. When the researcher arrived at the town, he met Dawud Mussa and went
together to W/o Munira's home. Dawud Mussa had played a great role to introduce the
researcher with Munira Muhammad and to facilitate things for interview with the woman.

Then the researcher had three hadra in the woman's home in the presence of her husband,
Ato Muhammad Eshetu. The researcher made the interviews during these hadras.
The interview with W/ro Munira Muhammad helped the researcher to develop the short
biography of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin. The researcher spent four hours in the afternoon
for three days with the interviewees. The researcher prepared new questions in the evening
and provided to them. The researcher took notes while the interviewees gave response.
The data collected for this thesis by employing the method of video recording should be
transcribed for literary analysis.
The researcher had first tried to write all the poems recorded by listening and watching
attentively. Then he also asked ulama (Ar. Religious scholars) to transcribe the words and
phrases which the researcher could not transcribe.
The poems of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin are full of Arabic words and in the local accent.
Therefore, listening and understanding these poems was not the first difficulty that the
researcher faced during transcription. But the researcher attempted to solve this by working
with a religious scholar, Sheikh Kemal Yesuf (May 15-30, 2010) in Addis Ababa.
The shortage of time and money allocated to the field work was the other difficulty,
especially the time given by DFLL to the fieldwork to conduct a research that involves
recording songs, observing actual performances and understanding the contents of the
poems was not enough. Actually, the researcher minimized his burden in such a way that
he had gone to the field work on Nov.26, 2010, on one of the holidays of Muslims, Eid-äl
Adha, and collected certain poems early on this festival.

CHAPTER TWO
2. A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
2.1. Oral Literature
The aim of this section is to provide theoretical background by defining and reviewing
materials on the study of oral literature in general and Mänzuma, a religious poetry, in
particular. Literature, in a broader sense, can be categorized into two: oral literature and
written literature. Oral literature is used to transfer culture or tradition from one generation
to another orally, especially before written form.
The terms folklore and oral literature are rather ambiguous. Okepwho (1992) shows that
even though some people use these words interchangeably, oral literature is part of
folklore. This implies that folklore is a broader term than oral literature.
Dorson (1972) argues that folklore embodies verbal and material arts, customs and other
forms of culture. According to him, there are four categories of folklore, namely: verbal art,
material culture, performing folk arts, and social folk customs.
Cuddon (1998:322) also states that folklore as "a general and some what vague term which
includes folk song, ballad, fairy tales, drama, proverbs, riddles, or charm and legends."
Cuddo n explains that folklore is the artistic invention of primitive and illiterate people and
therefore, much of it belongs to oral tradition.
M.H. Abrams (1981) defines that Folklore is a broader term, which refers to verbal materials
and social rituals mainly transmitted by word of mouth, rather than in written form. He also adds

that:
It includes among other things legends, superstitions, songs, tales, proverbs,
riddles, spells, nursery rhymes; pseudo scientific lose about the weather, plants,
and animals; customarily activities at births, and deaths; traditional dances and
forms of drama which are performed on holidays or at communal gatherings, (66)

This implies that folklore refers to the verbal heritage of people transmitted from one
generation to the next by word of mouth.

On the other hand, Dorson (1972:2) takes into account oral literature as part of folklore,
“under this rubric (oral literature) fall spoken, sung, and voiced forms of traditional
utterances that show repetitive patterns." Nandwa and Bukenya (1983) as cited by
Okepwho (1992:4) define that oral literature is utterances such as spoken, recited or sung
with an admirable composition and performance. It also involves perfect utterance, clear
creativity and brilliant expression.
In general, the term folklore seems inclusive and encircles the culture that people have been
handling down from one generation to another by word of mouth rather than in written
form. Oral literature, on the other hand, is considered as a subset of folklore that includes
only the verbal aspects such as folktales, proverbs, sayings, riddles, songs, and the like.
2.2. Mänzuma (Islamic Poetry)
Mänzuma is a religious song with an author, title, chorus, participants, in some cases
handclaps and drum, which has been practiced by Ethiopian Muslims in a ritual process
called Hadra. This genre is highly the concern of the Ulama (Ar.religious scholars), who
have got the highest level of Islamic education. Every Alim (Ar. a religious scholar) could
not compose it. Among the Ulama, few of them have skills which the art of poetry needs.
They are locally known as Mädihs (Ar. the one who praises). This title long lasts officially
and permanently for the poets. These composers, Mädihs, know religious texts, the history
and deeds of certain significant Awlaya (Ar.holymen) and Arabic language very well. They
also have good memory and melodious voice. According to Barhanu Gebeyehu (1997), two
types of poets compose these oral poems: specialists locally called Mädihs, and experts
who are mostly uneducated or at most least educated persons. Experts sing when the
Mädihs are not found.
Mänzuma in the case of specialist poets is composed in written forms, but experts usually
compose their songs orally because they are mostly less educated. Even though the written
form prevails in the composition of Mänzuma, the performance and deliverance of it is
largely oral. The Mädih memorizes his script and sings his song at a Hadra (Ar. religious

meeting). Finnegan (1970) and Miruka (1994) argue that interaction between oral and
written literature and the overlapping nature of the oral and written mode in performance
and utterance are common in oral poetry. Oral composition is often common among the
uneducated poets than the Mädihs, but both of them deliver their composition orally.
Related to this, folklorists assert that oral literature is also characterized by improvisation.
Since the works of oral literature are recited and performed orally, it is difficult to say that
the performer, Mädihs and experts in the Mänzuma case, can recite the contents of the
works word by word without modification. With regard to this, Sakulin (1919) in Sakolov
(1971:21) states, "the old poetic heritage is subject to modification; every more or less
talented narrator, singer, story teller, and so forth, leaves the imprint of his creative spirit
on those works changing their forms, their composition , and in part their subject." Fearing
this, anyone can not perform a Mänzuma unless he has got permission from the Mädih, the
specialist, who has composed that particular Mänzuma. The Mädih also permits when the
individual sings it perfectly either in content or voice wise.
The other characteristic of oral literature is related to performance and occasion. As it is
known, oral literature is an oral and group activity, performed on certain occasions for a
specific purpose. Thus, every form of oral literature becomes more meaningful when it is
performed in a specific occasion. Mänzuma is also performed on a specific occasion like
Waddajja(a weekly meeting of limited number of participants), and Mawlid (Ar. the
birthday of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)) at a specific purposeful ceremonial process called
'Hadra'. Here, Finnegan (1970) states that the importance of the actual performance is one
of the main features of oral literature. As to her (1970:2), "oral literature is by definition
dependent on a performer who formulates it in words on a specific occasion-there is no
other way in which it can be realized as a literary product." Since Mänzuma is performed
by either Mädihs or Eperts only when Muslims come together either to greet each other or
to pray at a particular time and place. It also fulfills the feature of oral literature in this
regard.

All in all, oral literature, particularly Mänzuma has been playing a vital role in the
traditional society and is still playing an important role in the modern society in various
ways. Mänzumas are mainly used to provide moral instruction, to shape the society, to
inspire love, respect, love, loyalty, persistence and so forth. Oral literature including
Mänzuma plays a role of recording the historical practices of states and heads. It also helps
as a tool of propaganda in convincing a given audience. According to Finnegan (1970:141),
praise poetry is used to record the "praise names, victories, characteristics and exploit
chiefs." Poets use Mänzuma to praise Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) and influential Awlaya
(Ar. Holymen) and their victories. Through the biography of the Prophet, the Muslim poets
teach the religion and moral values.
2.3. Hadra
Hadra is religious ritual meetings of Muslims to thank, praise, or pray to Allah. Mänzuma
is recited and performed in the Muslim community generally, and in the shrines
particularly any time through out the year in communal and group worshipping occasions.
Berhanu Gebeyehu (1997:30) states that there are five main occasions whereby Manzuma
takes place, and "Festivals of Eid-äl-adha, Eid-äl-Fatir, the Ramadan nights and the Mawlid
(Ar. the birthday of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)) can be considered as formal occasions
where recital of oral poetry takes place." Eid-äl-adha is one of the festivals which
commemorate the faith of Prophet Ibrahim and his son, Isma'el, and this occurs on the 10th
months of Islamic calendar. Eid-äl-Fatir is a festival of the breaking of the fast of Ramadan.
It occurs on the 12th month of Islamic calendar, Shäwal. The other occasion on which
Mänzuma is performed is the holy month of Ramadan, in the ninth month of the Islamic
calendar which is a month of fasting. Since most Muslims make dua (Ar. Call upon God)
every night at the nearby shrine or in their homes; Mawlid, the birthday of Prophet
Mohammad (pbuh), is the greatest religious festival for the Muslims in the country. Like
the other shrines in Wollo, the shrine of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin entertains a large

number of people coming from different parts of the country during the week of Mawlid,
the mentioned Muslim’s holiday, and the Ramadan nights. Wadajja is performed for
environmental and natural problems by group prayers. Wadajja can be held in individual
homes and consists of minimum of three persons. It can occur on any of the days of the
week. The Wadajja Hadra at Shaikh Muhammad Yassin’s shrine is held every Monday.
The above mentioned festivals and occasions-Eid-äl-adha, Eid-äl-Fatir, Ramadan nights,
Mawlid and Wadajja, may involve a ritual process called 'Hadra'. Hadra is a purposeful
meeting of Muslims culminating with Mänzuma. It involves sets of ritual acts which are
fixed, organized and repeatable. There are things which are like ’Cat, coffee and incense,
accompanied with activities like blessings and singing Mänzumas used to stimulate the
participants on a Hadra.
Hadra takes place on the days of Eid-äl-Adha and Eid-äl-Fatir, Ramadan nights, and during
the Mawlid week in the shrine of Shaikh Muhammad Yassin. Although Hadra is held in the
afternoons, most people prefer to meet in the evenings because the hadra will not be
interrupted by the daily prayer called 'Sälat'. If it is in the afternoon, the people in the hadra
are required to stop and make the daily prayer, Sälat.
The place where hadra takes place should be clean; especially homes should be well kept
and furnished. The furniture would be taken out of the hadra room and the floor should be
covered with green grass. The place where the participants sit may be covered either with
sheepskin or a mat. The other room, or part of the hadra room may be partitioned for the
women and for those who make coffee. Men and women do not pray together in a mosque;
they do not also sit together in a hadra.
The people in a hadra are mostly Muslims, but it is not something which is strictly
forbidden for others. Non-Muslims, who respect and know a Hadra and the religion will be
active participants in a Hadra; especially those persons coming on Mawlid (the birth day of
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)) from various distant places.

The people in a hadra should make wudu (a religious ablution) before they come and sit in
the home where the hadra takes place. ‘Wudu’ is a religious washing performed by every
Muslim before the daily prayer and a hadra. An ablution is washing of a few parts of their
body in a definite pattern. They wash their hands, mouths, noses, faces, arms and legs three
times each. It is believed that an ablution is a process of cleansing their souls from sins.
Islam says that belief begins from cleanness, and water is a symbol for purification.
After making an ablution, the participants often wears clean clothes, usually a white dress
called "Jelabia", or the white cultural toga known as "gabi" in a hadra. The hadra usually
starts early in the evening, around eight o'clock after the participants have had dinner.
There is a person called the ‘Abagar’, who leads the ceremonial process. The Abagar is a
Sheikh who knows Islamic religion very well. This individual knows Qur'an, other Islamic
books, miracles and histories of holy men in the religion. The duties of the Abagar in a
hadra are; opening the ceremony, giving blessings, offeringĊat and supervising the total
ceremonial act. The Abagar may also invite other participants to recite the Qu'ran, to
narrate moralizing tales, or to sing religious songs.
The title goes to the Abagar genealogically from father to son in a particular village. The
title will not serve out of his living place.
Any member of the group, mostly the one who is the oldest could be elected to be an
Abagar, for that particular meeting in a hadra where there is no Abagar. The 'Wali' (Ar. a
holyman) and the 'Mädih' (Ar. a poet and singer) have to get permission from the Abagar to
give blessings and to recount tales.
Ήädam (Ar. Servant) is a person who serves the participants in a hadra. The‛h ädam may
be a man or a woman, who makes coffee. In a hadra held in a home, mostly the 'hädam is
the one who prepares the hadra, or his wife. On occasions involving a large number of
participants, there are more than one
‛h

ädams, performing different tasks like making

coffee and distributing cat from the Abagar to the participants. In shrine Hadras, the

Ήadams are assigned on a voluntary basis. Some provide such labor service in return for
the relief they get from their physical and mental sickness.
Coffee is the first thing which is served in a hadra for the participants. The whole process
of preparing coffee roasting, grinding the coffee beans using pan and mortar for pounding
roasted coffee beans, putting the coffee powder into the boiling water in the coffee pot
(Am. Jäbana) and pouring the coffee to cups will be done. When the coffee boils, the
Ήädam puts burning charcoal on the gächa (Am. an incense burner made of clay) and adds
some incense over it. The incense will give the room a good scent and hence inspires the
participants.
The Ήädam again adds some incense over the gächa and she/he says 'Abol jaba' which
means 'here is the first round coffee'. Immediately the Abagar begins giving his blessings.
The Abagar begins uttering his blessing without problem and without break. His hands
move continuously while he gives blessings. It seems that he is taking the blessing from his
left hand to his right and he sows it as a seed. The 'Hadam and the other participants also
receive the blessing by opening and closing their hands as if they are taking something
concrete and by saying "Amen! Amen!” In the blessing, the Abagar may wish success, long
life, health, peace, or victory to the host or hostess if it is a home hadra, and the blessing
directly goes to all the participants if it is a hadra with large number of participants held in
a shrine on Mawlid.
The Ήädam goes to his/her 'jabana' (Am. coffee pot) and fill each cup with the brewed
coffee immediately after the blessing is over. The
ädamΉ serves all the participants
beginning from the Abagar. After the first round, the 'jabana' is filled by water and boiled
for the second round.
Next to the first round coffee ceremony, theĊat'
' ceremony begins with the blessing of the
Abagar. If it is a home hadra, the host is locally termed 'Awracha', which means the one
who brings the instrument of a hadra, that is, 'Ċat'. The "Awracha" or the host takes the Ċat
to the Abagar and says "Kanbat jaba", which literally means "here is the Cat for the hadra".

The things offered to the hadra like coffee andĊat refer symbolically to submission to God
and is taken as thanks giving.
While the "Awracha" offers theĊat, the Ήädam adds incense on the "gacha", the Abagar
distributes some amount of Ċat to each participant. The "Awracha" takes his share first.
In a hadra with several participants like the Mawlid hadra, each person brings Ċat and
offers to the Abagar, and then the Abagar gives some
Ċat back meanwhile blessing each
individual. After the Abagar distributes the
Ċat to all members, the participants begin
chewing their share (Ċat) with silence. The silence in the room continues like this until the
second round of coffee.
If the Abagar refrains from distributing the
ċat until the end of the coffee ceremony, it
means that the meeting (hadra) will not continue. Hence, the group is forced to disperse.
That means the Abagar distributes the Ċat to the members only if he is satisfied with the
cleanliness of the room and of the members of the hadra, with the quality and quantity of
the items bought for the hadra with the discipline of each member. The Abagar has
absolute authority to send away a member considered to be against the accepted norm such
as decency and wakefulness. The Abagar will distribute theĊat only if he is satisfied with
the atmosphere of the room.
There is a complete silence when the coffee ceremony is over, but each member continues
chewing his Ċat. The chewing of the Ċat continues for more than an hour during which
time all the members seem to be in a meditative mood. This mood prevails until the Abagar
breaks the silence by saying "Allah huma Salli" which indicates the beginning of a shorter
prayer called, Ramsa. It is a collection of panegyrical poems in praise of Prophet
Muhammad (pbuh) and the Awlaya (Ar.holymen). Ramsa usually lasts 25 to 30 minutes.
The person who recites the Ramsa and the participants get up from their seats and clap their
hands.
These activities; Ramsa, blessings, theĊat and the coffee ceremonies, burning incense,
different actions and the like are believed to manifest presence of the Holy Spirit. In other
words, Ramsa is a way to the hadra to attract some sort of divine help. The Ramsa ends

with a blessing and followed by a long-lasting silence. The Abagar also gives out theĊat to
each participant. The state of meditation involves looking in ward and each participant
sinks into him/herself.
After this, the Abagar claps his hand so as to take the participants to the next devotional
narration called Qissa. Qissa (Ar. Narration or story) is a story tale about the deeds and
lives of Prophet Muhammad (pubh) and other Awlaya. It includes episodes from the life
and miracles of the prophet (pbuh) and Awlaya. The Abagar narrates moralizing tales.
Qissa can be told either by the Abagar or by a Wali (Ar. a holyman) or by a Mädih (Ar. a
poet and singer). It may be told by all the three, taking turns, one after the other. The one
who tells the qissa can also quote a passage from the Qur'an or Hadith.
Again when the Qissa ends, the home will be filled by complete silence. Then at one point,
the Abagar begins humming to indicate the starting of Mänzuma. The performance of
Mänzuma differs highly from one form of Mänzuma to the other. The activities of the
participants vary according to the different forms of the Mänzuama. According to Assefa
Mammo (1987), there are two types of mänzuma based on the participation of the
audience; ‘Mänzuma Baqu chita’ refers to Mänzuma by sitting down, and ‘Mänzuma
Baqum’ refers to Mänzuma by standing up. The former requires the participants to sit and
listen attentively to the recitation that helps to meditate, whereas the other requires the
audience to actively participate by singing the chorus, clapping their hands, dancing, and so
on. Some forms need to be narrated whereas others need to be uttered impressively or sung.
Some require the audience to sing the refrains whereas others are solo. Some need hand
claps and drum, whereas others do not.
Generally, the performance of Mänzuma is a culminating point of a hadra. Finally, the
participants go out from the hadra in the morning, at dusk.

In conclusion, hadra is a ritual performance that embodies blessings, recital of Mänzuma,
narration of stories and dances in a definite and organized sequence.
2.4. Review of Related Works (Researches)
This is to give a review of some of the researches conducted in the field of Islamic oral
poetry. This helps the researcher to develop background information on the study area and
ideas in order to fill gaps raised in the section of the statement of the problem.
Even though sufficient research studies have not been conducted on this genre, the students
of the Department of English Language and Literature (DEFL) at the AAU have attempted
to know Islamic folklore beginning from the early 1970. Most of the local as well as
foreign scholars who studied Mänzuma (Islamic poetry) focused on the features of the
genre in general, not on the works of individual poets. This review focuses on the research
works, which are closely related to this particular work.
Not less than ten papers were done as partial fulfillment for the first degree since the
above-mentioned year. Among these, Kirubel (1994), Abebe (1989), and Halima (1984)
focus on Islamic oral poetry, which is concerned with few religious leaders. Others such as
Bogale (1980), Mohammad (1992), Muhammad (1996) and Tibabu(1984) who study
Islamic oral poetry with main focus on collecting and documenting compositions of
individual poets. The first three scholars focus on the poems of Muslim scholars in Wollo
region long ago and Tibabu (1984) makes his study on the poems from recorded cassettes,
which are available in the market. They differ from the present study in that they are done
in Amharic for BA, and they focus on the major features of the genre, whereas this one
deals with thematic analysis.
Yoseph (1989), Mekonnen (1990), Umer (1990) and Muhammad (1994) attempted to study
the literary importance of this religious oral poetry in its social setting. They could not
provide a clear and detail description about the place and time where the oral poetry takes
place, and did not consider the role of individual participants at a particular place and time.
They provided themes, which are common and clear to the poems they have collected.

Muhammad (1984) analyzed on the poems of one of the popular and previous religious
leader named Sheikh Ċali in Wollo.
The accessible studies in English in AAU at DFLL are Assefa's (1987) and Berhanu's
(1997) MA theses.
Assefa's (1987) thesis contains about thirteen Mänzumas from four different shrines of
Wollo region and discusses about their social background, content and forms, and a
conclusion, within 46 pages. Assefa (1987) names Mänzumas to all songs sung in a Hadra.
According to him, there are two types of Mänzumas called 'Mänzuma Baqum' (refers to a
song sung primarily to praise Allah, prophet Muhammad (pbuh) and other prophets),
whereas 'Mänzuma Baquchita', is a song sung for meditation.

He has described briefly how he has collected the Mänzumas in his introduction. He writes
that he has collected by participants’ observation using hidden tape recorder, that is,
without the notice of the poets and the participants. He also uses personal discussions with
the composers to support the collected data by a tape recorder. He has done simultaneously;
singing the chorus and clapping as a participant, and pressing and controlling the tape
recorder.
Assefa (1987) explains that women and children will not participate in a hadra. This is very
wrong in that women participate actively in a hadra, but they do not sit together with the
men. This means either women will be in a partitioned part of the hadra room, or the room
next to the men, but the room enables them to follow the hadra.
Berhanu Gebeyehu (1998) explains Islamic oral poetry from the aspect of its social setting.
The theoretical part of this research provides information about the poets, composition,
performance, transmission, and classification of Islamic oral poetry in Wollo area. The
research also emphasizes the different occasions of poetry recitals. In the analysis part,
Berhanu focuses on the contextual meaning of the poems by classifying them into various
genres.

Berhanu's (1997) thesis is 118 pages in double space and unlike oral poetry studies; it does
not incorporate poems at the end of the paper. It begins with introduction, discusses things
within four chapters and ends by conclusion. He writes an important background in the first
chapter. This includes historical setting in relation to the spread of Islam and the different
shrines in Wollo, literature review and field experience. Especially on the field experience,
he states the methods employed and the problems related to the fieldwork.
The second chapter of the study discusses the different occasions and ceremonies in which
Islamic oral poetry is performed. It explains about the five different occasions in which
Hadra takes place: Eid-äl-adha, Eid-äl-Fatir, Rammadan, Mawlid and the Wadajja. This
section also provides an interesting description about the series of activities in a Hadra,
when Islamic oral poetry is recited.
The thesis attempts to explain the nature of Islamic poets in Wollo, the composition of
Ajäm, the performance and transmission of Ajäm by giving attention for each subject topic
in the third chapter. This part discusses the two types of poets; specialist poets, they are
locally called Mädihs and the expert poets, who are not well learned. The Mädih has
usually the skill to prepare their songs in Amharic and Arabic languages, but experts
usually prepare their songs orally.
Both Berhanu (1997) and Assefa (1987) have primarily aimed at the social setting of this
genre. They have made great effort on the occasion, transmission, performance, and form
of it. Nevertheless, the present study mainly emphasizes on the themes portrayed through
this genre. The intended themes here in this study are praising the Prophets and holy men,
Tawhid (Islamic theology), the life after death, the signs of the Resurrection Day, and so
on.
A few anthropologists have made research on Islamic oral poetry in the Ethiopian context
especially in earliest times. The first scholar who carried out a research related to this
genre is Enricio Cerulli (1926) . Cerulli (1926) discusses the importance of Islamic poetry
in the propagation of Islam.

The other significant anthropologist who has attempted to study Islamic oral poetry is
Allula Punkhurst. Allula (1994a ) has primarily aimed at the social function of this genre.
He has analyzed great labor on the contents, contexts and composition of Islamic oral
poetry in his paper entitled "Indigenizing Islam in Wollo: Ajam, Amharic verse written in
Arabic script." He describes local terms like 'Ajam' and vocabulary of Islamic poetry.
Minako Ishihara (1996) had conducted a study on this poetry composed in Oromo society,
in S.W. Ethiopia focusing on its social function. The poems that are taken into account, the
special emphasis given, and the language of the poems are the major points which
differentiate the above papers and this thesis. Hence, the researcher attempts to fill this gap
found in the studies.
The research studies on this genre have tried to study Islamic oral poetry in relation to its
social context. They focus on the major features of Mänzumas in Wollo, generic
classification and social setting whereas this one is concerned more on thematic analysis
and on an individual poet's work. Therefore, the researcher intends to fill this gap by
collecting and analyzing the Mänzumas of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin(1995-1972).

CHAPTER THREE
A THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE SELECTED POEMS
3. The Contributions of Prophet Muhammad and Other
Heroes to Islam
The poems of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin are religious following Finnegan(1976) for the
poems’ contents are either about God or the prophets, or they give direct religious
instruction, and the poems are also performed on religious occasions by religious
specialists. Among the major religious themes the Sheikh touches on these mänzumas are:
praising Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), beliefs, history of Islam, life after death, and worship.
3.1. Prophet Muhammad (Pbuh) In Islam
According to Muhammad (2006), the qualities of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) are described
well in the Holy Quran and Hadith. Sheikh Muhammad Yassin praises the Prophet’s
qualities such as strong personality, steadfast faith, his miracles, and his earliest in creation
and great achievements.
3.1.1. The Prophet’s Physical Appearance and Behavior
The poet praises the Prophet’s physical appearance and conduct many times through his
poems (PIII L 60-64, L29-33, L49-54, PIII L29-32, PIII L44-53, etc). Some of these
rhymes read as follow:
¾SÇ=“¬” v¾’ው ›Ã’<”፣ PIII L112-115
u’<` ›[”ÕÈ ¾}ኳለው”፣
çÑ<\ ¾T>SeK¬ ¾H` Ñ<”Ñ<”፣
ò~ ŸÚ[n ¾T>Áu^ው”፡፡
We wish we could see the eyes of the Man of Medina;
This is lined by green light eye-liner;
His hair looks like locks of wool;
His face shines brighter than the moon.

eõ^ ÁÅ[Ñው u“óm¬ JÉ፣ PIII L 60-64
G<MÑ>²? S`Ê ’¬ Xc<” ¾T>¨É፣
X”Åc< ¾T>ÁU` T”U T” ›Ã¨MÉ፣
gòp ’¬ \I\I KvÉ K²SÉ፡፡
Whom he makes his residence in the of heart of his lover;
It is always crying for those who loved him;
No one can deliver as handsome as him.
He is generous and merciful to all;

›Ã•‡” }Ÿ<KA ’¬ ¾}¨KÅው፣
uòƒ ¨ÅÅ“ G<K<” ›e¨ÅÅው፣
He was born having wore eye by eye-liner;
Whom Allah likes him early and makes all to like him.

The above citations explain the beauty of the Prophet’s eyes, hair, face and generally his
loveable nature to the people around him. The poet describes that Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh) was the most handsome and bravest, the brightest faced, and most generous and
kind. The description the poet has given about the Prophet’s appearance and behavior is
supported by the Holy Quran and books of Sira (biography of the Prophet). Muhammad
(2006) writes about the Prophet as follow:
The prophet had a smiling face that made him loveable
to the people who submitted to him and followed him.
He was also wise, discerning and patient. He had no interest
in the worldly pleasures. He was the example of modesty.
He was kind to all (214).
Allah also praises the Prophet by saying that “And verily, you (o’ Muhammad) are on an
exalted (standard of) character.” (Quran 68:4). This moral qualification of the Prophet in
itself is a miracle and helps him to be accepted by his companions as a Prophet. Allah also
says that “…and had you been severe and harsh-hearted, they would have broken away
from you” (Quran 3:159).

Muhammad (1999) argues that the Prophet’s perfect moral is main evidence that made
many people to believe in Muhammad (pbuh) before they have seen a tangible miracle.
Among these people; khadija (the Prophet’s first wife), Abu Bakr, Ali and others, accepted
the Prophet’s message, Islam, immediately due to the Prophet’s early reliable conduct.
The poet praises the most kind and exalted Prophet in his smart poetic language, that is,
selected and few words in a stanza, and perfectly balanced and related stanzas.
3.1.2 The Prophet’s Earliest in Creation and Greatness Achievements
The poet mentions the prophecies in the books of revelation such as Towrat (Torah) and
Injeet (Gospel) as follows:
¾G<Ê‡ u}¬^ƒ፣ PI L140-145
›Ó˜„›†¬ Ÿ<^ƒ፣
eUG<” KSp^ƒ፣
›ወk¬ Kg<SƒG<፣
Ÿ}¬^ƒ LÃ u=ÁÖñƒ፣
g<Sƒ” S‹ Ññƒ፣
The Jews in Torah;
Have felt proud;
To read your name;
They know your majesty;
Although they eradicate it from Torah;
They cannot throw out your majesty.

The above extract tells us that the name of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) is mentioned in
Torah, the book of God to the Jews through Prophet Musa (Moses), even though the Jews
fail to accept Muhammad (pbuh) as a Messenger of Allah and Islam as a religion. The
prophecies (glad tidings) are the predictions and information given by the former Prophets
and Messengers in their books about the arrival of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh). This is
supported by Allah in His Holy Quran as follows:

The prophet who can neither read nor write
(i.e. Muhammad) whom they find written with
them in with them in the Torah and Injeel (Quran 7:157).
In another verse, the Quran says:
Those to whom we gave the scripture (Jews and
Christians) recognize him (Muhammad) or the
Kabba at Mäkka as they recognize their sons. (2:146).
The poet praises the Prophet by stating what is told in the Holy Quran, that is, the people of
the scripture know the Prophet very well because of his signs and allusion made about him
in their books.
Then the poet continues explaining about the earliest and greatness of Muhammad’s
creation (birth). The poet praises by saying:
òƒ ÁKð¬ u=¨^' PI L69-72
¾KG<U vM”Ë^'
’@U Ÿ=¬w wk^'
Á”~” ›UdÁ ›L¾G<U'
From what is told about the previous;
You do not have any resemblance;
While I also read books;
I have not seen like you.
In the above extract, the poet underlines the greatness of the Prophet. He also says that the
light of Muhammad was created before anything and the presence of the Prophet behind
the success of all the other Prophets before him from PI L208 to L239. He speaks about the
philosophical view about the creation of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), that is, first of all,
Allah created the Arŝ (divine throne), the angels, and the Prophets from the branches of that
light. Hence, the Prophet is the starting point of creation and this implies that the Prophet is
the elder to all the creation, but the last in manifestation. The Prophet’s leadership was
declared by God when He gathered all the souls (spirits) of mankind before this world. The
poet tells us that the prophet’s leadership was declared before 50,000 years (PVII L34-37).

Therefore, Allah declared that everybody who will be born in the later worldly epoch of
Muhammad should believe in him (as Allah’s Messenger), obey and be administered by
him. For instance, the poet says;
eS<I }Ÿƒx c=¬Ã፣ PI L101-104
u›ÅU kKuƒ LÃ ፣
K" òƒ ’G< ›”ÉLÃ፣
dÃኸKp Í=eS<G<፡፡
When it is seen your name written;
On Adam’s ring;
You were earlier;
Before your body came in this world.
Hence, this extract illustrates that the Prophet’s name was written on Adam’s ring, it is to
say that he is the father of human beings, Adam, knows the prophet spiritually although the
Prophet was not there physically. Hence, Adam accepted Muhammad’s Prophethood.
The Holy Quran and Hadith support this view that the Prophet is a light sent to this world
as a light of guidance. Allah says this “indeed there has come to you from Allah a light
(Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)) and a plain book (this book)” (Quran -15:45-46). Allah also
says to the Prophet.
“And I made you the first of the prophets in creation
and the last of them in mission” (Iyad bin Musa binIyad
-239-240).
The poet then continues about the reason behind the Prophets’ success. Allah gave the light
that which became Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) to all the Prophets and the success of the
Prophets due to that transcend light which was passed to them from Adam. Allah asked the
angels and Satan to make prayer for Adam was due to the presence of that light in Adam. It
implies that it is only through (believing in) Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) that anybody can
achieve high status and rank. The poet therefore praises the Prophet by mentioning the

previous Prophets such as Ibrahim (Abraham), Yesuf (Josef), Dawed, Sulayman (Solomon)
and Esa (Jesus) in his poem (PI L208-238).
3.1.3. Allah’s Honor to Muhammad (pbuh)
The poet underlines that the Prophet’s grand intercession on the Resurrection Day and the
Prophet’s Hawd (cistern) in the next world are special favors that Allah will give to his
most beloved Prophet (PVII L104-106, PX L 261-262, PIII L19-22, etc...).
3.1.3.1The Prophet’s Grand Intercession on the Day of Resurrection
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin praises the Prophet indicating that He is most beloved to Allah
by narrating that Muhammad (pbuh) will be the first person for whom the grave will be
split open by angels (PX L105-115) and by stating Muhammad’s grand intercession on the
Day of Resurrection (PIII L104-106). All the Prophets will fear Allah and worry about their
souls except Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) on that Day. The poet puts it as follows:
T>"›?M Ëw]M Xe^òM Å`cው፣ PX L5-112
Ÿ’u= kw` LÃ X`f” kepcው፣
u<^p LÃ ›¬Ø}¬ ÅI“ Mwe ›Mwcው፣
Ã¨eÇD†ªM dÃ’d ›”É cው፣
u=ÖÃl ’u= Ïw]M” c=’c<፣
›<S„Š G<L ¨Å¾ƒ Å[c<፣
ÃLK< Ïw]M ¾}’dU ¾K፣
x”} uk` K?L Ñ“ ’¬ XÁK፣
Mikael, Jibril, Israfeel reach the grave of the Prophet;
They make him wake up;
They will make him wear good clothes and to mount on Burak;
They will take him before the wake of anyone;
When the prophet asks Jibril;
“Where are my people?
Jibril says, “No one wakes up
Except you”

According to the poet’s explanation in the above extract, the first person for whom his
grave will be split on will be Prophet Muhammad (pbuh).
Therefore, the poet praises the Prophet by explaining his highest rank and that He is
beloved by Allah among the inhabitants of the earth; to be raised first and give grand
intercession on the Day of Resurrection.
3.1.3.2. Ήawd (cistern) of the Prophet
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin speaks about the Ήawd (cistern) of the Prophet from Allah
while he praises the Prophet (PX L 240-265). The poet explains that Allah will honor his
slave Muhammad in that great gathering on the Resurrection Day by giving him a huge,
vast cistern. This is how the poet puts it artistically:
¾’u= ¤¨<É ›K ›¤?@^ ¾T>Ö×' PXL240-244
}T` ¾×ðÖ Ÿ¨}ƒ ¾’×'
i¬¬ ’¬ ŸT>eŸ<M ›eŸ`'
SÖÝ¬ }¢Ÿw ’¬ ›¡c`'
There is the prophet’s cistern which is;
Sweeter than honey and whiter than milk;
The smell is from musk;
The vessels for drinking will look like the stars;
It will be drunk in the next world.
The poet adds that this cistern is having water whiter than milk and sweeter than honey,
with fragrance finer than musk; the vessels for drinking will be like the stars of the sky.
This good water will spring from the river of Al-käwsar, which Allah has given to this
Prophet in paradise. The ummah (people) of the chosen Prophet will come to drink from it
and whoever would drink from it would never feel thirsty again. The poet also expresses
that it will spring out in paradise at a place called Fäwsal, and its length is a month’s
journey. The four companions of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), namely; Abu Bakr, Ali,
Umer, and Usman will sit at the four corners of the source. Those who turn from the

command of the Prophet will not get from it. This liquid is expressed by the poet as related
to the Prophet as follows:
¾Ë’~ U”ß Ÿ¬c` ¾T>K<ƒ' PX L261-262
K’u= SK¿ ’¬ ¾cÖ¬ƒ'
The source of paradise which is called, Käwsar;
That Allah has given it to the Prophet for his honour.
As the poet presented in the above extract, Allah will give this Ήawd to the Prophet to
show the prophet’s prestige. The poet also describes that the cistern will be a lot to be given
for all the Prophets and Ummah of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh).
3.1.4. Praising the Prophet through His Family
The poet talks about the family of the prophet through PVI. He mentions all the names of
the members of the Prophet’s family; his forefathers to twenty steps, his uncles, his aunts,
his wives and his children. The poet praises all the Prophet’s family members by
remembering their good deeds and spiritual purity. The poet tells us that knowing the
names of the Prophet’s forefathers to twenty steps is an obligation for a Muslim and it is
also part of a belief. The poet repeatedly prays to Allah to fulfill his wish through the
beloved and righteous family of Prophet Muhammad. He also praises the Prophet in
relation to his family as follows:
›wÆMS<ÙK=w' Gg=U' ›wÆMS“”' PxL11-13
X’²=I e` “†¬ K³ ƒMp ³õ'
ØL¬” LÖL¬ u›KS<M ›¡“õ'
Abdul Mutalib, Hashem, Abdulmanf;
They are the roots of the big tree;
Whom he gives his shade to the whole world.
Hence, the poet calls that the Prophet is a big tree that he gives a shade to the whole world
and the root of this tree is his families.This poem states the forefathers of the Prophet
beginning from his father, Abdälla to his twenty forefathers, Adnan. The Prophet’s

forefathers are Hashim, Abdul Mena, Kusay, Kilab, Murah, Luay, Galib, Fa
‛hr, Malik,
Nedr, Kinana‛h, Huzayma‛h, Medreka, Elias, Mudar, Nezar, Mead, and Adnan.
The poet addresses the number of the Prophet’s uncles, wives, and children; his uncles
were twelve, his wives were also twelve, and his children were seven in number, and the
poet also mentions all their names. He also discusses the Prophet’s family’s charity,
sincerity faithfulness, good mannered, and the importance of knowing and reminding the
Prophet’s family.
The poet wants to teach that the Prophet’s high status and rank by Allah, and a Muslim
should love and follow him to be loved by Allah and to be rewarded in paradise in the life
hereafter.
3.1.5. Miracles of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
Muëjżah (Ar. Miracle) – is remarkable and extraordinary event that seems impossible to
explain by means of the known laws of nature. These challenges or miracles had never
happened till Allah manifested the Prophet and permitted him to do before the world, for
the sake of mankind so that they will learn and profit from it and believe in Allah and obey
His Messenger. Muhammad (2006) argues that the Almighty God enables the prophets to
show miracles.
Among the miracles of the Prophet, Sheikh Muhammad Yassin presents the divine journey
of the Prophet known as ‘Isra’ and ‘Miëraj’ ( PI L 45-68,PI L116-119). The poet describes
it as follows:
wƒ¨Ö< Ÿ›`g=' PI L 45-48
›MðG< Á”” õ^i'
›uËG<M” ›Ãi'
X²=I K— ›euG<::
X³ eõ^ c¨< ¾KU'
u%EL òƒ ²LKU'

SLÃ" K=}¯KU '
eƒ¨`Æ }ÖÒG<::
›=w^H>U eƒ¨`Æ'
u=ÁÑ–<I ŸS”ÑÆ'
K— U¡` cÅÆ'
ÖkS<” ›v~G<::
S<d ÁLI ¨ÇÏ'
eƒ¨Ö< T>°^Ï'
’Ñ\I ¾T>uÏ'
›´’ው K›<SƒG<::
While you go up to Arŝ;
Beyond that mattress;
You ease our life;
You worry about us here.
There is no person who reaches there; PIL 45-68
Angels come;
To learn from you;
While you come back.
When you come down;
You meet Ibrahim on the street;
He sends advice for us;
He, your father, makes us beneficial.
Moses, the beloved of Allah;
Tells you the good;
In worrying to your people;
When you go up, Miraj.
›=d u=¨Ö< cTÃ' PI L 223-235
H@Æ ¢ ›”~U Ÿ³ uLÃ'

¬M ¾TÃM kMw LÃ'
e”ƒ Ñ<É ›d¾G<::
While Esa (Jesus) goes up to the sky;
You have gone above that;
Allah has shown much astonishment for you;
That cannot be imagined in mind.
The above extract talks about the Prophet’s divine journey within limited words of the poet.
About these journeys, Isra and Miraj, Bilal (2005, 37) states as follow:
‘Isra’ literally means a journey by night and ‘Miëraj’
literally means an elevator or a ladder, i.e., an
instrument which lifts something up. But in Islam,
Isra refers to a miraculous night- journey made
by the last prophet (pbuh) from Mäkka to Jerusalem,
and Miëraj refers to the vehicle which took the
prophet (pbuh) from Jerusalem up to and out of the
universe, through the seven heavens, and in to
the direct presence of Allah.
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin has put these miraculous divine journey of the Prophet first to
the Al-Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem and to the seven heavens where the Prophets found, and
then to beyond the seventh heaven, in poetic language.
According to Bilal (2005), at midnight of Monday, the 27th day of the month of Rajab,
angel Jibril descended into the Prophet’s room and woke up the Prophet. Jibril took hold of
the prophet’s hand and led him outside of his house to the gate of Kabba. The Prophet
found a Buraq (a strange unearthly animal, it was smaller than a mule but larger than a
donkey, having a wing on each of its hind legs). The prophet entered the mosque and
prayed there in.

The Prophet then left the mosque and the Miëraj (lift) was brought to him. It shot up into
the heavens and out of the solar system (PI L45-48). Jibril and the Prophet reached the end
of the universe and arrived at the boundary of the lowest heaven. The Prophet met the
prophets beginning from the lowest heaven; the Prophet got Adam at the lowest heaven,
Jibril then took him up to the second heaven where he met and greeted Prophet Idris, up to
the fifth where he met and greeted Prophet Harun, and up to the sixth where he met Prophet
Moses and finally he met Prophet Ibrahim (PI L53-60). Prophet Muhammad (Pbuh)
observed approximately seventy thousand angels, entering this heavenly house of worship
without seeing any of them leave (PI L 65-68). Jibril then led the prophet to the lote-tree of
the boundary, known as Sidrätul Muntaha, which is full of unimaginable things by
someone, the prophet described as having leaves like the ears of elephants and fruits as
large as earthen–ware jugs (PI L232-234, PII L 116-119). The lote tree marked the spot,
beyond which even Jibril could not go, but Allah permitted the Prophet to go beyond it and
spoke to Him directly (PI L 49-52). Then Allah made Sälah (prayer) compulsory fifty times
per day for the prophet and his followers. On the Prophet’s return, he passed by Prophet
Musa and Ibrahim who asked him what worship had been prescribed for him. When the
Prophet informed him, Musa said, “Your people are not capable of doing fifty daily
prayers. I swear by Allah, so go back to your lord and ask Him to make things lighter for
your people.” (PII L53-60). The Prophet went back to Allah, and accepted from Him the
order to perform five prayers everyday for him and his followers.
Finally, he returned to his home in Mäkka where he found his bed still warm. These divine
journeys of the Prophet described by the poet within limited words aesthetically are also
supported by the Holy Quran in chapter 53.
And indeed he (Muhammad) saw Jibril at a second descent
(i.e. another time). Near Sidrätul Muntaha (a lote-tree of
the utmost boundary over the seventh heaven beyond which
none can pass).(13)

Sheikh Muhammad Yassin also mentions the other miracles that Allah has given to Prophet
Muhammad as a sign of his truthfulness. From the miracles mentioned by the poet below
(PI L120-123) is about the water springing from the Prophet’s fingers.
ŸXÏG< ¬H ðKk፣ PI L120-123
¾°n¬ ¬H "Kk፣
Á” ÖØ„ ²Kk፣
¾²S}¬ ßõ^G<፡፡
Water springs out from your hand;
When the water in the container is finished;
The army that go to the raid;
Reached there by drinking this water.
The story was on the day of “Hudaiba” campaign in the time of the Prophet. The Prophet
was with a group of his companions about 1500 in number and faced shortage of water for
wudu (ablution) and drink, he ordered them to bring a bowl, and put his fingers in it. Then
water started springing from his fingers until the whole group members drank and also
performed ablutions from the water. Therefore, the Sheikh puts this story using single
stanza as you can see above.
The poet talks about a camel suffered by its owner in PI L269-272.
à¤ L”} ÓSK<' PI L269-272
¨Ó ÁM’u` ›SK<'
HÍ¬ ¨× uS<K<'
‹Ò\” c=’Ó\G<::
The camel shouts for you;
It could not speak by its nature;
Its wish all fulfilled;
When it tells you its problem.
According to the above extract which is also supported by Hadith, a camel, which cannot
speak by its nature, complained its overload and the shortage of food by the owner to the

Prophet. The Prophet called the owner of the camel and gave some money for it. He took
the camel and made it free from the owner’s oppression.
The poet states that rain dropped due to the Prophet’s pray in PII L 248-251 section. While
the Prophet invoked Allah to send rain for a place where it had got the last rain seven years
ago, the rain began running down immediately, and the place became fertile afterwards.
The poet also describes the longing of the trunk and the sword of ‘Ukasha’ in PI L 265-268
and PI L 252-255 section.
Generally, the poet raises different points concerning Prophet Muhammad (pbuh). Such as
the status and rank of the Prophet compared to that of other Prophets, the benefits that
humankind get and will get because of his birth, the history of the Prophet and his family,
the greatness of his companions, and soon.
3.2. Heroes and History of Islam
3.2.1. The Heroes of Islam
The poet begins by describing the most intimate companion of the Prophet named Abu
Bäkr in section PIII L142-171. Abu Bäkr was mostly known for his deep Iman (belief) and
extreme love for the Prophet. The poet discusses the sacrifice Abu Bäkr payed when he
was travelling to Medina with the Prophet. At that time, Abu Bäkr had stretched out his leg
and got bitten by the snake that came to attack the Prophet. Abu Bäkr’s day and night effort
for the well being of the Prophet is described here. Abu Bäkr did not care about the
pleasure of this world, and he was very tearful while he thought about grave and the Day of
Resurrection. It is put as follows (PIII L176-179):
›MÒ X¢ ›ÃqUU ÁK ›^ƒ XÓ`'
’u=U ’u[ƒ ›^ƒ ¨”u`'
›”Òó†¬ c=Ç=p ÇÓS— ®<S`'
fe}—†¬ ®<eT” ®M¿ GÃÅ`::
As a bed cannot stand without four legs;
The Prophet also had four seats;
Abu Bäkr is the leading, Umär is the second;

Their third is Usman and Aleyu Ήaydär.
According to the above extract, Abu Bäkr, Umär, Usman and Aliy were the four important
persons for the Prophet and the religion. Umär was the second Kälif (leader) next to Abu
Bäkr after the Prophet’s death. As to the poet, Islam became strong and belief rose up when
Umär accepted Islam. The poet also describes that Umär was the wing of Islam who ran
restlessly for the religion.
Usman was the third Kälif in the history of Islam and one of the vital companions of the
Prophet as it is told by the poet in PII1 L197-211. Usman’s life was simple and he feared
Allah very much, and was generous especially for the needy of ‘Tebuk’ city.
Then the poet talks about the courage of Ali in his poem, PII L212-245. Ali was the fourth
Käliph next to Usman and he was known specially for his bravery in Islamic history. These
stanzas explain his courage in the campaign of Ήybär’. The poet also mentions Ali’s horse
and sword named ‘Anbeley’ and ‘Zulfikar’ respectively.
The poet says that the above four heroes of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), namely; Abu Bäkr,
Umär, Usman and Ali will sit on the four corners of the source of
‛ häwd of the Prophet in
the next world, which is a cistern (liquid) that Allah will honor His Messenger, Muhammad
(pbuh) for the people on the Day of Resurrection in section PX L 254-258. The poet also
explains that those who hate one of these individuals will not get from this‛häwd on that
day. Hamza is the other hero of Islam who is alluded to by the poet (PIV L112-124).
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin then reminds us of the other heroes such as Abdul Rehman,
Abdällah, Zubayer,Ήalid, Abas, Ή
äwla, Dorar,

and Abu Sufian, and mentions their

particular attributes and exemplary characters and deeds (PIII L 245-258).
Hence, the poet attempts to preach the people by introducing the most significant persons
and their contributions as models to follow so that the people will be real believers, and to
achieve superior morality like them.

3.2.2. The Major Campaigns in Islamic Period
The major campaigns performed between the believers who flew to Medina and the
pagans of Mäkka (Quraish) are known as ‘Bädr” and “Uhud” as the poet’s description (PIV
L1-55). The first conflict, Bädr, was held at Wadi Bädr, two miles to the south west of
Medina, in the month of Ramadan, in the second year of Hijra.
The battle lasted more than 18 hours and finally the Quraish fled to Mäkka. Forty nine of
the unbelievers had fallen and almost an equal number of them were captured. Fourteen
men died from the side of the believers.
The poet mainly stresses on the other battle i.e. ‘Uhud’ which took place a year after of
‘Bädr’. He tells us that the believers won at Bädr and the heroes of this battle were Ali and
Hamza.
In Mäkka Muhammad’s victory at Bädr had annoyed intense bitterness among the Quraish.
A whole month passed before laments were sung for the dead. The motive was to deny
Muhammad’s victory as long as possible. Abu Sofian, the leader of the unbelievers, swore
that he would not turn his head until he had obtained revenge. The Quraish were prepared
to begin serious action against the believers. A well equipped army of 3,000 men moved
from Mäkka a year after the battle of Bädr. A host of women followed the army in the
belief that they would serve to motivate on the fighting spirit of the warriors, and the wife
of Abu Sofian, Hindu, along with women used tambourines as the poet’s description in
section PIV L 34-39.
feƒ g=I J’<“ SÖ< l[Ãj‹' PIV L34-36
H>”Æ X”"D ›Mk[‹U ewev c?„‹'
Ÿ[Ux XÁeS¬‹ XÁ²ð’‹::
The Quraish are three thousand when they come;
Even Hindu with women has come;
And sung using tambourines.
When the believers heard about the Quraish’s army, the Prophet’s army moved to Uhud
Mountain and settled on the slopes. The Prophet arranged his men so that no shoulder

should protrude from the ranks. He stopped the archers behind the army, and gave orders
that under no conditions were they to move from their posts (P IV L40-43).
At first Muhammad (pbuh) was successful as the poet says (PIV L 70-75). The Quraish
began to flee and Abu Sofian was in danger of his life. When they saw this, the archers
could no longer remain quiet but rushed forward to share in the robbery. According to
section PIV L83-87, Ekrima and Ήalid conquered this place suddenly the victory was
turned to the Quraish, and the believers began to flee in all directions. The Prophet was
injured at six points and Hamza was killed there (PIV L91-93).Then the Quraish began to
withdraw without making a real attempt to exploit their victory. The daughter of the
Prophet, Fatima, and the wife of the prophet, Aisha, and the companions of the Prophet had
come to the injured Prophet, and supported him (PIV L112-124). Before the army departed
the battlefield was searched and the dead were robbed and mutilated. Hindu, the wife of
Abu Sofian, employed a person named Wahshey to kill the heroic Hamza. Hindu went
ahead and cut off the noses and ears of the dead. Among the dead was Hamza, the uncle of
the Prophet, who had killed Hindu’s father at Bädr. His murderer, Wa‛hŝay left, the liv er of
the dead man for Hindu (PIV L125-139).
Finally, the remaining companions of the Prophet Abu Bäkr, Umär, Usman, Ali, Sead,
Muaz, and Abu Dujana had saved the Prophet and Islam even though Hamza was killed
there (PIV L 140-155).
3.2.3. The Major Events in Muhammad’s Prophethood
The poet, in poem V, mentions the major works of the Prophet in his Prophethood. The
first two stanzas discuss birth and early years of the Prophet. When the Prophet was born at
dusk from his mother, Aminat, evil was fired and angels were gathered in the room. Like
the other Prophets, the poet tells us that Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) was a herdsman in his
youth. The poet then states that Allah makes the Prophets shepherd to be merciful to their
people.
When Muhammad was 25, he married his uncle’s daughter, Ή
ädija, who was a widow of a
merchant, the noblest and richest woman among the Quraish. Muhammad was the one who

ran her business. She was impressed by his reliability, and she was the one to propose
marriage. Muhammad was 25 and she was forty at that time according to the poet (PV L1416).
When Muhammad was 35, the four clans of Mäkka began the duty of rebuilding the walls
of Kabba. As the walls rose from the ground, and the time came to place the Ήajär Aswad
(the sacred black stone) in its place in the east wall, they differed as to who would have the
honor of laying it in place. Competition was so seen that it almost led to a new civil war.
Finally, they agreed that the stone was to be put by Muhammad (pbuh) and he did (PV
L17-21).
Therefore, the year approached when the time was ripe for Islam. Muhammad (pbuh) was
by that time forty years old, an independent, and a respected man. It is said that among his
countrymen, he was known by his nick name Al-Amin (Ar. the reliable). As the time drew
near when Allah desired to make Muhammad (pbuh) his Prophet, the holy element and its
approach first became noticeable in his dreams. The dreams waited for six months (PV
L22-24).
Muhammad (pbuh) used to go on Mountain paths and in ravines far from the city. In the
year that Muhammad (pbuh) was called to be a Prophet, he went to Mountain Hira with his
family for religious exercises. One night angel Jibril came and told Muhammad (pbuh) that
he was elected to be a Prophet by Allah. Then afterwards, Jibril with revelations from Allah
had begun to come to Muhammad (pbuh).
Then the poet told us about three major events that happened after ten years of his
Prophethood in the extracts below. The events were the death of his uncle, Abu ‘Talib, who
loved him very much and gave him protection from the unbelievers. Then death of his
beloved wife, Ήädija, and his short Journey with Zeyed (his previous servant) to a place
called ‘Taif’ after three months of Ήädija’s death (PV L25-28).
’u= Ÿ}LŸ< J• ›e` ›Sƒ'
›u<×K=w V~ ¾›K= ›vƒ'
’u= ÁKkc<ƒ ›´’¬ KXc< Vƒ'

u²=G< ¯Sƒ V~ ŸÉË}M Ÿ<w^::
Ten years after the sending the Prophet;
Abu ‘Talib, the father of Ali, died;
The Prophet felt sorry in his death;
‘Hadija died in the same year.
XT@‚ ŸÉÍ V}¨< c=J’¬ feƒ ¨`' PV L31-33
X²ÃÈ Ò` H@Æ ¨Å ×D¯>õ ›Ñ`'
¾›LI” ƒ°³´ X³ ›Ñ` KS”Ñ`::
While 3 months after the death of Ήädija;
To pronounce Allah’s command;
The prophet went to ‘Taif’ town with Zeyed;
This journey was to pronounce the commands of Allah to the tribe of ‘Thaqif’. Then this
section says that the Thaqif refused the Prophet’s call before three years of ‘Hijra
(migration to Medina).
The poet in the next stanza discusses what happened when Muhammad (pbuh) was coming
back to Mäkka from ‘Taif’. While the Prophet was praying at a valley of ‛hla’,
‘Ne many
jinns accepted Islam by listening to the prophet’s verse in his prayer. This event is also
supported by the Holy Quran and the Jinns say, “it guides to the right path, and we have
believed there in, and we shall never join (in worship) anything with our Lord
(Allah).”(Quran, 72:2).
The poet then speaks in his poem, PV L51-53 that the tribe of ‘Abdul-Ashul’ accepted the
religion because they knew the Prophet in prophecy and they were waiting for his coming.
It was on the 12th year of his Prophethood that most of Muslims had begun to migrate from
Mäkka to Medina due to the attack of the unbelievers. This journey was the turning point in
the history of Islam and is known as ‘Hijra’.
The ‘Mu'hajer’ (Ar. Emigrants) were very welcomed by the dwellers of Medina who had
accepted Islam before the Prophet arrived at Medina. The ‘Ansor’ (Ar. Hosts) shared what

they had to the emigrants. It was also during the 12th year of Prophethood that ‘Isra’ had
taken place. ‘Isra’ is the Prophet’s night journey from Kabba to Jerusalem. The poet
explains that this is a great favor to Muhammad (pbuh) which no one can get. Even though
Prophet Mussa wished this, it happened to Muhammad (pbuh) only. This section also
discusses the arrival of Muhammad (pbuh) as mentioned in the earlier scriptures known as
Torah and Gospel.
This section adds that the operations made on the Prophet by angel Jibril were 5 times, and
the first was during the Prophet’s childhood and the second is at the night of ‘Isra”. Then
the poet leaves the other three operations without mentioning for the people to find by
themselves.
Then the poet states the two major issues that happened a year after Hijrah. Azan (the call
to prayer) and Jihad (religious war) of Islam were imposed on Muslims during this time.
Even though Hamza, Ubaydah, and Seed with their riders went out of Medina based on the
Prophet’s command to protect them from the Quraish’s attack; they came back without
engaging the enemy. In the same year, Muhammad (pbuh) married Aishah, daughter of his
uncle, Abu Bäkr, the daily prayer increased from two to four, and the Jumma Salah (Ar.
Friday prayer) by 'hu'tba (Ar. religious lesson) was declared.
Next, the poet mentions the deeds of the Prophet during the second year of Hijra (PV L99114). Zäkka (Ar. charity) and fasting of Ramadan were imposed on the Muslims. Ali
married the Prophet’s daughter, Fatima, and the direction of prayer turned from Jerusalem
to Makka at this time. Zakkatal Fiţär (the charity on holyday) and Sälatal Eid (Ar. holyday
prayer) had also begun here. This year was also a year in which the battle of ‘Bädr” had
taken place. The poet also informs that the victory was gone to Muslims.
From PV L115 to L120, the poet notices the significant deeds during the third year of
Hijra. These were, alcohol became haram (forbidden), and Hassan, the son of Ali, was
born, and Uhud campaign took place during this time.
The poet also mentions that campaign of ‘Beni Al-Mustelik’ was held at the 5th year of the
Prophet’s Hijra (PV L125-128).

During the 6th year of Hijra, even though it was not accomplished, the Prophet along with
the believers began to move from Medina to Mäkka for pilgrimage. After a year, AbuHurayra, the Prophet’s uncle, became Muslim, and Maria and Daldul among the Muslim
women came to Medina. The Prophet wrote letters to the influential and known kings at
that time like Heraclites of Persia, Kisra of Faris, and Negus Nejashi of Abysinia to accept
Islam religion. The poet also talks about Nejashi’s acceptance of the Prophet and the
religion, and the'Häybar campaign. All these events are discussed by the poet from PV
L128 to L142.
According to the poet’s work, PV L143-155, during the 8th year of Hijra, Mäkka was
opened, Ibrahim (son of the Prophet) was born, and Zeyneb (daughter of the prophet) died.
The conflict between the believers and the tribes of ‘Hunayn’ and ‘'Taif’ happened in this
victorious year.
Campaign of Tebuk, the pilgrimage of Abu Bäkr Sadik, the destruction of mosque Adirar,
the death of ‘Umu Kulsum’ (daughter of the Prophet), and Nejashi’s death were the
foremost events that happened a year after the conquest of Mäkka.
The poet puts the major events in Islam during the tenth year of Hijra, such as; Ήajätul
wadda (Ar. the farewell pilgrimage), the death of the Prophet, the Prophet’s Friday prayer
with 100,000 believers at Mäkka, and the leadership of Abu-Bakr. Therefore, the
chequered history of Islam had passed is clearly and artistically described in this section.

CHAPTER FOUR
4. THE MAJOR ISSUES REFLECTED IN SELECTED MÄNZUMA POEMS
Beyond discussing the great achievements of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) and the other
heroes of Islam, the poet focuses on beliefs, the life after death, and worship.
4.1. Belief
The poet emphasizes on oneness of God and on the Resurrection Day among the pillars of
belief in Islam.
4.1.1. Tawhid
Tawhid- refers to witness in oneness of God. Bilal (2005, 21) writes as follows about
Tawhid:
Literally Tawhid means to make something one or to
call it one in English when something is made one it
is called a unity however Islamically Tawhid means to
believe that Allah is one and only God in all of the things
that we do to please him. For example, prayer should be to
Allah, sacrifice should only be done in Allah’s name,
charity should only be given for Allah’s pleasure, and
Jihad should only be for the sake of Allah’s religion.
Hence, it implies that Muslims accept Allah as being the only real power in the universe.
Allah caused all things to exist when there was nothing, thus he is called Al- Ήäliq(Ar. the
creator).
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin has taught us about Tawhid many times in his poems especially
through his second and third poems. The poet stresses the importance of Tawhid for those
who fear God as follows:

Vƒ ›Kw˜ LK Ñ@¬” KT>ð^' PII L22-25
Ë’ƒ KT>ŸÏM ’Ñ u›¤?@^'
}¬H>É” ›Ø`„ ›ekÉV Ãp^'
}¬H>É Sc[ƒ ’¬ K}k[¬ ›=MU::
Who fears Allah and says, “I will die”;
Who want paradise in the next world?
He has to study first the oneness of God;
This is the base for the other ilm.
Then the poet continues discussing the importance of Tawhid (PII L22-25). The poet says
that each ilm (a religious knowledge) comes after Tawhid. Tawhid and what a man did in
this world are the only important things that help him on the Resurrection Day.
Describing Allah’s names and attributes is part of Tawhid (Bilal: 2005). The poet also
describes Allah’s attribute in his literary work in section-PVIII L 25-50.
S<Lው” ኸLm ¾K?K¬ ScL'
³~“ c=ð~ eS< kÇ=U ’¬ '
ð`É Á[Ñw” ÃH@” T¨p ’¬'
›UdÁ g]" vL”Ö?U ¾K¬::
The creator of everything, no one seems like him;
He is second to none in physical, attributes, and names;
Allah makes compulsion on us to know about Tawhid;
He has neither resemblance nor partner, nor competent.

According to the above extract, Allah is the creator of everything and is the first in every
aspect. He has neither resemblance nor partner, and has no any fault in His deed. The poet
continues that Allah rises up the sky, and the universe without any support. Allah knows
and follows all his creatures whether it is huge or small. After creating earth, Allah puts
Mountains on earth not to move back and forth.
The poet also states that Allah neither eats nor drinks, and His wisdom cannot be criticized
by anyone (PVIII L 48-49).Therefore the poet underlines that Allah is the only real power

in the universe that should be worshipped and asked for help. The poet advises the people
through his poems to know Tawhid before anything. The poet reminds that Allah makes
things easy in here and after here for those who know Tawhid and worship him only in
section-PV1II L95-99.
Finally, the poet asks the people to be witnesses for him while he speaks about Tawhid
as follows:
}¨<H>É” e“Ñ` ¾cT˜ G<L c¬' PII L35-36
Ue¡` ÃG<’˜ ›LI òƒ dÅ`c¬'
Those who hear me while I speak about Tawhid;
Be witness for me when I pronounce it in the presence of Allah.
Hence, the poet tells us that a Muslim should know Allah’s power and
attributes. A Muslim also should fear and worship Allah.
4.1.2. The Signs of the Day of Resurrection
Muslims attest to the truth of everything Allah or His Messenger said
about death and divine matters. Allah has not created mankind and jinn
uselessly, rather to worship Him and promised paradise as a reward to
those who obey Him and His Messengers, and hell-fire to those who do not
obey Him and His Messengers. He has set a certain period for the whole
universe, whose end will be the Final Hour (time of resurrection). This time
of Resurrection is a deep secret to all, but God alone. However, the Prophet
has foretold some signs of its approach.
These are minor and major signs of the Reckoning of Judgment. The minor
signs happen before the majors.
4.1.2.1. The Minor Signs of the Resurrection Day
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin states the minor signs that indicate the
approach of the Day of Judgment. The Sheikh begins by saying, “Let me

talk about the signs of Resurrection if Allah considers it as zikr (ritual
recitation) for me’’. Let us see two stanzas PII L59-60 and PII L64-67:
¾’u= SL¡ ’¨< ›”Æ UM¡~'
›=MS< SØó~ ’¨< ›IKA‹ ›¾V~'
ÅÓV UM¡~ Sw³~ ’¨< ²=“I'
’õc<” ¾T>Ág”õ ›ÃÑ˜U ÅI“'
›T’>’ƒ Öõ„ SÁ´’¨< IÁ“'
´“u< ›Á’c Sw³~ ÅS“::
The sending of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) is one of the signs;
Lack of religious knowledge and death of scholars;

Prevalence of fornication is the other sign;
No one can control his soul (emotion);
Loss of faith and prevailing of denial;
There will be high cloud but a little rain.
The signs mentioned by the poet above in his poem were told by Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh) 1400 years. Among these minor signs is: the sending of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh),
swift passing of time, prevalence of fornication, lack of ilm, prevalence of high cloud but
low rain, decay of faith among the people, the appointment of the meanest and unqualified
to positions of authority, the competition of unfitted persons in the erection of tall building,
prevalence of secular talks in mosques, tumults and seditions in the people, giving more
respect to wives than fathers and mothers, prevalence of unfaithful friendship and
corruption, prevalence of oppression and injustice, widespread of market places (shops),
severance of family and friendship ties ,becoming the dry season wet and the wet dry,
prevalence of backbiting and spiting.
Wealth and honor will be entrusted to the treacherous, while the honest and trustworthy
will be hated, and women will be more than men in number will at the Final Hour of this
world.

The sheikh tells one of the pillars of faith, i.e. belief in the resurrection day using some
signs of its approach. He also mentioned that the source of these signs is Bu
‛hari Hadith.
Nearly all of these signs are happening now, and the major signs that will happen after the
minors will signal the end of all creatures and creations.
4.1.2.2. The Major Signs of the Resurrection Day
Sheiks Muhammad Yassin has mentioned about six major signs which will happen surely
before the Resurrection Day: these are; the coming of Däjjal (the Pseudo-Christ), the beast,
the descent of Prophet Esa(Jesus), the rising of the sun from the west, and the arrival of Yajooj and Ma_jooj. According to the poet in section PIX L1-5 of his poem, the coming of
Kälifa Mähdi is controversial among the scholars about whether it is among the minor or
the major signs.
4.1.2.2.1. The Coming of Kälifa Mähdi
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin tells us that at the end of the time Allah will send a Muslim
Kälifa who will be wise and just will control the affairs of the people in this section of the
Mänzuma (PIX L1-47). The poet mentions the name of this ruler i.e. Mähdi and the leader
will come to the throne to fill the earth with justice after it has been filled with injustice and
oppression. Let us see an extract from the poet’s Mänzuma:
¾V}¨< ÃS—M Æ’>Á SSKe' PIX L24-25
c¬ Á” Ñ>²? ÃKªM ›ÏÓ Åe'
U” ÃJ“M ¨p~ Ømƒ ›K‹ ›’e'
²Ö˜ ¯Sƒ ›¬Mõ Á¨<U እ³ wƒÅ`e::
The dead Wishes to come to this world again;
The people will be happy then;
But the time will become a little bit short;
It will not exceed nine years;
According to the above extract, this leader will fill the earth with joy and justice at most for
nine years, or less than that, even those who died wish to come again.

The poet also describes that Mähdi will be accompanied by 3000 angels and the whole
world will be his empire. Mähdi’s physical appearance is also described in this section.
Mähdi will have much beard, a hooked nose, receding hair, and his face is as Arabs, and his
physical is as Jews. Generally Mähdi is very handsome like Prophet Muhammad (pbuh),
but he is not as perfect as the Prophet in conduct. Then the sheikh says that Mähdi will be
born either in Medina or in west, and he suggests that the time of Mähdi’s birth is at hand.
4.1.2.2.2. The Coming of Däjjal
Sheik Muhammad Yassin begins by asking Allah to keep him and the people from Däjjal’s
tribulation. Then he describes Däjjal as one eyed and between his eyes it is written kafir
(Ar. Unbeliever). Däjjal is tall and ugly, and he is a little bit curved.

When Däjjal comes, the sun will be once red and the other time black, the earth will slide,
the length of a day will be as a year and prayer will be by watching the hour (PIX L62123).The Däjjal will claim to be divine and he will produce extraordinary feats to propagate
his falsehood. The poet explains that Däjjal will travel around the earth for 40 days and will
not leave any city without entering it except Mäkka and Medina. The poet says:
G<Kƒ vI` ›K<ƒ ¾T>Ÿ}K<ƒ' PIX L83-86
¾›”Æ eU ’¬ Ë’ƒ'
Á”Æ eU እdƒ'
Ë’ƒ ¾ÊKው ÃJ“M እሳƒ'
Xd~ ¾ÊKው ÃJ“M Kእ[õƒ::
He has two seas which follows him;
The name of the first one is paradise;
And the other one is fire;
Those who enter in his paradise will be for fire;

Those who enter in his fire will be safe.
Therefore, according to the extract, Däjjal will have seas of a paradise and hell, but his hell
(fire) will be paradise and his paradise will be hell. The other thing which Däjjal confuses
the people with will be when Däjjal commands a dead person; a Satan will appear in the
form of the dead person. The Sheikh concludes that the Muslims will be in a great trouble,
and they will hope for a righteous ruler.
4.1.2.2.3. The Descent of Prophet Esa (Jesus)
As Allah in holy Quran (4; 157) has told us Prophet Esa was not dead, rather he was taken
up to heaven by Allah. This holy book also adds that Esa will descend, and this descent will
be a sign that the Hour is close at hand, “and he (Esa/Jesus) [son of Maryam / Mary)] shall
be a known sign for (the coming of) the Hour (Quran, 43:61).
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin states this Esa’s descent and the way of his descent with in
limited lines in his maänzuma, PIX L124-157. The poet mentions that Prophet Esa
descends from the second heaven with seventy thousand angels; he will come down
wearing two garments, dyed with saffron, green cloth on his head, with a sword and an
attractive spear by his hands on a paradise horse. While Esa comes, he will call all the
people to come to him. Mahdi will arrive first. They will make the dusk prayer together.
Then Däjjal will see Esa, he will runaway. Prophet Esa will catch him at a place called
Ludd (Lod) and kill him. Then Prophet Esa will rule the earth for 40 years. These years will
be years of peace and love, even wild animals can live with goats, and a child can play with
a snake in love. The poet tells us that Prophet Esa will lead Mähdi, and finally Mähdi will
die at Betel Mekdes.

4.1.2.2.4. Emergence of Ya- jooj and Ma-jooj

Among the major signs of the Last Hour is the emergence of Ya-jooj and Ma-jooj
according to the Sheikh’s explanation in his mänzuma, PIX L158-190. The Sheikh states
that Ya-jooj and Ma-jooj are the children of Prophet Noah from the species called ‘Yefes’.
They will hasten to spread corruption on the earth. The poet explains what will happen
before Ya-jooj and Ma-jooj will be released. Prophet Esa will get revelation from Allah
which says: “I have sent many creatures so take my slaves up into the Mountain At-toor
(Sinai) so that they will be safe.” Then Allah will send these creatures, which will come
pouring down from every high place.
The Prophet of Allah, Esa and the believers will be besieged on At –toor and will be so
hard-pressed (PIX L181-182). The Prophet will beseech Allah, and Allah will send up on
these creatures a worm in their necks and they will all die as one. While the earth will be
filled with putrefaction and stench, Allah will send big birds which will carry the dead and
throw them to unknown place. Then Allah will send rain to wash and clean the earth.
Then, the poet talks about the coming down of Esa and the believers from Mount Sina, and
the productivity and prosperity of the earth afterwards (PIX L191-193).
The poet also describes the pilgrimage of Prophet Esa and the Prophet’s residence at
Medina. Esa also will deliver a son named Muhammad, and finally he will be buried near
to Prophet Muhammad’s companions, Abu Bakr’s and Umar’s grave.
4.1.2.2.5. The Emergence of the Beast
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin has told us about Dabetul Ard (a kind of beast), whose
emergence is considered as one of the major signs of the Last Hour. Allah says about it:
And when the word (of torment) is fulfilled against
them we shall bring out from the earth a beast
for them, to speak to them because mankind believed
not with certainty in our Ayaat [Verses of the Quran
and Prophet Muhammad] (Quran, 27:82).

Prophet Esa will observe this beast first while making pilgrimage in Makka. Then the poet
describes this animal saying that it is 30 meters long, and it has also two wings for flying.
Everybody fears while this beast comes. The poet explains that this beast will come and
mark on the forehead of each people. The beast writes ‘a Muslim’ on a man’s face if he is a
believer, and ‘a kafir’ (unbeliever) on the one who does not believe in Allah (PIX L 200209).
4.1.2.2.6. The Rising of the Sun from the West
The Sheikh mentions among the clear signs which will point to the onset of the Hour will
be the rising of the sun from the West. The poet adds that the people see when the sun rises
and they will all believe, but that will be the time that faith will not benefit a person if he
did not believe before, or did not derive any good from his faith. This rising of the sun is
well described by the poet in section-PIX L210-221.
According to the poet’s description from PIX L 228-256, the destruction of Kabba by
persons from Abysinia, the removal of the Quran, death of good people, and the destruction
of living things will take place after the sun rises from the west.
The poet mentions the minor and major signs that show the approach of the Resurrection
Day. He also advises the people to be strong in worshipping Allah at that time.
4.2. Life after Death
The poet focuses on creating awareness about the life after death which is the main concern
of Quran and the teaching of the Prophets.
4.2.1. Death and Grave
The Sheikh reminds the people what is told in the holy Quran about death, grave and the
Day of Resurrection that are inevitable for everyone. As to the poet’s explanation in PVIII
L 51- 53, mankind loses his power when death comes to him. This implies that a man will
not have any choice, or power to escape death, rather he will be nervous. The poet
emphasizes that death is horrible.

The poet also underlines about the questions of Allah’s angels that will be provided for the
dead in the grave in his poem ( PVIII L 73-85). He says about this as follows:
›K<uƒ SLÃ¢‹ ¾T>Áeð\ እ³ ²”É'
¾T>ÖÃlƒ ŸÑ@ታ Ÿ}ው H>É'
Xvw ÁKuƒ ’¬ Ñ>”Ö< ¾T>vL::
¾Öóው X”ÅJ” ŸT>ÖÃlƒ'
U” ÁM SŸ^ ’ው ÁÃÅK Ømƒ'
ÃS~ታM X³ው u›³K< ÆL::
¾SKc X’ÅJ” ÅI“ Á•\ታM'
²SÉ u?}cu< uÆ”Á [e„ታM'
Ÿc^ው uk` ŸKኻÆ U“K::
There are horrible angels there;
Whom they will ask him about oneness of God;
There is a snake and biting termite;

It he cannot answer what he is asked;
What kind of panic it is! This is not a little;
They will kick him by a club;

If he answers correctly they will keep him safely;
His relatives and family have forgotten him in this world;
There is nothing in the grave except his deeds.
Here the poet discusses about the pains which souls face after death. There are furious
angels who provide questions for the dead the first question is about Tawhid. There are also
biting termites and snakes, and a club for those who cannot provide the exact responses.
But if the person is a believer and can provide the expected answers, he will be kept well
until the Resurrection Day. The Sheikh describes that grave is a terrible place where every

body lives alone except his/her deeds in his/her life time, even his/her family will forget
him/her in this world. The poet then advises the people to believe and do good deeds in this
world to be safe from the fear and question of death and grave.
4.2.2. The Day of Resurrection
The poet reminds the people repeatedly about the Resurrection Day in his poems (PVIII
L98-103, PX L70-80, etc…). Let us see how he puts the intense grief of that Day (PVIII
L98-103):
ቂያማ ስንላት ስሟ ትንሽናት፣
መከራዋ ብዙ ሰባ ሺህ አመት ፣
When we say ‘resurrection’, its name is little;
Its grief is extreme for seventy thousand;
Kpf—ª w²< e^¬” c=VL፣
c¬ c=’vu` ›”Æ v”Æ ’õe ፣
›¾ªÖው Lu< ›”Ñ~ É[e፣
Ë”u` e”´` k`v ^c< ›¾ðL፡፡
The crying people will be high when they will be rewarded by their deeds;
They will be crowded one over the other;
They will be sunk to their necks by their sweat;
The sun will come near a span from their hands.
The poet explains the fear of the people on that Day. He tells them that they will be
resurrected on the Day of Judgment, and their deeds will be their only credit at that time.
The poet adds that their evil deeds will come as an ugly, horrible and dark animal to the
sinners (unjust) which take them to hell, and the Virtuous will get their good deeds as
appealing and light red colored horse to take them to paradise (PVIII L 85-97).
The extract states that the sun will be brought near until it is only the distance of a span
from the people’s heads. The people will melt and suffer in extreme distress because of the
heat. They will also be crowded together, pushing, shoving one another. Sweat will come

pouring out of them until it sinks them to their necks. This day will last seventy thousand
years. This is not the poet’s imagination about the Resurrection Day; rather the Hadith puts
it as follows:

Sweat will reach the mouth of the kafir like rains on
the day of resurrection because that day will be see as
70 thousand years. (Bu‛hari:2862)
Mankind will be gathered on the Resurrection Day.
4.2.2.1. Gathering of Mankind on the Resurrection Day
The poet describes, that humankind will be gathered barefoot and naked at Jerusalem in
section PX L1-71. The people will be thirsty and hungry at the instant of gathering except
those who help (feed and provide clothes) the needy in this world. Then the poet also
describes the place where humankind will be gathered and asked. He is amused by the
broadness and whiteness of this place, and it is called ‘Abdul Beydes’.
A man will go to the gathering place as he was in the before world either in physical or in
voice. But those who enter paradise will be in their 33 years old and they will be in Adam’s
height. The sheikh also discusses that grave and resurrection will be horrible for the
unbelievers, but not for the believers.
4.2.2.2. Allah’s shade on the Resurrection Day
When the sun comes near the people’s heads, there will be no shade for anyone apart from
the shade, of the Throne of the Lord of the worlds. A group of the best among them will be
at peace in the shade of the Throne of the Most Merciful. The sheikh mentions these best
people in his manzuma, section PxL80-95.
Therefore, those who get the shade of the Throne are
i)

a just ruler, who established justice and fairness among the people

ii)

the young man who grew up worshipping his lord, so he remained pure all his
life

iii)

the man who makes prayer at mosque

iv)

two men who love one another for the sake of Allah, meeting and parting for
that reason

v)

a man invited (to sin) by a woman of high beauty, but he says, ‘I fear Allah’

vi)

who gives charity so secretly

vii)

a man tears for Allah’s fear when he becomes alone
Hence, the mentioned people will get Allah’s Throne on the Resurrection Day.
4.2.2.3. Balance and Sirat

The poet then discusses how Allah will settle the score between the oppressed and his
oppressor, so that there will be no outstanding wrongs among people on the Day of
Resurrection in section PX L 111-135. He reminds the people about salah (prayer) and
bloodshed which will be seen first on that Day.
The Sheikh tells that some people will enter paradise without being brought into account,
but they are a small group numbering not more than seventy thousand, among these; Abu
Bakr, Seid Oumer, and Abu Selimat are mentioned. These people will have intercession on
that Day according to the poet’s manzuma, section PXL150-156.
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin talks about the balance that will come after the reckoning on the
Resurrection Day from PX L167-188 in his poem. The deeds of mankind will be weighed
in it on this Day by angels; Jibril and Israfel, and Allah will observe them. So, the weighing
will be to determine their values so that reward or punishment may be awarded
accordingly.
The poet then speaks about Sirat (it is a bridge that will be over Hell to paradise). It will be
like the edge of a sword. He describes that the length of this bridge will take 3000 years but
the believers will pass over it within the twinkling of an eye, like lighting or the wind or
birds, and like fine horses and camels.
ËH’U LÃ lT ¾T>LDƒ c=^Ø፣ PX L190-194
¾Uታ”ÑÇÓÉ ›K‹w” e`Ø፣

lSቷ እ”ኳ [»U „KA ›ƒq[Ø፣
¾T>k` c¬ ŸdD ¾KU ¾T>ÁSMØ፡፡
The so called ‘Sirat’ will stand on Hell;
It is a bridge which makes us to stagger;
Its length is too long;
No one can escape without passing over it.
Hence, everybody will be required to go over it. The poet stresses on the speed at which
people cross; it will be different according to their deeds. Those who do not have any good
deed in this world will be piled up in Hell and those who do a little good deed will go
slowly and will be saved. The poet also says that the Sirat‘s width will be different
according to the person‘s deed. (PX L190-L241).
Generally, the poet attempts to teach that the destiny of human being should not be this
world, and to remind the difficulties, long process and journey of hereafter
.4.3. Worship
4.3.1. Invocation
Sheikh Muhammad Yassin is observed in most of his manzumas while invoking Allah.
The poet beseeches Allah to fulfill the Muslims’ wish through His beloved Prophet
Muhammad, His beloved slaves and the Prophet‘s family. He begins with discussing about
the Muslims failure to do good deeds and continues asking him to accept their pray without
expecting any rule (PI L1-40).

The poet also begs Allah to make the Muslims true believers and good doers unwillingly
even though they are surrounded by many problems which block them to do good deeds as
follows (PVI L48-49):
ኸÃ` ›c^” ›”} uÓÉ d”h፣
u´„w“M“ ²<]Áው” Te[h፣

Since we are surrounded by many things not to be virtuous;
Allow us to do good without our will.
The poet also beseeches Allah through his beloved prophet Muhammad and the prophet’s
family to give faith for the Muslims, and to give peace for their country through his extract
(PX L23-27) below:
XKU”HKG< u›?MÁe uS<^É፣
S<^È” ›`ÓM˜ vMŸ<I dM†Ñ`፣
kMu? ካcuው ›ô dÃ“Ñ`፣
u’>³` uT›É eÖ” u›É“”፣
KkMv‹” ›=T” KHÑ\ ›T”፡፡
I will beg you through Elias, Murad;
To fulfill my wish without problem;
The wish in my mind, I have not expressed.
Give us belief to our souls, peace to our country;
Through Nedr, Maad, Adnan.
The poet then asks Allah to guide the people on the believers’ way, and also to love these
believers even though they are not as strong as them in worshipping Allah. He also adds
begging Allah to provide the Ή
äwd (cistern) o f the prophet to the people as follows (PX
L265-269):
}[c<L‹” ኸውÉ Ñ@ታዬ ›”} ›Ö×”፣
ŸS<°T>•‹ Ñª” Xv¡I ›ታው×”፣
}’c< ¯>vÇ w”J” X”ኳ” Á×”፣
X’c<” S¬ÅÉ Á[u= ›ታd×”፣
ue^‹” Øóƒ ›ታ`Ñ” ŸgÃ×”፡፡
Please make us to drink the prophet’s cistern;
Don’t make us to leave from the believer’s truck;
Although we are not like them in worshipping;
Don’t make us to lose liking them;

Don’t make us with Devil due to our faulty deed.
The sheikh also asks Allah to give him the love of Prophet Muhammad to distribute for
those needy people who come to the Hadra of the sheikh in section PI L152-188. The poet
continues begging Allah to make the people His best slaves, who worship Allah day and
night.
4.3.2. Thanksgiving
As Sheikh Muhammad Yassin invokes Allah, he also thanks Allah for what He has given
him and his followers through his Manzuma, PII L1-3; for example:
›MHUÆK=LH> ÃÑv¬ UeÒ“፣
›=T’<” ¾cÖ” ¾hM” òƒ Ñ“፣
U” ›pU ’u[” u=}¨” d”k“፣
Thanks to God for;
Whom He has given us belief early;
We would have no power if he left us with out showing the right way.
›MHUÆK=LH> ’u=” ¾cÖን፣ PVIII L21-23
UeÒ“ው ›ÁMpU uK?ƒU uk”፣
uÅI“ Á•[” uÖóው ²S”፣
Thanks God for whom he has given;
The thanks should be day and night;
For whom He makes us to live safely in this difficult time.
As the first extract explains, the poet thanks Allah for whom He has chosen the Muslims
and given them faith and expresses that the Muslims’ belief is Allah’s favor.
The poet thanks Allah and continues expressing Muslims indebtedness to Allah for He
favored them by giving Prophet Muhammad, and for He helped them to live peacefully at
this difficult time, as extract two says.

Generally, the poet invokes Allah to give real belief for the people who make good deeds in
this world, and to provide them the 'Hawd (cistern) of the prophet in the next world. The
poet also thanks Allah for providing Prophet Muhammad and the religion of Islam.
4.3.3. Giving Advice
Related to good counsel and advice, the poet underlines the importance of it among the
believers in his poems (PII L18-20, PVIII L114-117, and so on). He stresses on that giving
the right advice and counsel is an obligation for a religious scholar, and he also tells that his
elders have showed him the right way (PIIL15-17). The poet is repeatedly observed while
advising the people concerning the “do”s and “don’t”s through his poems. He reminds the
bad conducts that Islam forbids not doing and a believer should take care of.
Let us see the extract below (PII L37-43):
M”Ñ`I ›G<”e õ_¬” ’Ñ`፣
cው SµKU” }ው ›ƒKõ É”u`፣
Ÿ<^ƒ” H>eÉ” }ው ucው LÃ vK°×፣
›ÏÑ< ÃG¬ ’ው ›=T” ¾T>ÁeSMØ፣
¾Æ”Áው” ƒ}I K›H@^I G<” wMØ፡፡
Let me tell you the main point;
Don’t make wrong on others, don’t pass others boundary;
Stop proud and spiting on the others’ good fortune;
These are the foremost matters, which make to lose belief;
Ignore this world, and be wise to your next world.
Hence, the Sheikh advises the people to take out the bad behavior in their minds and not to
do wrong on others. He also tells them not to be proud and spit on others’ good fortune and
to give more attention for their next world than this one as the above extract tells us.
The poet also advises them to control their souls, which command them to do what Allah
forbids, and not to do good in his poem, PVII L125-126. The primary thing that someone
should do is controlling his soul and emotion, providing the expenses of his family, and

then guiding the family on the right way. For the poet, the other religious acts are next to
this.
The sheikh explains that a person having bad behaviors such as pride and spiting on the
others luck will die as an unbeliever, and will not be credited in the next world for their
good deeds.
On the other hand, the poet teaches the people to do things for the sake of Allah only as
follow:
e^‹” ŸJ’ KÑ@ታ‹” K›LI፣ PVIII L95-98
›Ã†Ó`U ’u` ›Æ”Á ›ኼ@^፣
\l” p`w ›`Ô Ø”ዐ<” ¾Ñ^፣
ÃI” }“ÓaታM ul`¯” cÖ^፡፡

If our deeds are for sake of Allah;
There will not be difficult here and after here.
The one who make the far near and the difficult simple;
He told it in His holy Quran.
If the people believe in Allah and do things only for the sake of Him, Allah will ease their
trouble in this and the next world. According to the above extract, Allah will make what is
far near, and what is difficult simple for those who do things for the sake of Him.
The poet also advises the people at least to keep away from doing what Allah does not
permit in order to be safe from Allah’s punishment in the next world if they fail to be
strong in worshipping.
Generally, the poet emphasizes on teaching Muslim character in Islam so that a Muslim
will be able to prevent doing wrong on others. A Muslim should not also boast and rely on
his own good deeds such as prayer and charity, but on Allah only.

CHAPTER FIVE
5. CONCLUSION
The objective of this study is to assess the major themes of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin’s
Mänzumas. Mänzuma is a religious oral poetry, which has been experienced by Ethiopian
Muslims in a religious meeting called ‘Hadra’. Mänzuma is concern of the Ulama, who
have the highest level of Islamic education. Sheikh Muhammad Yassin (1895-1972) was
among the popular Islamic Scholars who had the experience of versifying and singing this
genre.

The poet touches on certain religious themes through the ten selected Mänzumas. In most
of his poems, the poet discusses various points related to Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), such
as the physical appearance and the high status and position of the Prophet compared to that
of other Prophets, the advantages that mankind get and will get because of his birth, the
biography of the Prophet, the miracles of the Prophet, and the qualities and names of the
forefathers and family of the Prophet. He underlines that the Prophet’s grand intercession
on the Resurrection Day and the Prophet’s Ήawd (cistern) in the next world are special
favors that Allah will give to His most beloved Prophet, Muhammad (pbuh). In connection
with it, the poet explains the exalted status and the respect given by Allah Himself to the
Prophet and he preaches the people that a Muslim should love, respect, and follow this
Prophet.

Beyond praising, the poet talks about the pillars of belief in Islam, especially Tawhid
(Islamic Theology) and the Resurrection Day. He emphasizes on the oneness of God, His
divine properties and the attributes of Allah. In connection with resurrection Day, God
(Allah) has set a certain period for the whole universe, whose end will be the Final Hour
(time of resurrection).This time of resurrection is a deep secret to all, but God alone.
However, the Prophet has foretold some signs of its approach. These are minor and major
signs of the Reckoning of Judgment. The sending of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh),
prevalence of fornication, swift passing of time, prevalence of corruption and unfaithful

friendship are among the minor signs of the Last Hour mentioned by the poet. The poet
also explains the six major signs of the Day of Judgment, these are; the coming of Mahdi (a
Muslim Leader), the coming of Dajjal, the descent of Prophet Esa(Jesus),emergence of Yajooj and Ma-jooj, the emergence of a beast, and the rising of the Sun from the west.

The poet also discusses about the life after death; in the grave, on the Resurrection Day, the
punishment and the reward in the next world based on the holy book of Islam, Quran, and
Hadith. He generally focuses on the questions and grief mankind faces with these
inevitable events.

The heroes of Islam are the other focus of the poet. The poet stresses on the deep belief and
love for Allah and the Prophet, their status and success. Hence, the poet teaches the people
to take these heroes as their models for imitation.

The poet advises the people to be genuine, truthful, and trustworthy, and also advises them
to control their spirit and obey Allah’s order, by warning them the bad consequences of
pretention and hypocrisy. Hence, the poet’s contribution to Islamic religion and the
country’s oral literature is significant that should not be passed without mentioning. The
other prominent features of the Mänzumas of Sheikh Muhammad Yassin can be assessed
by other researchers. The poet also has manuscripts of Mänzuma in Amharic and Arabic
language for further study.

Generally, Islamic scholars teach Islam and history of Islam to the society through this
genre in artistic language impressively. Hence, Mänzumas convey various religious
contents beyond praising holy persons.
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APPENDIX I
POEM I
አሏህ
አሏህ
አሏህ
አንተ

አሏህ
አሏህ
አሏህ
ማረን

አሏሁ ፣
አሏሁ ፣
አሏሁ ፣
እንዲሁ

ባሮችህ ካንተ መጡ፣ 1
ኸይር ስራ እንኳ ሊያጡ፣
አይገዳቸው ሸርጡ፣
አንተ ዘንዳ ሲጮኹ፣
አባክህ አሳምረው፣ 5
ኸልቁን አታስቸግረው፣
ቀልቡን ወዳንተ አዙረው፣
ኸይር አንዲሠራ እዚሁ፡፡
ስጠን ካንተ መውደድ፣
ኸይርን እንድንለምድ፣10
በሙሀመድ አህመድ፣
ሰው በበለጠው ጃሁ፡፡
ልታቀናውም ሁሉንም፣
አይቸግርህም ምንም፣
ዛሬስ ፈራሁ እኔንም፣15
ሲያስለቅቀኝ ባባሁ
እኔስ ከጅየህ ነበር፣
ትንሽ እማትነገር፣
አድርጋት ወደፊት ገር፣
ያረቢ የአሏሁ፡፡ 20
በነቢ አስሃቦች፣
በሆኑት አይነቶች፣
በሳቸው ዘሮች፣
ሁኘ ልምጣ እየዳሁ፡፡
አህለል በይቶች እናንተን፣ 25
ጠራናችሁ ባቃተን፣
መዕሪፋ ሢር ይጋተን፣
አይበለን የተነሳሁ፡፡
ባውሊያውችህም ሁላ፣
ባረካቸው አጅላ፣ 30
አርግልን የተሳለ፣
ገንዘብ አንበል አጣሁ፡፡
እዚህ በተነሱት፣
ደግሞ በተረሱት፣
ቶሎ በሚደርሱት፣ 35
ለዷዒፍ ላብላሁ፡፡
በዚያ በተመረጠው፣
ሂጃቡን በገለጠው፣
ሙላውን ባሰለጠው፣
አምሳያውን ባጣሁ፡፡ 40
ሙሀመዱል አሚን፣
የሰጠኹን ተምኪን፣
ያደከመኝ እኔን፣
ሁኘ የተጠማሁ፡፡
ብትወጡ ከዐርሽ፣ 45
አልፈሁ ያንን ፍራሽ፣
አበጀሁልን ዐይሽ፣
እዚህ ለእኛ አሳባሁ፡፡
እዛ ስፍራ ሰው የለም፣
በኋላ ፊት ዘላለም፣
መላይካ ሊተዐሊም፣
ስትወርዱ ተጠጋሁ፡፡
ኢብራሂም ስትወርዱ፣
ቢያገኙህ ከመንገዱ፣
ለእኛ ምክር ሰደዱ፣55

ጠቀሙን አባትሁ፡፡
ሙሣ የአላህ ወዳጅ፣
ስትወጡ ሚዕራጅ፣
ነገሩህ የሚበጅ፣
አዝነሁ ለኡመትሁ፡፡60
አላህ ያሳድጋቸው፣
ትልቅ መቃም ይስጣቸው
ሁሉም አዛኞች ናቸው፣
አንቱን ለሚወድሁ፡፡
የጌታችን መላይካ፣ 65
በዐርሽ አገር ሲንጋጋ፣
ያንቱን መቀም መች ነካ፣
አልከጀለም ፈርቶሁ፡፡
ፊት ያለፈው ቢወራ፣
የለሁም ባልንጀራ 70
እኔም ኪታብ ብቀራ፣
የአንቱን አምሳዬ አላየሁ፡፡
ዛፍ ስር ቢዩህ ቡኸይራ፣
አርሂብ ብሎ ተጣራ፣
ድግስ ሊያበላ እንጀራ ፣ 75
ፊትኩን አይቶ ቢያውቁሁ፡፡
ይህ ሰው ቢሆን የጉድነው፣
አንድ ጊዜ ቢያዩ ያመነው፣
የቅርቡን ሲሸፍነው፣
ሰውነት ሲፈትሁ፡፡ 80
መላኩሁን ወረቀት፣
ደግ ተናገረ አውቆት፣
ለተቀረው እርቆት፣
እየጠናው ሸእንሁ፡፡
አንቱ ያላቀሁ ነቢይ፣ 85
ከአንቢያ ከወልይ፣
ከመላይካ ከተቅይ፣
ይላል ባርያሁ ልዬሁ፡፡
ስንት ወልይ የታወቀ፣
ባንቱ ናፍቆት ያለቀ፣ 90
በቀልቡ እየዘለቀ፣
ሲታየው ጀማልሁ፡፡
ስምሁን ሰምቶ ሰልማን፣
ሊወድቅ ማለትን ሰማን፣
ምነው እኛን በጠማን፣ 95
እሱ እንደናፈቀሁ፡፡
ያንቱ ወዳጅ አቡዘር፣
ሙቶ ቀረ ሰው አገር፣
ተሠምቷል ይህን መንገር፣
ካንቱ ሣይሞቱ አዝነሁ፡፡ 100
ስሙህ ተከትቦ ሲታይ፣
በአደም ቀለበት ላይ፣
ለካ ፊተ ነሁ አንድ ላይ፣
ሳይኸለቅ ጅስሙሁ፡፡
እኒያ ፊት የነበሩ፣ 105
ባንቱ ዚክር ከበሩ፣
እየፋፉ አበሩ፣
ሰፍሮባቸው ሁቡሁ፡፡
ለአኛም ጥቂት አትርሱን፣
እንከጅላለን እሱን፣ 110
ሲሆን ብዙ አሳፍሱን፣
ሰፊ ነው ስጦታሁ፡
ይህንን ትንሽ ዕጣ፣
አርቁት ከእኛ ይውጣ፣
ቀርበሁን ሳይኖር ቁጣ፣110
የልጅ ወዳጅ አርገሁ፡፡
ስንት ሰው የታመመ፣
በምንጣፍ የከረመ፣
ሲያው ለሰው ገረመ፣
ቁሞ ሲሄድ አይቶሁ፡፡115

ያንቱማ ሰውነት፣
ሂዶ ገብቶ ጀነት፣
አይቶ መጣ ሚነት፣
ሳትሞቱ እያለሁ፡፡
ከእጅሁ ውሃ ፈለቀ፣120
የዕቃው ውሃ ካለቀ፣ ያን ጠጥቶ ዘለቀ፣
የዘመተው ጭፍራሁ፡፡
የመሃባው ጦር ብራቅ፣
ከእኛ ዘንድ እጅግ አይራቅ፣125
ባቡራዒ በወራቅ፣
ሊቀር ነው ወይ ሁሉሁ፡፡
የወዳጅሁ ፍቅር፣
በችጋርም አይቀር፣
ቢቀር ቢመነቀር፣ 130
ለዚህ አይለውጡሁ፡፡
ልለምንህ አምርሬ፣
ለችጋሬ ለዱሬ፣
ደብሶብኝ ደብሶ ሲሬ፣
ወልውሉኝ በእጅሁ፡፡ 135
የዓለሙ ሲራጅ፣
ባንቱ የለም ፈራጅ፣
እንደንቱም አልሰማሁ፡፡
የሁዶቹ በተወራት፣140
አግኝቷቸው ኩራት፣
ስምሁን ለመቅራት፣
አውቀው ለሹመትሁ፡፡
ከተውራት ላይ ቢያጠፋት፣
ሹመትሁን መች ገፋት፣ 145
ያንቱን ቀልብ ቢያስከፋት፣
አገኛቸው ዱዓሁ፡፡
አህባ ቦቹህ ሲሄዱ፣
ሳይርቃቸው መንገዱ፣
ደጃፍ ሳይታገዱ፣ 150
ወደ ኋሊት ቀረሁ፡፡
ልለምንህ ጥቂት፣
ከድልብህ ከበዛው፣
ብትይለኝ እዛው፣155
ሲገቡት እንዳየሁ፡፡
ተውልጀ ከእነዛ፣
አታድርገኝ ፈዛዛ፣
አርገኝ ሣልሆን ቀዝቃዛ፣
ተጥጄ የሰማሁ፣ 160
ላቀረበኝ ልሙቀው፣
ብርዱን እንዳስለቅቀው፣
መጠቀሙን ሳላውቀው
ይደሳልኝ እዚሁ፡፡
ብንሆን እሙጣጩ ላይ፣165
ኸይር ሲሰራ ባናይ፣
አወል አርገው በኛላይ፣
አይቸግርህም ያሁ፡፡
ወዳጆችሁ ካዩት፣
ከመሀባው ሚለት፣ 170
ያነን ከጠጡለት፣
ከዛ እከጅላለሁ፡፡
የመድድሁን ባህር፣
ላጣ ለተቸገረ፣
ቁሜ ከዚህ ከዳር፣175
ልሰጠው እየቀዳሁ፡፡
ከመጅሊሴ ለመጣ፣
አርጉልኝ እንዳያጣ፣
ለራበው ሰው ለነጣ፣
ላብላው እየበላሁ፡፡ 180
ዐቢድ አርገኝ ዘውተር፣
ተሸከርክሬ ሳልገተር፣
በቀዝቃዛ በቀትር፣

ላንተ አርገኝ የሰላሁ፡፡
ልለምንህ እኔስ፣185
አትግደለኝ ሳልደርስ፣
ከዒናያዓ መጅሊስ፣
ደርሰው እንደሰማሁ፡፡
ከሸሆቼ መደድ፣
ስጠኝ አርገህ መውደድ፣190
ያረሂም ያወዱድ፣
ሁኘ ያልተጠላሁ፡፡
የመሀባውን ጠጅ፣
አማይለው እጅ አጅ፣
ብታጠጡን ነው እንጅ፣ 195
እኛ እምንከጅልሁ፡፡
ያረሱለሏሂ ያሰደጊል አውሊያ፣
ለዚህ ላልገባ አባያ፣
ምሩት በመንገድሁ፡፡
ዛቱህ ኑር ነው ሳርከብ፣ 200
ላየው ሰው ነው መንገብገብ፣
ዕድሜው ያልቃል ሊዋከብ፣
ያሰከረው ሁቡሁ፣
ልንገርህ ሳልሄድ ስር፣
ፈልፎዩቶ ሳልሰረስር፣ 205
የለኝም መዕሪፋ ሲር፡
በሀቂቃ ላውቁሁ፡፡
አደም ሁኖ ፊት ጭቃ፣
መላይካውን እያንቃቃ
ዲካውን ሊያይ ሲያበቃ፣ 210
ያን ጊዜ ነቢ ነሁ፡፡
ዩሱፍ ነበር መለክዎ፣
የሚያስደንቅ ሸክልዋ፣
ዟሒር መዕና አስልዋ፣
መያዣው አንቱ ነሁ፡፡ 215
ሙሣ የተመኙት፣
መች ሁኖ አገኙት፣
ጌታን ብለው ያሉት፣
አርጉኝ ከኡመትሁ፡፡
ያውምየ ያዙት መቃም፣ 220
እጅግ የራቀ በጣም፣
ብለው ነሙእንጂ አልወጣም፣
ከተላቀው ሂዝ ብሁ፡፡
የዳውድ ድምጽ የሚያምረው፣
ተንቢሁ ሲናገረው፣ 225
ያንቱ ድምጽም አልቀረው፣
ከሱ ተከፍሎብሁ፡፡
ቢሰጡ ሱለይማን፣
ወሳጅ ነፋስ ፈጣን፣
ለእኛም ወሬዎ መጣን፣230
በሩዕብ ሲያነስሩሁ፡፡
ዒሣ ቢወጡ ሰማይ፣
ሄዱ እኮ አንቱም ከዛ በላይ፣
ውል የማይል ቀልብ ላይ፣
ስንት ጉድ አሳየሁ፡፡ 235
ኢብራሂም ሁኑው ኸሊል፣
አንቱም ሀቢብል ጀሊይል፣
ሑኀሁ ለሳቸው ሰቢል፣
መቁደም አገኘሁ፡፡
መላይካ ሩሱል ያላየው፣ 240
ያን መቃም ላንቱ ለየው
ስንቱ ቀረ እየሰየው፣
ገራ ኢቡን ሰጠሁ፡፡
ከመካ እስተየለምለም፣
ራብ ያየ ሰው የለም፣ 245
ብትሄዱ ዘላለም፣
እጥጋብ ላይ ቀረሁ፡፡
ሰባት ዓመት ቢደርቅ፣

እርቆ ያአሏህ እርቅ፣
ያለሁበት ሳይርቅ፣ 250
ያን ጥጋብ ለመነሁ፡፡
ነኽሉን ሠይፍ አርጐ ቢያሻ፣
መዋጊያ ለዑካሻ፣
ሁኑወ ከሙዕጂዛሁ፡፡ 255
ኡሑድ ጐራ ናፈቀ፣
ቢሆን አንቱን ያወቀ፣
አንቱ ጋር የዘለቀ፣
ስታረጋጉት አየሁ፡፡
እጅ ነሳች ዛፋቱ፡ 265
አዘንብላ ጫፊቱ፣
ያልተሰማ ከፊቱ፣
ላንቱ አድርጐልሁ፡፡
ጮኸ ላንቱ ግመሉ፣
ወግ ያልነበር አመሉ፣ 270
ሀጃው ወጣ በሙሉ፣
ችጋሩን ሲነግሩሁ፡፡
የደረሰ አንቱ ስርፋ፣
ቢፈለግ አንድ ጠፋ፣
ጌታን ማየት በይፋ፣ 275
ላንቱ ሁኑዎልሁ፡፡
ዐርሽ የሚባለው ዓለም፣
ደርሷል ሌላ አልተባለም፣
ዳረቱል በይዷ ቀለም፣
ወጣሁ እሱን አልፈሁ፡፡ 280
አስሀመተ ነጃሺ
ከዚህ አገር ሲሸሽ፣
አማረለት ጭራሽ፣
ሲሄድ ሞተ ናፍቆሁ፡፡
ሁለት አገር ሹመት፣285
እንዲህ ያለ ኒዕመት፣
እሱ ያዘ ጥቅመት፣
ቢወዱህ ቢያፈቅሩህ፡፡
የመሀባው ነፋስ፣
ሸርቀን ገርበን ሲነፍስ፣ 290
ምነው ወደዚህስ፣
ላለው ለወዳጅሁ፡፡
የቡሁህስ ደመና፣
ተጠንስሶ እንደገና፣
መች እሚያኖር ነው ይህና፣295
መጠን ካልዘየርንሁ፡፡
አንቱ ዘንድ ተጠጋን፣
ጅል ነገር እንዳይነካን፣
ሩሃኒ ኸይር ያውጋን፣
ይወስውሰን ሁቡሁ፡፡300

POEM II

አሏህ አሏህ አሏህ ያሀናን ያመናን
ሀብለና ያረቢ ኢማንና አማን
አልሃምዱሊላሂ ይገባው ምስጋና፣
ኢማኑን የሰጠን የሻልንፊት ገና፣
ምን አቅም ነበረን ቢተወን ሳንቀና፣
ረህመቱ ይውረድ በዐይነታችን ላይ
በሙላው አስማሪ በሙላው አዋይ፣5
አሏህ ባነገሰው በመኽሉቁ ላይ፣
በቤተሰብዎም በሆኑት ጧሐራ፣
በሌላቸው ቢጤ ባጡት ባልንጀራ፣
ቀልብ የሚያስነሽጣቸው ወሬያቸው ሲወራ፣
ወበዕድ ሐዛ አሁን የሻሁት መንገር፣ 10
ተውሂድ መበየን ነው ለሚይዝ ምክር፣
ያንቢያየመላይካ የቀዷን ቀደር፣
ከእነዚህም ሌላ ደግሞ እጅግ ነገር፣
ከቀብርም መዲያ ያለውን ኸበር፣
ከጐዳዳናው ላይ ቢደከመኝ ተኝቼ፣15

ድንገት ቀሰቀሱኝ ትልቅ ወንድሞቼ
ላዝግም ባውራው መንገድ ውድማ ሳልሄድ ስቼ፣
ምክር ይወጅባል ዒልም ላዋሰው፣
ይሰማኛል ካለ ከሺ አንደኛው ሰው፣
ሰምቶ ለሚይዝ ሰው ጌታችን ይማረው ፣20
እቀበለዋለሁ ለሚወረውረው፡፡
ሞት አለብኝ ላለ ጌታን ለሚፈራ
ጀነት ለሚከጅል ነገር በአኼራ
ተውሂድን አጥርቶ አስቀድሞ ይቅራ፣
ተውሂድ መሠረት ነው ለተቀረው ዒልም፣ 25
ባጥ ያለግድ ግዳ ምን ጊዜም አይቆም፣
እንደትንሽ ነገር እንደሚታላፍ፡፡
ተውሂድ ሲቀራ አየሁ በጐን በትርፍ
ስንት ሰው ነበሩ እጅግ ፈን ያውቁ፣
በተቀረው ሻቅለው ተውሂድ ሳያደቁ፣30
እያዳላጣቸው ቀሩ እንደወደቁ፣
ቢሆንም ለጌታ በባርያም ቅዋ አይደል፣
አላህ ለሻለት ነው ዳረንጐት ነው ዕድል፣
ጌታዬ ሙላልኝ ኢማኔ እንዳይጐድል፣
ተውሂድን ስናገር የሰማኝ ሁላ ሰው፣ 35
ምስክር ይሁነኝ አሏህ ፊት ሳደርሰው፣
ልንገርህ አሁንስ ፍሬውን ነገር፣
ኢማኑን ለሰጠህ ጌታህን አሽከር፣
ሰው መዞለምን ተው አትለፍ ድንበር፣
ጅልን ጠባይ ሁላ ከቀልብህ ውሰጥ አውጣ፣ 40
ኩራትን ሂስድን ተው ለሰው ላይ ባለዕጣ፣
እጅጉ ይኸው ነው ኢማን የሚያስመልጥ፣
የዱንያውን ትተህ ለአኼራህ ሁን ብልጥ፣
ለሚቀበለኝ ሰው ነሲሃ እሰጣለሁ፣
ሙላው ቢቀናልኝ እኔ እከጅላለሁ፣ 45
አሏህ ሳይሻው ቢሆን እንዴት እችላለሁ፣
ኢነከ ለተህዲ ያለውን አልፋለሁ፡፡
ባቡላሂል አዕዘም የገባሁት አሀድ፣
እነግራለሁ ብዬ የቂያማን ጉድ፣
እስኪልናገረው ኪታቡ አንዳዘዘኝ፣
እባክህ ጌታዬ ስናገር አግዘኝ፣
የወቅቴ ማጠሩ ምላሴን ሳይዘኝ፣
ለሰው ይመስለዋል ወዲያ ሲናገር
ቃል የሚያንጨረጭፍ ሀድራ የሚያገር፣
ዓይኔስ ማረፊያው ነው ከጫማዬ ስር፣
የቂያማን ምልክት የሆኑትን ሱግራ፣
ጥቂት ልናገረው ቢሆንልኝ ዚክራ፣
የነቢ መላክ ነው አንዱ ምልክቱ፣
ዒልሙ መጥፋቱ ነው አህሎች እየሞቱ፣ 60
ያላወቀው ሰው ነው ሁክሙን የሚፈርደው፣
አቅሉ በመሰለው ጅህሉ እየጋረደው፣
ዒልሙን መጠየቁ ሆኖ የሚያዋርደው፣
ደግሞ ምልክቱ መብዛቱ ነው ዚና፣
ነፍሱን የሚያሸንፍ አይገኝም ደህና፣ 65
እማኒነት ጠፍቶ መያዝ ነው ኽያና፣
ዝናቡ እያነሳ መብዛቱ ዳመና፡፡
ሹመት መያዙ ነው ሰብይና ሴት፣
መፎካከርም ነው በማተለቅ ቤት፣
ደግሞ በአዱንያ ወግ እመሰጅድ ጩኸት፣ 70
ሚስቱን መገዛት ነው ቀርቶ አባት እናት፣
ሰው መወደዱ ነው ሸሩ እየተፈራ፣
ውስጡ የቋጠረው ከይዱ እንዳያፈራ፣
ቀልቡ ሳይገናኝ ላዩን ባልንጀራ፣
ሹመት የያዘ ሰው በገንዘብ መፍረዱ፣ 75
ነቢ የተናገሩት ይኸ ነው ደግሞ አንዱ፣
ሴቱ መብዛቱ ነው እያንሰ ወንዱ፣
ሰውም ማብዛቱ ነው ሸክዋና ዋይታ፣
አንድ መሆኑ ነው የሱቁ ሸሬታ፣
ደንዩ ሰው ነው የሰዎች ዓይነታ፣80
ጨረቃ መለወጥ መሬት መንቀጥቀጥ

ከሪባ አንድ እኮ ሰው መጥፋቱ አሚያመልጥ
ቁርኣን መቀራቱ በደጋግ ድምጽ፣
መዕናና ፍራቻ የለ ቀልቡ ውስጥ
መነሳቱ አንዱ ነው በረካ ከእርዚቅ 85
ከዘመድ ከወዳጅ መቅረት መናፈቅ
ከቀልብ ላይ እዝነት ጨርሶ መውለቅ
መጠላት ነው ደግሞ ለሚናገር ሐቅ
ተገፎ ሃያው መቆም ሆነ ምልጥ
እንዲያው መሰብሰበ ነው ለቡና መጠጥ፣ 90
ከሂስድና ከሜት የለ እዚያ እሚያመልጥ
ሙቀት መሆኑ ነው ቀዝቃዛ ወራት፣
ደግሞ ቀዝቃዛው ወር መሆኑ ነው ሙቀት፣
አንዱ ማጠሩ ነው ሲሄዱት መሬት፡፡
አዱንያን ፈላጊ ሆኖ ሰው ጨርሶ 95
ደግሞ መታጣቱ ነው ያኼራ ሰው አንሶ፣
ዒባዳ ማድረግ ነው ዱንያን ተንተርሶ
አዱንያን መፈለግ በአኼራ ስራ
ዒልም ለአሏህ ሳይሆን መቅራት ነው ሲቀራ
ዒልሙን የሚያስቀረው ይህ ነው ሳያፈራ 100
ዓመቱ ወር መምሰል ነው ፈጥኖ ሲሮጥ
ወሩ እንደሳምንት ሳምንቱ አንደ አንድ ቀን
የቡኻሪ ሐዲስ ይህን አሳወቀን፡፡

POEM III

አሏሑመ ሶሊ ዐላ ሙሐመዴ
ነቢ ዘይኔ ነቢ ዘይኔ
ያቁረተል ዐይኔ

እስኪላውድሰው በናፋቂው አፍ፣1 የቦ
የጦይባን ሙሽራ የጦይባን ሸሪፍ፣
ቀልባችን ተነሳ መደዱን ሊያጐርፍ፣
ልወዝወዘው እንጅ እንደምን ልረፍ፣
የጌቶችን ወዳጅ ጌታው ነቢ ዘይኔ፣
እስኪላነሳሳው ያነን ዐይነ ኩሌ፣ 5
የነዶምራን ወንድም ያሚናን ጀላሌ፣
የነሪዷን ሚዜ ያሊማ ከላሌ፣
ሸውቁ እንኳን በጋሻው ይገላል በጀሌ፣
የመውደዱ ዘማች ተጓዝ አለ ለዐይኔ፣
ቀልቤን ብሰልለው ማዶ ተሻገረ፣10
ወንጀሌ እንቢ አለ አንጂ እየገረገረ፣
ነፍስያና ሐዋ እያደናገረ፣
የሸውቁ ውልታ በዛ እያሰገረ፣
ብደርሱልን እንጂ ያደጃል ሁሠይኔ፣
ውዱ ናፍቆችን ያንገበገው፣ 15
ለሱ ነው ቀልባችን የሚንገበገበው፣
ጀማሉ በሆዴ እንደሱ ያየው፣
ሂርዜ መድሃኒቴ ማረፊያ ነው ላይኔ፣
የአላህ አፈንጉስ የአሏህ ቢትወደድ፣
አረ የት ይገኛል እንደሙሀመድ፣
ወዳጅ እሚረዳወ ሲገቡ ከለህድ፣
ገልበጥ ገልበጥ ይላል ጀማሉ በሆዴ፣
ነቢ አባ ፋጢማ ጌጤ መኮነኔ፣
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እንባው አልደረቀም ሙቶ እስኪቀበር፣170
እያለ ለይተኒ ለም ኡኽሉቅ ለይተኒ፡፡
እንዴት ነው ታናሹ ዑመሩል ፊሩቅ፣
የሸሪዓው ቁንዲ በህሩል ሀቃኢቅ፣
ዲኑ ተማከረ እሱ ከዘለቀ፣
ወኔያም ነበር አሉ የሚንደቀደቅ፣
ገዳይ ነው ባርፋቄ ገዳይ በቀጭኔ፡፡175
አልጋ እኳ አይቆምም ያለአራት ሸንኮር፣
ነቢም ነበረዎት አራት ወንበር፣
አንጋፋቸው ሲዲቅ ዳግመኛ ዑመር፣
ሶስተኛቸው ዑስማን ዐልዩ ሃይደር፣
እኒህ እኮ ናቸው የእኔ ሰመመኔ ፡፡ 180
አባጀህል አለ ተ ምክር አናብዛ
የሙሀመድ ነገር ነበር እንደዋዛ፣
ደመቅ ደመቅ አለ እየቀደም በዛ፣
ከእሱ ጋር ከሆኑ ዑመርና ሀምዛ፣
የኛ ነገር በቃ ተው ተዐብ አናብዛ፣185
ወይ እንግባላቸው ወይ ግቡልኝ ለእኔ፡፡
የእስልምና ቀንዲል ሞራ አንሶት ነበር፣
በጣም አበራ አሉ ቢሠልም ዑመር፣
ኢማን ይህ ነበር የዛን ቀን ከበር፣
ገበያው ደመቀ አሏሁ አክር፣ 190
ኢብሊስ አለቀሠ ብሎ ዋኔዋኔ፡፡
ዑመር አይደለም ወይ የሸሪዓው ክንፍ
ሌት ቀን እየቆመ አንድ ቀን ሳያርፍ፣
ተዕዚሩ ነበር ባለንጋ መግረፍ፣
እንዲህ አሳመረ አልጋውን ደገፈ
አለንጋው ያስፈራል ተሃጃጆች ሰይድ፣ 195
ጧት ማታ እያነባ እንባው የሚጐርፍ፡፡
ያን ሁላ ሙሲባ ጠጣው አንድ ለአንድ፣
ነበር ዙልሀያ ነበረ ዛሂድ፣
ጀነት አስመስክሯል ከሙስጠፋ ዘንድ፣
እንባ ያንቀው ነበር ያዬ ጊዜ ለኸድ፣ 200
የነሩቅያ ባል እንዴት ነው ዑስማኔ፡፡
ይገርማል ይደንቃል ኸበሩ ሲሰማ፣
ያፈዛል ያደማል የቸርነቱማ፣
እሱ ነው ስንቃቸው ለተቡክ ከተማ፣
በሱ ምክር ቀና አያሌ ጠማማ፣
ረህመት ይውረድበት ሽህ ሽህ ሚሊዬን፣፣205
አራት መቶ ግመል አንድ ቀን የሰጠው፣
የብሩን የወርቁን ቁጥሩን አንድ ቀን የሰጠው፣
የሱማ ቸርነት ሙስጠፋን ደነቀው፣
እንዲህ አሳምሮ አልጋውን ጠበቀው፣
ጥርሱ ጋለጥ እስቲል አንድ ቀን ያልሳቀው፣ 210
ሸፊቅ ነው ሩህሩህ አልቃሻው ዑስማኔ፡፡
አራተኛውማ ዐልዩ ኸይደር፣
ይፋን ባንገት መሳል ልማዱ ነበር፣
መልካ ከወረደ ችሎም አይሶበር፣
ኩፋር መውጋት በቀር እያነባበረ፣215
ባላንቴ ጐበዝ ነው ገዳይ በቀጭኔ፡፡
በዐልይ ውዳሴ ልጓሜን ልልቀው፣
ጆሮዬ እጅግ ሰምቷል ዐይኔ እንኳ ባያውቀው፣
ሰይፋ ብልጭ ሲል የሚንደቀደቀው፣220
ምን ትሻለህ ብዬ ቀልቤን ብጠይቀው፣
አልይ አልይ አለኝ እንዳይገኝ ሲያውቀው፣
ጌታዬ አደራህን ልየው አይኑን በአይኔ፡፡
ዐልይ አቡጧሊብ ሸጋው ፈረሰኛ፣
ወዲህም ወንድም ነው ወዲህም ጓደኛ፣225
ወዲህም አማች ነው ወዲህም እግረኛ፣
ጦር ያዩ ጊዜና አይዳኘውም ዳኛ፣
እንዴ ነው ተገቡ እንዴነው ዳመኔ፡፡
አያል ነው አያል ነው የዐልይኸበር፣
እጅግ ነው እጅግ ነው የሰራው ኸይበር፣230
ሚርሀቡን አጋድሞ ቁሞ ቢፎከር፣

የሚቀርበው ታጣ ሁሉም ተሸበረ፣
ሙስጠፋ ተደሱ በሁለት ነገር፣
በኸይበር ፊትህና ደም በጀዕፈር፣
ጀዕፈርን ብሎ አለው መልክህ ነው እንደኔ፣፣ 235
ውሸንፍሩ ዐልይ ያስሀቦቹ ምርጫ፣
የኸይበርን ቁንዲ ሰበረው በእርግጫ፣
ዐልይ አባ ጧሊብ አልይ አባ መቅጫ፣
ተው መደድ አልባ ሆንኩላችሁ ይጫ፣
ሀድራን ለማበጀት ታጥቄያለሁ እኔ፣፣ 240
የአልይ ጀግንነት የሚገርም ነው፣
የአንድ ቀን ምርኮኛ አምስት መቶ ነው፣
ያቆሰለው ቀርቶ ሩሁን ያወጣው፣
ከጀግኖቹ መሀል ሻኛ የሚቆርጠው፣
ካለ ዐልይ የለም ይመስለኛል አኔ፡፡ 245
ይጣፍጣልና ጐለዝ እንቁጠር፣
ዐብዱረህማንና ዐብደላህ ዑመር፣
ዙበይር እብን ዐዋም ወጦልሃልኸይር፣
ሀምዛ ዐብድል ሙጠሊብ ጀዕፈር ጦያር፣
አባ ጐርፋ ኻሊድ ኸውለና ዶራር፣ 250
እኒህን ናፍቆ ነው እሚያለቅሰው ዐይኔ፣
የጐበዝ አውራ ነው የጐበዝ ንጉስ፣
በህነሳ የሞተው ፈድል እብነ አባስ፣
ዘያድ አባ ሱፍያን ነው ባለቀሚስ፣
እሰይ የምስራች የልቤ ደረሰ፣ 255
ዛቴም ሊመሻገር ልቤም ገሰገሰ፣
ሙራዴ ምላልኝ እዛው ብቀር እኔ፣

POEM IV
የወረደ ለታ ኢነሏህ እሸተራ 1
ጀስማው ተቆረጠ ዐልይ ሲንጠራራ
አስራ አንድ ገሏል ከእሁዶቹ ጐራ
ሚቅዳድ ጋር ፈከሩ ዘልቀው ከተራራ
መሬት ጠበባቸው የቁረይሽ ጭፍራ 5
የዛንለት ደርሸ ጉዱን ላየሁ አኔ
የኡድን ነገር ጥቂት ላሰማችሁ
ዐይናችሁ ይገለጥ ይከፈት ጆሮአችሁ
ኮለል ብሎ እንዳይቀር ይግባ ከቀልባችሁ
የደጐች ኸበር ነው ትጠቀማላችሁ 10
ተውበትም አስገኙ ይርገፍ ወንጀላችሁ
ወንድሞቼ አልቅሱ አለቅሳለሁ እኔ፡፡
በበድር ባመቱ ዘመቱ ኡሁድ
ጀሊል ያዘዘውን የአዘሉን ፍርድ
ሙስዐብን ሀንዞላን ዐምዛን ለመውሰድ 15
ዋና ደረጃ ነው ማረድ መታረድ
አይደንቀውም እንጂ ያልታደለው ደህኔ
አስር መቶ ሁነው ወጡ በዕደል ዐስር
ነቢ እንኳ አልወደዱም መውጣት ወደዳር
እኩሉ እንቢ አለ እንጅ ያመለጠው በድር 20
ጐበዝ ተሟሟቀ ጐበዝ ተፈከረ
በድርሞ ያመለጠው ጌታውን ሸከረ
ሙላውም ብሎ ነው በጦር ልሙት እኔ
የአቢ ነፍል በኋላ ከዳቸው 25
ሶስቱን መቶ ይዞ ተመለሰባቸው
እሱማ በልቡ የንግሊል ጣላቸው
ጐዳ እሱ እንጀምንም አልሆነባቸው
አብሸቁ አብግኑ ዘንዲቅ ሆነ ራሰመኔ
ሶስት መቶ ሲመለስ ሰባት መቶ ቀረ
እስከረፋድ ቆዩ እየተፋከረ 30
እየሆነ ደታ እየተናቆረ
እየተባባሉ አትፍራ እንጅ አትፍራ
ፈሪ ገለል በል ተው ጥግ ያዝ ሐድ ደህኔ
ሶስት ሺ ሆኑና መጡ ቁረይሾች
ሂንዱ አንኳ አልቀረችም ሰብስባ ሴቶች 35
ከረንቦ እያስመታች እየዘፈነች

ፍርዷ ነው ፍርዷ ነው ጃሂል ነበረች
አሏህ ይተውላት ኋላ ሰለመች
ባሏም ነበር አሉ የመኮች ምስላኔ
አስሃቦችን ነቢ ኹጥባ ኾጠቧቸው 40
እኔ ከምላችሁ አትውጡ እያሏቸው
አምሳውን ጐበዞች ጉድ አደረጓቸው
ብናልቅም ብንፈጅም አትርዱን አሏቸው
እንደእሱ ሠድጀ ነው ስትላችሁ እንኔ
ይህንን አሉና ሀምዛን ሹክ አሉዎት 45
ያምናውን ክንድህን አሳየን አሉዎት
ኡበይ ሰለመህ አባ አማመት
በኋላ ላይ ዘልቃ ጠራቸው ጀነት
የፈርዶስ እጮኛ ሀምዛ ነው አልኩ እኔ
ዘንፋሌን አልዎት የጦይባውን ጣይ፣ 50
እኔ እምሰራውን ብቅ ብለህ እየኝ፣
ደርቤ ስወጋ አንዱን ካንዱ ላይ፣
ይህ ነገር ይገባል ሀምዛ አደለም ወይ፣
የበድር ባለቤት የዑትቦ ገዳይ፣
ያራጋፈው ሀምዛ ወዳጁ ነኝ እኔ 55
ሰዓው የሆነው እንደባህር መውጀ
ሙስጦፋን አልዎት የጦይባን ሲራጅ
አብሽር ደስ ይበለህ የወንድሜ ልጅ
ክንዴን ሳልንተራስ አትሆንም እጅ
በጣም እዘን አንጂ የምትኩለት እኔ 60
ቢሆንም ባይሆንም ልሰናበትህ
ወዲህ ቅረብ ፊትክን ልሳምህ
ምናልባት ብሎልኝ ብሞት ፊትህ
የሃምዛን እድያማን አገኘለሁ
ረህመት ይውረድበት ሀምዛ ጀግኔ ጀግኔ 65
የሰማህም ስማ ያልሰማህም ስማ
በሀምዛ ደመቀ የኡሁድ ከተማ
ሙስጦፋም ብለው አሉ ይኸ ምጣድ ሰማ
ጀነትም ዘለቀች ጐበዝ ልትስማማ
እላይ እላይ አለች ኑ ወደእኔ 70
ቁጥኑን ቀልም ሰብስቦ ነዳቸው
እግር ከጅ አድርጐ አደናገራቸው
ፍየሎች መሠሉ ነብር ያጋያቸው
ከብቶችም መሰሉ አንበሳ ያያቸው
ሰላሳውን ጀግና እጅ አደረጋቸው 75
ለረሱል አስሃቦች አዝማሪ ነኝ እኔ
ድሉን ያየ ጊዜ ሀከቴ ያሉት፣
ለገኒማ ብለው አምሩዎን ጣሱት
እባሀጋው ቢጮህም ምንም አልሰሞዎት
የነበሩባት ስርፋ ሆነች እራቁት 80
ዒክሪማና ኻሊድ ብርቱን ያዟት
መርከብ ተሰበረ ተመቸው ወመኔ
ዒክሪማና ኻሊድ ተነግኞቻቸው
ቁጥራቸውም እኮ ሁለት ሺ ናቸው
ሃምሳውን ጐበዞች ጭርስ አደረጋቸው 85
የጌታን ፊት ማየት ይሁን ጀዛቸው
ሁረል ዐይን በድሬ ብቅብላ አድናቸው
አሳደራቻቸው ያነን ሁሉ ጐኔ
መቸም አዱንያ ነው ሸተት ሸተት አለ፣
ነገሩ መረረ አምሩ ገዳደለ 90
ከስድስት ስፍራ ሙስጦፋም ቆሰሉ
አልይም ሰከረ ሀምዛም ተገደለ
ኢብሊስ ሰለለ አሉ እሚያመልጥ እያለ
ለዐነሁ ይውረድበት ኸራቤ ሸይጧኔ
ለአነሁ እሏሁ እብን ቁሚአት 95
በሰይፍ ምታ አለና አቆሰለዎት
ትክሻዎን ገብቶ ጉርባ ዶለዎት
በፊትዎም ደሙ አፈታብዎት
ልብዎ ፈሰሰ መቸም ሰው ነዎት
እወገቡ አድርጐ ጦልሀ አወጣዎት 100
የዛለታ ታዲያ ያሉት ያጠልሀት አዋኔ

ፊዳህ ልሁን ብሎ እሱዎን ገደፈ
ዶርቡ የሚያንገበግብ እሚያንሰፈስፍ
አንድ ጌዜ አረፈበት ሰባት አሰር ሰይፍ
ዐልይ በተናቸው ሆነለት ወገፍ 105
አሸብር አንበርብር ጐርፋ አን ሁሠይኔ
ያነ ሁሉ ቁስል ምም አላጀባቸው
የነቢ ደም መፍሰስ ነው ያገበገበው
እንኳን እሱን እኔን ላቤን አዋከበው
አይኔን አስለቀሰው ዛቴን አራገበው110
ወግቶ ወግቶ ዋለን ዋለን እኔ
ፋጤ ተንከልክላ ሩጣመጣች
ዐኢሻት ጋር ሆኖ ፋርሳ እያደረገች
ዘንፋሌ ቆሰለው ተጥተው አየች
ሰብራ ተቀደደ አልችለው አለች 115
አሏት ሰብር አርጊ ተይ ደህና ነኝ እኔ
ያን ደጉን ፊትዎን ደም ቢያለብሰው
ክንፉን ዘርጋ አድርጐ ጅብሪል አለበስዎ
በኋላ ፋጢማ አጣጠበችዎ
ውኃ እየዶለላት ዐልይ በጋሻው 120
እያለች በምትኩኝ ይህን ሳላይ እኔ
አስሃቦች መጥተው ገዳደፉዎት
መቸም አዛኝ ነዎት ኸይረል በርያት
አሉ እኔን ትታችሁ ሀምዛን ፈልጉት
ያየው ሰው ይኖር ወይ እወደቀበት 125
ያን ደጉን አጐቴን ያባቴን ቅሪት
ፈላለጉትና ወዲያው አገኙት
ደጋጉን ብልቱን ወህሸይ ቆርጦት
ብለው አለቀሱ ባላሁህ እኔ
ሚንዳ ነበር ወህሽይ የሚሉት 130
ሚንዳ ቀጠረችው ያሉ ሱፍያን ሚስት
ሀምዛን ሊገልላት ሊሰጣት ጉበት
ጥቁር መሬት ይዞ ወጋው ኩላሊት
መትረፋ አይወጋም ተተወጋው እኔ
ወደፊት ዘለለ ሰለውን ሊያንቀው 135
ሳይደርስ እመሀከል ደሙ ገረቀው
ሁረል ዐይን ዘልቃ ተወውና አለችው
አንገቱን ገድፋ ብርዝ አጠጣቸው
አለችው ተደሣ ዘውጀትህ ነኝ እኔ
ባህሩ መድጁ ጠና ተመነዛዘሩ 140
ከረሱል ባጠገብ አራት ብቻ ቀሩ
አንደኛው ሲድቅ ነው አንደኛው ዑመር
አንዱ ጦል ሀተል ኸይር አንዱ ዐልይሀይደር
እኒህ እኮ ናቸው ያገዱት ባህሩን
አንሷሮች በገኑ ጠናባቸው ንዴት 145
እያለ ተጣራ ጐበዝ እንዴት እንዴት
ምነው ሀምዛ ቢሞት ዐልይ የለም እንዴት
መርከቡ ተሰበረ ቂያማ ድረስ እንዴት
ተንገሸገሸ አሉ ዐልይ ገላኔ
ገልበጥ ገልበጥ አለ ያንሷሮች ጀግና 150
እነሰዓድ እነሙዓዝ እነ አቡ ዱጃና
አብሽር አብሽር አሉ አብሽር ሰይዲና
ምነው ሀምዛ ቢሞት እኛ አለንህና
ሰንበቅ አይታጣም ቢሠበር ሰፊና
አግራርቶ ተነሣ ሁሉም በቀጭኔ 155
መለስ ላድርገው የቀለሙ ቀጨ
ባህር እንኳ የለውሥሩ እየመነጨ
ነቢ የቀረቡት ይቅር አንድ አልተቆጨ
ዑምሩን ይፈጀዋል ሁልጊዜ እያላጨ
ሀድራ ውል አይለውም ያቀልቡ ደንዳኔ 160
ነቢ ዘይኔ የሚል እሱ ነገር አበዛ
ማንን አወደሰኩኝ ካለሰይድ ሀምዛ
የዘንፋሌን አጐት ደጉን ባለለዛ
መልካ ከወረደ አይልም ገዛ መዛ
አይበጁ አይደለም ወይ የቀልባችን አዛ
አይድረስባችሁ የደረሰው በኔ

POEM V
ደእኛ ረሱል አህመድ 1
የሰጠን መወላዬ
መካ ተወለዱ ሰኞ ፈጅር ላይ
አሚነት አምጠው ሲወልዱወት ቶሎ
ተገርዘው ነው ዐይነዎን ተኩለው 5
መላኢካው ኸድሮ ሸይጧንን አግሎ
የወሰፍዋ ሸቱ አስቲ ልነስንሰው
የተኛውን ኸድራ እንዲቀሰቅሰው
ሌት ቀን ይተኛል ወይ አያት እያለው ሰው
ተልጅነት አልፈው ጥቂት ነፍስ ሲያውቁ 10
መካ ላይ አደጉ ፍየል ሲጠብቁ
ነብያችን አላህ ከብት ማስጠበቁ
ለሰው እንዲያዝኑ ነው ሆላ ሲተልቁ
በ 25 ዓመት ኸድጃን አገቡ
በ3ኛው ሰፈር ተሻም እንደገቡ 15
ከኸድጃ ሁኖ ቲጃራው ገንዘቡ
35 ዓመት ኾኖቸው ተወልደው
ከቁረይሾች ጋር ካሉ ነይቱ ሏህን ጓደው
ኸጀረ አስወድ ገሊ አኖሩት ወስደው
እነበረበት ላይአንሹን ለዕጣ ፈርደው 20
እስርፋው በማድረግ ቢጣሉ ፈናደው
ስድስ ወር ነብር ወህዩ በመናም
ክንድዎ ቢጠና በመዕሪፋ ላይ
ጅብሪል ኺራ መጥቆ ይዞ ያላህ ከላም
ነቢ ከተላኩ ሆኖ አስር ዓመት 25
አቡ ጧሊብ ሞቶ የአሊአባት
ነቢ ያአለቀሱት አዝነው ለእሱ ሞት
በዚሁ ዓመት ሞቱ ከድጅተል ኩብራ
3 ዓመት ሲቀረው የመዲና ሂጅራ
ካፈር ሳይደንግጥ መካ እየነፈራ 30
እሜቴ ኸድጃ ሞተው ሲሆነው 3ወር
እዘይዴ ጋር ሄዱ ወደ ጧዒፍ አገር
የአሏህን ትዕዛዝ እዛ አገር ለመንገር
ሰቂፎች ጠንቶቸው የእስልምናው ነገር
መስለማቸው ቀርቶ ዶረሩ ባልነበር 35
ይልቅ ሲመለሱ ነኸል ስፍራ ቢያድሩ
ቁልቁሂን ሌሊት ረሱል ሲቀሩ
ጅኖቹ ሰለሙ እየተጠራሩ
ነቢ በተላኩ በ11 ዓመት
ቢነግሩት ለሚና ሰው መስለም ጠንቶት 40
ተኸዝርዮች 6 ሰለሙልዎት
በዓመቱ ገበያ ሆኖ አስራሁለት
በሦስተኛው ዓመት መጡ ኾነው ሰባ
ተዓውስ ተኸዝረጅ መጥቶ እጅግ ገባ
ትተውት የመጡት አገራቸው ጧይባ 45
ነፍቆ የሰለመው ከቁጥርም አይገባ
መክዮች ጠንቶቸው እያላቸው ግር
ዲኑ ይፋ ሆነ ሂዶ ሰው አገር
ምን ያለ ሱና ነው እንዲህ ያለነገር
ባህር ያለበት ቀርቶ ማለምለም በዳር 50
አብዱል አሹሎች ጨርሰው ሰለሙ
በነቢ ናፍቆት በወሬ ሲጠሙ
ሂደው ከመካ እዚው በአንድ ተጠጋው
ሙሃጅሮችን ወስደው አገራቸው
አፍነው ደግነው በደግ ቢያኖራቸው 55
በቁርኣን አንሷር ብሎ አወደሳቸው
የአንሷሮች ወሬ ጉድ ነው መጣፈጡ
ሙሃጅሮች ሄደው መቀመጫ ቢያጡ
ሽፍጥ ግፍጥ የለም ድልባን ሲቀመጡ
እኩል ሰንጥቀው ገንዘቡን ሲሰጡ60

በ12 ዓመት ሄዶ ነቢ ኢስራዕ
መጥተው አሳይዎት አላየተል ኩብራ
የማይገኝ ዕጣ በልፋት በስራ
33 ጊዜ ወጡ በማንም አንድ
እንኳ መናም ነው የራቀመቃም65
ሙሣ ሩዕያን ናፍቀው
ከጅላው በጣም
አረገው ለአሚነት የቲም
ቁድርዎን አይስትም ካልሆነ በቀርጅል
መርሆ ሲነሳ በተውራት በኢንጂል 70
እንዴት ያለ ሰው ነው ከእሱው የማይከጅል
5ጊዜ ነው የቀልብዎ ሹቁ (operacion)
አንድ ሰብዩ ሁነው ፊት ነብስ ሳያውቁ
አንድ ኢስራዕ ሌት ከመካ ሳይርቁ
53 ዓመት የኖሩት መካ ላይ 75
መዲና 10 ዓመት 2ወር ጋር በላይ
ሲኖሩ ሰው ጋር አስሐቦቹ አንድ ላይ
ነፍቆት እየባሰ የታል ከሰው አግላይ
በፊተኛው ዓመት መዲና ከሄዱ
ያን ወቅት ነው ፈርድ የኾነው ጅሃድ 80
30 ሰው ይዘው ሄዱ ሀምዛ ወንዱ
ቁርይሾችን ሲመጡ ሊወጉ መንገዱ
ሮይዳ ባንድ ወገን ይዞ ስልሳ ጦር
ሰ8ድ 20 ሰው ይዞ ሙሀጅር
ተመለሱ ደህና ጠቡ እጅግ ሳይፈር 85
ሂደው በዓመታቸው ሲለምዱ መዲናን
ዘመቻ ታዘዙ እሚባል ወዳን
በዚያው ዓመት የጀመረው አዛን
አገቡ በዚያ ዓመት እመቴ አዒሻን
አሁን ባሳለፍነው በዚሁ ዓመት 90
2 ረካዓት ሶላት ሆነ አራት
ኹጥባ ጋር በመስገድ ጁምዓ ሶላት
መጀመርያ ሶላት ጀናዛ ሰገዱ
በራዕ በሚሉት ላይ ቱባዕ ነው ደግሞ አንዱ
የሞተው ሹም በፊት መዲና ሳይወርዱ 95
የነቢ ማመኑን ከትበው አገኙት
ወረቃውን ቢያዩት ተገኙ ሁኖት
ሳይላኩ በፊት ሰባት መቶ ዓመት
ሁለተኛን ዓመት በዚህ ሁነን ሸዕባን
ፈርድ ኸነባቸው ዘካና ረመዳን 100
አልዬን አገቡ ሲትና ፋጢማን
በትልቅ ጦር ዓመት ኸኖ በዛ
ካፊር የኾነበት እራሱ እንዳረንዛ
የቀረው በለል አርሁ ገጥሞ እዛ
ተቤተል መቅደስም ቂብላው ወዲህ ዞረ 105
ዘካም ፈርድ ሆነ በፆም ላፈጠረ
የኢድምሶላት በዚያው ተጀመረ
በዋቅ ዚሽ ሻዕራ ኡነይቃ ሰዊቅ
በዚሁ ዓመት ነው እጅግ ሳይል ፈቅ
ነደደ አቡሶፊያን በድር ካፊር ቢያልቅ 110
200 ጦር ይዞ እንደገና ሊዋጋ ወረደ መዲና
2 ምኝን ገሎ ወንዙን ሳይቃና
ነቢ ቢሄዱበት የነበረው ደህና
ሆነ ስንቁን ሲጥል እየሸሸ ገማ
በሦስተኛው ዓመት ሀራም ሆነ ጠጅ 115
ሀሰን ተወለደ የዐልይ ልጅ
የኡሁድ ዘመቻ በዚሁ ነው እንጂ
ደግሞ አጠፋነ ሀምረኡል አሳድ
ከዕባ አለቃ ሁኖ ለሸረኛ ጁንድ
ሳይሆንለት ቀረ ሊዋጋ ቢወርድ 120
በኒ ነድርና ዘቱል ኒቃ ጦር
በአራተኛው ዓመት ሆነ ሲደበር
ሶላተል ኸውፍ ቀስር በሰፍር
ሁሰይንም ሲወለድ ተይሙም በዐፈር
በአምስተኛው ዓመት ዘመቻ ነው ሀቅ125

ጀውመተል ጀንደል ደሞ ሙስጠሊቅ
እንደየውመል አህዛብ የሚሉት ኸንደቅ
ሁደይባ ዘመቱ በስድስት ዓመቱ
ሺ ሰው ይዘው ሄዱ ሊያደርጉ ዑመረት
በኑኽላይን አንዱ መዝውት አበት 130
ለዑምረቱለ ቁድዐ በሰባቱ ሄዱ
2000 ሰው ጋር ቢደና እየነዱ
60 ግመል ይዘው ወስደው መካ ሊያርዱ
አርደው 3 ቀን ውለው መዲና ወረዱ
ደግሞ አቡሁረይራ ሰለሙ እዚህ ላይ 135
የኸይበርን ቁንዲ የሚሉትን ዐይ
ቢሰልሙ ላኩበት በየንጉሱ ላይ
ጠፋ ያላለውን ሹም የእሱውን ቃል ዋይ
ነጃሺ ተገኘ ባህራሽ ላይ
ማርያና ዱልዱል መጡ በዚህ ዓመት 140
ሀሽምም አስያዙ ኪታቡ ሊመታበት
ኮትም ሲያዝ መላዕክት እንዲታመንበት
በስንምተኛው ዓመት መካ ተከፈተ
በረመዳን ሄዱ ሳይቀር የታከተ
ጭፍራው ጠቦት ሜዳው አንድ ላይ ታከተ 145
ከመካ ሰው የለም ያን ቀን የመከተ
ቃላቸውን ከድተው ቁረይሾች ቢኸልፉ
በረመዷን መጡ እነሱን ሊያጠፉ
የሚወዱትን ከዕባን ሊጠውፉ
ኻሊድም ኢብኒ ወሊድ ኡስማን የጠልኻት ልጅ 150
ደግሞ ዑመር አሊይ ሰለሙል ኸረጅ
ለካፊር የሆኑት የማይመልስ መውጅ
በጧዒፍ በኹነይን ከዘመተ ለጦር
ኹጥባ ለማሰማት ደግሞ አብሰጁን ሚምበር
ኢብራሂም ተወልደው ዘይነብ ሞቱ እዛ አገር 155
በዘጠኒኛው ዓመት ዘመቱ ተቡክ
አጠፋት ካፊርን በዚያ አገር ቢያውክ
ጀግናው ጦሩን ሲያይ ያለውን እልክ
መስጅደል ዲራርም በዚሁ ፈረስ
በ አገር ያለው ሰው ተቀሰቀሰ 160
መዲና ለማምጣት ናፍቆ እያለቀሰ
አቡበከር ሄደ 300 መቶ ይዘው
መካ ሀጅ አድርገው አዋጅ አረጉ እዛው
እንዳይጠውፍ ካዕባን ጨርቅ አጥቶ ያረዘው
ሙሽሪክ እንዳይጦውፍ ወጪ ያአላህ ያዘዘው 165
20 ግመል አርደው ሄዱ ተመልሰው ነቢ ያዘዙትን ሁሉንም አድርሰው እግርዋ ካዘዙት
መች ፌት ሲላወሰው
በጠራነው ሆነ በዚሁ ዓመት
የኡሙ ኩልሱም የነጃሺ ሞት 170
ሞተው አበሻ እዚያ ሰገዱበዎት
ሂጀተል ወዳዕ በ10ኛ ዓመት
አደርጉ ነቢ የመኸሉቁ ረህመት
መቶ ሺህ ሰው ይዘው ጁምዓ ቆሙበት
ብዙ ነገር ነው ያለፈው ቢቆጠር
በ23 ዓመት ወቅቱ ባለው አጥር
ጐልጐሉ ይበቃል እጅግ ባይበጥር
የበዛ ማርተው ላኸፊለ ሞኝ አጥፊ
ለማይታጠቅም ሹመቱን ገፋፊ
ምን ቢሆን ንጋሴ የገዛ አገር ሰፊ 180
ኪስራ የሚሉት ሹም የነበረው ፋርስ
ቁድሪ ሰላውን ተሰባብሮ ሲወድቅ የለም እንደሱስ
ከዘመቱት ነቢ ከሰላሳው ፈሪ
በአስሩ ብቻ ነው ካፊር ያረቢ
የእሱ ሰው ሲያልቅበት በእኛ ሰው ውራሪ 185
የተቀረው ቢሆን ባብቶ ይታረቃል
አፈርሳለሁ ካለም ጦሩ መች ይርቃል
ለበዷ አገር ጥቂት አስሐባ ይበቃል
እስዎ ሳይሄዱ የሰደዱትስ
ኡለሞች ቢቆጥሩት አደረጉት ሃምሳ190
እዚህ ላየ ብዙ ነው የሞቱት ሬሣ

ቀንዝሎ እየገባ ጀሃድ እየሳሳ
አድርጐት ጅሃዱን እራትና ምሳ
ሊዘምሩ ሩምታዞ ሲደገስ አሶማ 195
ሳይዋጉ አለፉ ነቢያችንማ
አዘመቱት ሲድቅ ወጥተው ሹመው ማማ

POEM VI
አሏሁመ መሰሊ አላ ሙሀመዲ
ሰይዲ አሰላሙ አለይኩም
የነቢን አያቶች ማወቅ ነው ከኢማን፣
ከአብደላህ ይዞ እስኪደርሱ አድናን፣
የአድናን ዘመድ ነው በሙሣ ኢብኑ አምራን፡፡
ስማቸውን ላን ሳው አንዳንዱን በተራ፣
ልመናን አክየ ስማቸውጋራ፣
ሐጃችን ቢወጣ እነሱን ስንጠራ፡፡ 5
እንለምንሃለን በነቢ አያቶች፣
እንድት ጠብቀን ክሚያጣውቶች
በረሱል አባት በሰጊድ አብደላ፣
ስራዬን አታርገው ተጠልቶ የተጠላ፣
በለኝ ለተጠጋ የአድን የአንተ ጥላ፡፡10
አብዱል ሙጠሊብ ሀሻም አብዱልመናፍ
እነዚህ ስር ናቸው ለዛ ለትልቅ ዛፍ፣
ጥላውን ለአጠላው በአለሙል አክናፍ
ቅሶይና ኪላብ ሙራና ከኣብ
ደግነታቸው ሲወሳ የሚያአጅብ፣ 15
ሀጃችን አርገው ጌታዬ በቅርብ፣
ሉአይና ኧይብ ፈርና ማሊክ፣
ስጦታቸው ብዙ ነገራቸው ለክ፣
አርገን ተሚመለክ
ነድርና ኪናና ሁዘይመት ሙድረክ፡፡20
በሳቸው ያማረው ቀበሌው የመካ፣
ጫፋ እንዲያ ያማረው ተስሩ ነው ስካ
እለምንሃለሁ በኤልያስ በመደር፣
ሙራዴን አርግልኝ በአልኩህ ሳልሸገር፣
በኒዛር በመዐድ ስጠን በአድናን፣
ለቀልባችን ኢማን ለሀገሩ ኢማን፣
እንደአረክላቸው ፊት እንደሰማን፣
የነቢን አያቶች እኝህ ሃያውን፣
ስማቸውን ማወቅ ይይዛል ሙላውን፣36
ሞኝ ካልሆነ አይተውም ሰው የሚጠቅመውን፣
ለምንኩህ ለነኝህ ሁነኝ አንተ ለእኔ፣
በምኞት እንዳልኖር ይኸው ነው ዘመኔ፣
አርግልን እንደኔ እንዳያቸው በዐይኔ፡፡
የነቢ አያቶች አስራ ሁለት ናቸው፣ 35
አባስና ሀምዛ ሰለሙ ከሳቸው፣
የአቡ ጦሊብ ብቻ ቸገረን ሁክማቸው፡፡
ላኪን ዑለሞችም ሙላውም ቆረጡ፣
ባለመስለምዎ መርቻ ደሊል ቢያጡ፣
ሰልመዋል ለማለት ከዱንያ ወጡ፡፡ 40
አንዲቱ ሰልመዋል ከስድስቱ አክስት፣
ሲትና ሶፍያ የዙበይር እናት፣
ሁለት አክትዎ ኡርዓ አቲካት፣
ሰልመዋል በማለት ኺላፍ አለበት፡፡
ሁሉም ሸቂቅ ናቸው ሶፍየት ሲቀሩ፣ 45
እነሱ ዘንድ ነው የጀማል ሀገሩ፣
ዘሎ ክብም አይሄድ ከግቢያቸው ከአጥሩ፣
ኸይር አሰራን አንተ በግድ ሳንሻ፣
በዝቶብናል እና ዙርያውን ማስረሻ፣
ኸዱር ቢቀር ብንተው ዟሂሩን አትሻ 50
የነቢ ሚስቶች 12 ናቸው፣
የልቅናቀሚስ ጌታ አጥልቆላቸው፣
አጀላቸው ዲዓ ፈይን አደረገላቸው፡፡

አልሃምዱሊላሂ የሰጠን እነሱን፣
እናት ያረገልን ጥቂት ባላነሱን፣55
በእርዳታቸው አላህ ያርገን የማይረሱን፡፡
በወህይ ታዘው ነው ሲያገቡ ሁሉንም፣
ካለፍቃድ መስራት የለዎትም ምንም፣
በእኒህ ላይ አለዎት ልታክል አይሆንም፣
መጀመሪያይቱ ኸድጀት ነዎት፣ 60
ሹመትዎን አውቀው ነቢን ፊት ያጩት፣
ጌታ አረገልዎት እንደተመኙት፣
ብንቆጥረው አያልቅም የርስዎ ውለታ፣
መክዮች አስረው የመከሩ ዕለታ
የአሰሩት ከይዳዎች ላልቶ ሳይፈታ
ቁሰይ ጋር ይገጥማል ነቢ ጋር ውልደዎ፣
ደግነት ቸርነት ነበር ልምዶዎ፣
በሰዎ ወቅት ነው ወረቀት ፍርድ ነው፡፡
ለአዒሻ ዕጣወን ለቀው የኖሩት፣
ዕድሜዎ ኸድ ከቀሩት፣ 70
ሲትና አዒሻ የአስማ እህት፣
ነቢ ከተላኩ የተወለዱት፣
የአቡ በከር ልጅ ናቸው አዒሻ የእኛ እናት፣
ከአስሀቦች አሊም ነዎት ሲቆጠር፣
ማን ሊቀድሞወት በወሊያ ስር፣ 75
ሁለት ሺ ሐዲስ ሁለት መቶ ጋር፣
ያወሩት ሐዲስ ነው አክለው አስር፣
ሀፍሷ ነዎት ለአላህ ያሳመሩ አገባብ፣
ሌት ቋሚ ቀን ጧሚ ፈልገው ለአስዋብ፣
የእዚያ የአንበሳ ልጅ የአቡ በከር ኸጦብ፣ 50
የሁዘይን መት ልጅ ዘይነብ ሚስታቸው፣
ነቢ በቂዕ ላይ የቀበሯቸው፣
ኸድጃና እሱዎ ፊት ነው ሞታቸው፡፡
ሂንድ የሰለማት እናት ለኛም ሁኑን እናት፣
ከነቢ ሐዲስ ይዘው ያወሩት፣ 85
ሶስት መቶ ከሐያ አክለው ስመንት፣
ዘይነብ የጀህሸ ልጅ ዘይድን የፈቱት፣
ከታች አፋፍ ላይ ዘለው የወጡት፣
ከነቢ ሴቶች አንዲቱ ነዎት፣
አስር ነው ከሃዲስ ስምተው ያወሩት፡፡ 90
አንዲቱ እናታቸው ነዎት ጀወርያ፣
የወደድዎት ሰው የሚያገኝ ሚዕፍያ፣
ያወሩት ሐዲስ ነው ሰባት ነበውያ፡፡
ነቢ ያስሯቸው አበሻ ሳይርቅ፣
የአቡ ሱፍያን ልጅ ረምለት ናቸው ሳውቅ ፣ 95
ነጃሺ የሰጠው አራት መቶ ወርቅ፣
ስለነቢ መሄዱን እዚህ ቢናፍቅ
12ና ሪሃና ናቸው አፍዞ ያስቀረው፣
መልክዎ ላያቸው ፣ 105
ላኪን እህሉ ሲህር ቀሩ ሳያቆና ሩዋቸው፣
ከእነኝህ ሙላውን አንድ ሳያመልጥ
ኸድጃና አዒሻን ደግሞ ከእኒህ ውስጥ፣
አላህ አረጋቸው ለነቢዩ ምርጥ፣
በብዙ ልቅና ሰጣቸው መብለጥ፡፡110
በዘጠኙ ላይ ነው ወደ አኼራ ሲያልፉ፣
ጂስመዎ ቢሰተር ከአድንያ መች ጠፉ፣
ያቶቸዋል እዚህ ሲደሱ ሲከፋ፡፡
----- ኸለሚል ያገኙት፣
ይሆናሉ ሶስት በቂልስ አራት፣ 115
ከእኝህ አንዲቱ ነዎት ማርየት፡፡
ወደ ልጆችዎ እስኪ ልራመድ፣
አለል በይትን ማንሳት ቢያረግልኝ ልምድ፣
እንኳ ቢርቀኝ ቢቀርበኝ በግድ፡፡
መሪአቸወ ለጅስም ለሚነቀንቀው፣ 120
አባታቸው ጋራ የሚያስተዋውቀው፣
ተኸለቀን ጌታ ከሚያስተራርቀው
እነሱን ሳነሳ አንድ ወልይ መጣ፣
ከእነሱ ውዴታ ቢያኖረኝ ሳላጣ፣

ቁላ አሳሉኩም ያለው በቁርኣን ፣125
በሳቸው መሃባ ሲያዘነው እኛን፣
ስንት ሰው ያደገው ለመውደድ እኛን፣
የነቢ ልጆች የአኛም ዐይነቶች፣
አራቱ ወነደ ናቸው 3 ሴቶች፣
ከድጀት ወለዱ ስድስቶችን ያች፣130
አሻግረው የሚያዩት በጠሩት ዐይኖች፡፡
ተሙላው በፊት ነው ሲወለዱ ቃስም፣
ነቢ የአከሉበት ኩንያን በስዎስም
ተወልደው 3 ዓመት ሲሞቱ አልደረሱም፡፡
ለጥቆ አብደላ ደግሞ ተወለዱ፣ 135
አራስ ሁነው ሞቱ መዲና ሳይወርዱ፣
ተትንሽቶ ጋር ትልቁን ወደዱ፣
ደግሞ ኢበራሂምን ማርየት ወለዱ፣
ከመካ ለቀው መዲና ከሄዱ
በ7 ቀንዎ ነቢ በግ አረዱ 140
በዓመት ከሰምንት ወረ በርዞኸ ተራመዱ፡፡
ነቢ ኾኖቸው 30 ዓመት፣
ዘይነብ ተወለዱ ሳይላኩ በፊት፣
አቡል አስ 2 ወለዱለዎት፣
ዘይነብ የወለዱት ወሬውን ስንሰማ
አንድ አልይ ነው አንዲቱ ኡማማ
ሙራሂቅ ሁነው ነው አሊይ ሲሞቱማ
ረሱል አማማን ይወዱ ነበር
ሸኮኮ ብለው ነው ሶላት ሲከብሩ
ይቀበላላ ምድር ሲያበቁ ከምድሩ
አልይ ያገቧቸው ፋጢማት ቢሞቱ
ወስያ ተናግረው ይህችው አክስቲቱ
ሳይድ አሊይ ሞቱ ኢማማ ሳይፈቱ
መዕይራን አገቡ ከአሊይ በኋላ
ፈቅደው አልይ መረጠው ከሰው ሁላ
እንዳይወስደዎት ከቁረይሾች ሌላ
ሲትና ሩቅያ የነብያችን ልጅ
ኡስማን ሀበሻ አሏቸው ሂጅ
ከነጃሺ ዘንዱ እስቲመጣ ፈረጅ
እንኳን ሩቅ አገር ወጥተው አያውቁ ደጅ
ሀበሻ መሬቱ የደረሱ በዚያ ለምኝታ
መልኩ ኹኖብዎት ትጥቅ የሚያስፈታ
አልመለስ ቢሉ ዱዓ አረጉላቸው
አንድ ጊዜ ሁሉንም አላህ አጠፋቸው
የገቡለት ጌታ መቸ ሲረሳቸው
በወህይ ነው ካለህ ዑስማን ሲያገቡዎት
2 ጊዜ ሂጅራ አበሻ ያመጡዋት
አብደላን እዚህ ወለድዎት
በድር ተዘመተ ሩቅያን ታመው
ዑስማን ድሉን ሰሙ ሲቀበሩ አስታመው
ነቢም በድር ሰሙ ጉድ አርጂን አይደክሙ
አልሃምዱሊላሂ ደፍኑ በናት አሉ
ሚነል መክሩማቲ ሌላም አላከሉ
መርዶው ሆነ አንዴ ደስታው የድሉ
መዲና ከሄዱ ሩቅያ ሞቱ
ሃያ ዓመት ከአስር ወር ተርፏቸው ከአመቱ
ዑስማን አለቀሱ ሩቅያን ቢያጡ
የነቢ አማችነት ቢቀር ቢቆረጥ
ነቢ ጋር ቆመው ሳይሹ ቢቀመጡ
ነቢ አሉ ዑስማን ጅብሪል አሁን መጡ
ተአላህ ታዟል ኩልሱምን ሊሰጡ
ዑስማንን አግብተው ኩልሱማ ሳይወለዱ
የኖሩትን ኑረው ወደ አኼራ ሄዱ
ቀልቤን የናቀው ውሬውን ስንሰማ
ካሚል የሆኑትን ሲትና ፋጢማ
እንደነ ኸድጃ እንደነ መሬማ
እንደነ አስያ የአላቸው ከራማ
የወልይ ካሚሎች ናቸው አራቱማ
ፋጢማን ይወዳል ነቢን የወደደ

የነቢ ዙርያ በርስዎ ወረደ ወደታች እያደር እየበዛ ሄደ
ተዓመት ተርፏቸው መዲና ከገቡ
ሲትና ፋጢማ ከአልይ ጋር ተጋቡ
ልከዋቸው ሄደው መንገድ ሳያስሉ
እዚህ ነብያችን አጎብተው ኸጠቡ
ኹጥባውን ቀሩት አርገው ደግሞ ጋራ
በወህይ ሆነና የሚሰሩት ስራ
ሰጥተው ሲያስሩ ሂካህ የለም ቀን ቅጠራ
ተወልደው ሃያ አመት ኾነው ከስምንት
በቂዕ ተቀበሩ ሲቲ ፋጢመት
አሊ በቂዕ አባስ ሰገድበዎት
ሌላ ሴት አልያዙ ሰጊድ አልይ
ሁለቱን ሞት መጥቶ በግድ እስኪለይ
ስድስት ወልደው ሞቱ የለም የቀረ ሀይ
ከአልይ በቀር ሌላ ባል አያውቁ
ከአለፉ አባትዎ አልታዩም ሲስቁ
ወራቱም አልበዛ ላኪን ሊለጥቁ
ቀልብ የሚያኸርቀው ስምዎ ሲነሳ
ምን ይሆን ነገሩ ሲሩ ራቀኝ ሳ
መንጫው ዘሩ የሰው ጐሣ
ፍቅሬ እውነት እንደሆን እውይ ሳይረሳ፡

POEM VII
የአረቢ ሶሊ ወሰሊ መዐላ
የአረቢ ሶሊ ወሰሊ መዐላ
ዘይኑል ዐለሚን ታጁል ቱደላ
ሸምሱል ፋቁል ዐለም የመሰለው
ሁልጊዜ ዘላለም ባህሩ ነው የሞላ
መሠረት የሆኑት ለዓለሙ ካብ
ሁሉን የጠበቁት ከአዱንያ አዛብ
የፊቱን በለጡት ተወልደው በኋላ 5
ማዱ ተዘርግቶ በቀን በሌሊት
ዙረው የሚበሉት ሆኑና ጥቂት
ሲነግሩት ይርቃል በሌላ
ከዐርሽ ጀምሮ ኢላ ተኸተስተሩ
ኑሩ ተሽክሽኮ ለዓለም ሲያበራ 10
ምነው ጥቂት ሆኑ ያዩት ከዛ ሁላ
በ70 ሺህ ሂጃብ ተዘግቶ ቀልባችን
ሆነን እንዳናየው በዛ ጠላታችን
ዐፈነው ይዘውን በፊት በስተኋላ
ፈረሳቸው ወሩ ነፍስያና ሽይጧን 15
የሁሉን ቀልብ ያዙት ተከሉበት ድንኳን
ከባህን አውጣን ከእነሳቸው በላ
አለቁ ጣጣቸው ወደ አንተ የዟሩት
የገባ ሩኸቸው ዓለመልጀበሩት
የማይማውቁውት ሸይጧን የማያውቁት ሌላ 20
ተገለጠላቸው ሚኒለከል አስና
ሁሉንም አለፋት ሆነው ባአንተ ፋና
መች ይታክተዋል ደግ መብል የበላ
ወይ አስረሳቸው የፊቱን ምስነት
የተንገላቱትን በራብ በጥማት 25
ምን ትዝ ይላቸዋል የፊቱ እንግልት
የሚያአጅብ ነው የሚደንቅ ነው
ጥቂት ልብ ሰጥቶ ለአስተነተነው
አንደኛው ዝም ብሎ አንደኛው ሲበላ
የጀበሉ ጌታ ደግሞ የዒዘት30
እባክህ ስጠን ጥቂት ዳረጐት
ወደ አንተ እንድን ዞር በሰጊዴ ጥላ
በቡላሂል አዘም ደጃፋ ሰፋ
የሚያስተራርቁ ለከፋ ለአጠፋ
የማይነቀፈው ከአሏሁ ተዓላ 35
በ50 ሺህ ዓመት ሳይኸለቅ ኸልቁ

የተጀሊን ቀሚስ እርስዎ አጠለቁ
አንደ እንኳ ሳይቀር ሁሉን የተሣለ
ለርስዎ ኸለቀው ያንን ሁሉ ኸልቅ
አዛኙ ጌታችን ረቡነል ዐርሽ 40
የማይጐል ሁልጊዜ ሹመቱ የሞላ
ከጌታ ኢናያፊት ያለፈላቸው የታጩት ለሀድራ
ወዳጀ ያላቸው ተራምደው አለፋት በኑሩ ቃጥላ
ትሻ እንደሆን ወንድሜ ከእነሱ መሆን
የጌታን ዓምር አድርስ ተከልከል ነህዩን 45
እንዳረግህ ሙሂብ አብዱል ኒዛ ሶላ
ቀልብህን ፊት አጥራ በጌታችን ዚክር
ከደህና ሺህ ይዘ|ህ ሸይጧን ከሚባረር
በኋላ የሚያጠጣ ሸራበን ዱላል
እንዲህ ከሆንክ በኋላ ብታደርግ ሶላዎት 50
ይገባልሃል ለቀልብህ በረከት
ሚን ፈዲህል አዘም ያሞላ በደላ
ይኸ አይሆንም ቢሆን ተውኝ አታትበኝ
መንገዳችንን ያድርገውና በቀኝ
እንዳይሆን ሀብታችን ዝቅዝቅ ሰረገላ 55
የዛገው ወንጀሉን የቀልቡን መስታወት
ሶላዎት ቢያደርገው ኑሩን ወዴት አይቶት
ሶላዋት ቢያደርግ ይመስላል የጠላ
በነቢ መሃባ የተቃጠሉት
የአጅብሃል ለአንተ….
………………………
ሁሉን አልቀመስከው በዘይነብ በለይላ
በኪታቡ መስራት ቢያቅትህ እንኳ አቅሙ
በተገኘልህ ጥቂት መነደሙ
ሳትሆን ሙዘብዘብ ሚን በይኑ ያኸኡላ
ያስከጅልህ ነበር ተውበተል ነሱኸ 65
እንደምን ይፈልቃል የደፈኑት ውሃ
ተመሸሹ በቀር ደርቆ ወደ ኋላ
ይገል ነበር ቁርኣን አንዳንዱ ሱራ
ዛሬ ብንቀራው ፈውቀል አናድር
አህያ አይረግት ብትጫን ዳውላ
መክሬያለሁ እኔ ባልይዘው
አዱኒም ነሲሃ ይዥ በሚለው
አባክህ አድርገን እንዳንሆን ወላላ
ቀብር ያህል ነገር ወደ ፊት አትራ
እንደምን ደስ ይላል ዱንያ ማደሩ
እንደዛሬው አዳር የሌለበት መላ
አሉበት መላኢኮች የሚያስፈሩ አዛ ዘንድ
የሚጠይቁት ከጌታ ከተውሂድ
እባብ ያለበት ነው ጊንጡ የሚባላ
የጠፋው እንደሆን ከሚጠይቁት 80
ምን ያል መከራ ነው ያይዳለ ጥቂት
ይመቱታል እዛ በአዛሉ ዱላ
የመለሰ እንደሆን ይህና ያኖሩታል
ዘመድ ቤተሰቡ በዱንያ ረስቶታል
ተሰራው በቀር ከለኸዱ ምናል 85
የቂያማ ዕለት ደግሞ እፊቱ ይቆማል
ማነህ ያለው እንደሆን ስራህ ነኝ ይለዋል
አይከፋ የከፋ ሁኖ የሚያስጠላ
ተዚያ በላይ ሁኖ ጋልበኝ ይሰዋል
በታች ነበርና በዱንያ ላይ ሳለ
ወደ ጀሃነም ይዞት ይሄዳል
ደግ እንደሆን ሰራው ይለዋል አብሽር
እኔ ነኝ በዱንያ የሰራኸኝ ኸይር
የሚያምር ኑር ኾኖ ሳይቀሉ የቀላ
እንዲህ ያለው ስራ ይሆናል ፈረስ 95
ጋልበኝ ይለዋል ከጀነት ድረስ
እደህናው አገር የሌለበት በላ
ቂያማ ስንላት ሰሟ ትንሽ ናት
መከራዋ ብዙ ሰባሺ ዓመት
ለቅሶኛዋ ብዙ ስራውን ሲሞላ

ሰው ሲነባበር አንዱ በአንዱ ነፍስ
እየዋጠው ላቡ አንገቱ ድረስ
ይንበር ስንዝር ቀርባ እራሱ እየፈላ
ጀንበር ስንዝር ቀርባ እራሱ እየፈላ
የተሰጡት ነቢ መቀምም ማሙድ
ከእንዲህ ያል መከራ ከእንዲህ ያለ ጉድ 105
ዩገላግሉታል የኛማ ምንዳላ
ቀልባችንን ከቶ ምንድን ወሰደው
በዱንያ ሸጉላይ የሚዋደደው
አንደዜ ከደጋ አንደዜ ከቆላ
መች ትሰማኛለህ እኔ ብነግርህ 110
ሰምተህ የተወከውን ቁርኣን ሲነግርህ
ቀልብህ ቆንጆ ነች የሆነች ሳዱላ
ልብህ የዘነጋ ለወንጀል የተኛ
ሲነግሩት ያደርጋል የሞኝ ሀለተኛ
አሁን ያገኘዋል ስራውን ሲሞላ 115
ይህ ሁላ ኪታብ ይመጣል ለነፍስ
ሲነግሩት ቢውሉ ተረሳ ማልቀስ
አዬ ጉድ ለነፍሴ ለሰው ስሰጥ መላ
አዱንያ አልተያዘ አኼራ አልተያዘ
ሁለቱንም ያጣ የተበዘበዘ 120
ምን ያል ሙሲባ ነው የሆነ ወደላ
ጨለማውን ሁላ አግድሜ ባየው
ዒለም ለመንገር ነው የሚሻቅለው
እንደሚለፈልፍ ያሰከረው ጠላ
ፊት ነፍሱን በቀጣ ከዛ ቤተሰቡን 125
ፈርድ የሆነበትን ሚስትና ቀለቡን
ይሰማው ነበር……………………….
እተወዋለሁ እኔስ አልማስንም
ብነግረው ብነግረው አይገባውም ምንም
እንደተንገላታ እንደራበው ጋላ
የአኼራ ሰዎች አንዳንድ ቢኖሩ
የሚሄዱበት አጡ በጣም ተቸገሩ
እንደማይድ ሰው እንደማይሞት ሁላ
አይዟችሁ ወንድሜ እንመካከር
እኔም አላበዛ በጥቂት ነገር 135
የአኼራን ነገር አትበሉት ችላ

POEM VIII
አሰላሙ ዓለይኩም አዩሀን ነብዩ
ጌታዎን በዱንናያ እሱዎ ብቻ አዩ
አርጉዎት ሙቀረብ የኸድራው ቀምጣላ
ዛፍ ባህር ሆኖ ባህሩ ቢሆን መድ
ምንድን ማለቄ አለው የአንቱማ መደድ
በአንቱ ሁብ ይቆማሉ ጉልበቱ የላላ
ቢጠልቁት ያልቃል ወይ አባይና ጣና
ያልቀመሰው ይኖራል በጤና
ዕድሜን ይሸኛል እንደው በሰኸል በለላ
የአሪፎች ቀለብ ለእኛ ምኞታችን
ጌታ ቢያዝነልን ነው ቢለቀን ታባችን
ብንወጣ ከማሰብ ለጅስም ለገላ
ስሞዎ ላጠፋ ለሚያስተራርቀው
ለኸይረኛ ደግሞ ደረጃ የሚያዛልቀው
የሚይጣፍጥ ሁኖ ከማር ከወለላ
ለሚጠራዎት በናፈቆት ከቀልቡ
ይደርሱለታል አሁኑ በቅርቡ15
እንዴት አይደርሱለት በናፍቆት ሲቆላ
ለሚለምኑሁ እባክሁ ስጡት
ለእርሱ ቢርቀው ለአንቱ ነው ጥቂት
ለዋለላው ቀልቡ ለኾነው መንታላ 20
አልሃምዱሊላሂ ነቢን የሰጠን
ምስጋናው አያልቅም በሌትም በቀን
በደህና ያኖረን በጠፋው ዘመን

ቁጥሩንም አንዘልቀው የሱን ኒዕማውን
ሙላውን ኸላቂ የሌለው መሰላ 25
ዛቱና ሲፈቱ ስሙ ቀዲም ነው
ፍርድ ያረገብን ይኸን ማወቅ ነው
አምሳያም ሸሪካ ባለንጤም የለው
እንኳን ታቧትና የተጠረበው
ስራው ነውና የለ ሁሉ የተሳላ 30
ሰማይ መሬትን አርሽ ኩርስይን
ሙላውን ያውቀዋል የኸለቀውን
ያየዋል ይሰማል ያንም ያንንም
ቢሆን ኸልቁ ትልቅ ቢሆን ሙጭቅላ
ብትወዛወዝ መሬትን ኸልቋት
ጐራን ኸለቀና በላይ ጫነባት
3መቶ ሚበልጥ የጐራው ብዛት
ለሂክማው ነው እንጂ አይደል ቸግሮት
ቀጥ ብላ ቆመች ሳትሆን ዘንባላ
በኸልቁ አጃኢብ የሚያደርግ ተፈኩር
ይበቃዋል ያለው የሰፈረው በምድር
ከምናየው ሌላ ኪታቡ ሲነግር
አጅግ መኸሉቅ አለው የሚያደነጋግር
ሰማዩን ያቆመው ያላንድ እንኳ ባላ
ገና ሳንኸለቅ ከፈለን ከሁለት 45
እኩሉን ለእሳት እኩሉን ለጀነት
እንደሻው ቢያደርገው ኸልቁን ምናለበት
ዙልም የሌለው ጌታ ሲሰራው በሂክመት
ስራችን አይጠቅመው አይጠጣ አይበላ
ፊት ያለፈው ነገር ያዘልቃል አኼር 50
ሞት የመጣ ጊዜ አምሩ ሲዟዟር
እንተወው ያስፈራል የዚህስ ነገር
ሰው ምን አቅም አለው ከፍርሃት በቀር
እንከጅልለዋለን ቢያዝንልን በቸር
የማያሳፍረው የሙላችን መውላ 55
ኸይር ሠርቶ ሠርቶ በዱንያ ኸያት
የሚሞት በኩፍር ኸለት
የሚያበዙት ናቸው ሂስድና ሀሜት
ሰው የሚዞልሙ የያዙት ኩራት
በተውሂድ አቂዳ የሚሸክኩት
የሌላቸው ፍሬ የደጋ ማሽላ
ከቁድራው ፊት ላይ አኼራ ሰንቆም
ስራና ተውሂድ ነው እዛ የሚጠቅም
ተውሂድን አጥርተን እንታዓለም
ከዛ በኋላ ነው የተቀረው ዒልም 65
ጥቂት ሆኖ የሚያውቁት አርገው መፎሶላ 45
ላኢላሀ ኢለሏህ ውስጡ ዱለን ሲሩን አሳውቀህ
የኸይር አጥር ሰርተህ ቁመን በአምርህ
አንተን እንድንፈራ ቀልባችን አውቆህ
የማይፈርሰው ቁንዲ የማይደለው መቅደላ 70
እባክህ ጌታዬ ሰሚዑን ቀሪብ
አንሳልን ሂጃቡን ያለውን ከቀልብ
እንዳይበዛብን የሰፈር ተዓብ
ለረህመት መግቢያ በሆኑት በዋብ
የሁሴን አያቶች የቀረው ከርበላ
በነቢዮች አንተ በላካቸው
በወልዮችህ ሁብህ ባስረሳቸው
ከአንተ ሌላ ያለን ሹርብህ አስክሮቸው
አርግልን እንዲዞሩ ወደኛ ፊታቸው
የረህመቱ ደጃፍ የሌለበት ኬላ 80
በመ ጐራ
የሚነጋገሩት በመኸሉቁ ቁድረት
ወደ አንተ የዞሩት ሁሉንም ትተውት
ዘመኑም የሄደው ፈነዐ ሆኖ ላንተ
ተዝክር በቀር
በሚነጋገሩት ደግሞ ባሉ ዝም
ለሰው የሚርቀው ኸለታቸውማ
ቢያዝኑልን ቢመጡ መርኸበ ወሀባ

ዒባዳ ብናደርግ ኢልም ብንቀራ 90
ቀልባችን ከአዱንያ ከሰዎች ጋራ
የአላህ ሰዎች ብለው እኛ እንድንፈራ
ምን ይገኝበታል ለእንዲህ ያለው ስራ
ተስነት በቀር ከሰውም ካለህ
ስላራችን ከሆነ ለጌታችን ላላህ
አይቸግርም ነበር አዱንያ አኼራ
ሩቁን ቀርብ አርጐ ጥንዑን የገራ
የኸን ተናግሮታል በቁርኣን ሰጠራ
ነይት ተቂላህ ታለው እስቲሞላ
ምነው ቃልቻውን ሰው ይጠላዋል 100
እፊቱ ሊየገኘው ጥርሱን ይሰቀዋል
የተለዩ ጊዜ በሀሜት ያነሳዋል
እንደምን ያስምራል ዛሬ ተተፈራ
ይጠቅመው ነበር ዛሬ ቢቀርበው
የአኼራን ነገር ቢመካከረው
ለዐይነታው አገሩ ለቀሪ ቦታው
ለአዱንያ እንኳ ምክር ሲጠቅም እያየው
ፈርሳ ለምትቀረው አንድ ቀን ሳትሞላ
የአላህ ቢያደርገን እንድንሰራ ሀቅ
ለሚቶብት ባርያ ላሳመረ እርቅ
እዝነቱ ቅርብ ነው አይደለም ሩቅ
ሲምርም ጨርሷ ሲሰጥምትልቅ
ቀልብ ያላሰበው ሲሰጥ ይገርማል

POEM IX
አላመተ ሱግራ ያለው ኩብራው ቀርቶ 1
ሰዓደቹ ሲቆጥሩት ደርሷል 5 መቶ 2
እኛስ ያወቅነው መች ጥቂት ነው ከቶ
ተሱግራው ነው የመህዲ መምጣት
ተኩብራው ነው ብሎ ኺላፍ አለበት 5
ኪታብ ያረጋቸው አላመተል ኩብራ
10 ሮችስ ናቸው የሚመጡት ተራ
ተዓሊሞቹ ዘንድ በ5 አለ ኺላፍ
በ5 ቶቹ መምጣት የለም የኺላፍ ጫፍ
ሩወቱ ሱፍያን መውጣቱን በየመን
ሀሰኑል አደዊይ ሸዕረዕይ አለመን
የካፊር ንጉስ ነው በመህዲ ዘመን
ተጋጥመው መህዲይ ድል አርገው ያርዱታል
ዒልምና ከሸፍወን የያዘው ወድየታል
መዝሀባዊ ነው ሕዲስ የቁርኣን ቃል 15
የሰይድ መህዲይ ጭፍራው የለው ዲካ
አጋና ይሆናል ሰው
መካ
ዙልሙ እጅግ በዝቶ ነው ሲወጡ አልፎ ዲካ
ግዛቱ በዝቶበት ሰው ሲጨነቅ
በሃሳብ በችጋር አፋፍ ወጥቶ ሊያልቅ 20
ፈረጃው በአንድ ነው መህዲ ጋር ሲዘልቅ
የሞተው ይመኛል ዱንየ መመለስ
ሰውን ያየ ጊዜ ያለው ጊዜ እጅግ ደስ
ምን ይሆናል ወቅቱ ጥቂት አለች አነስ
ዘጠኝ ዓመት አታልፍ ያውም እዛ ብትደርስ 25
ወዙሮቹ ደግሞ ቁጥራቸው የእነሱ
ከዘጠኝ አይበዙ ከአምስትም አያንሱ
ጀምበር መግቢያን መወጪያን ሁሉን ሲገዛው
300 መላኢካ ነው ይዞ የሚጓዘው
አሱሀበል ከሽፎችን ነው አብሮ የያዘው 30
የመህዲን ሹመት ዘጠኝ ዓመት ያልነው
ገሊ ኢሳ ጋር ሳይሆን የለውን ነው
በቂል ሹመቱ ነው አሉ 40 ዓመት
31 ዓመት ከኢሳ በፊት
ነቢን ይመስላል መልኩ አለቅጥ ሲያምር 35
ባይሆን በኸለቱ ይላል ጥቂት አጠር
የሚያምር ጐበዝ ነው ዐይኑን የተኳላ

ጢሙ እጅግ የበዛ አፍንጫው ቀጥያለ
መራው ገለጥ ያለ የፋጢመት ነስል
መልኩ አረቢይ ነው ዲሰሙ እንደ አስራኤል 40
መወለጃው ነው መዲና ወይ ኧርብ
ወቅቱም እንግዲህስ አይቀርም ሳይቀርብ
ቁህጣይንም ይወጣል መህዲይ ሲሞቱ
ተየመን ላይ በሀቅ የኾነ ሹመቱ
በኢሣ ውስጥ ነው እዛ ጥሎት ወቅቱ 45
መህዲ መውጫው ነው አወለ ረመዷን
ምልክቱ ኩሱፍ አለ በቀመራን
አላመተል ኩብራ 10 ካረጋቸው
አምስቱ በርግጥም መቅረትም የላቸው
ደጃልና ኢሳ ዳበቲቱ መምጣት 50
የእጅጅና መዕጁጅ ፀሐይ ኧርብ መውጣት
ኺላፍ አደባቸው በአምስቶቹ ብቻ
ቢያምኑባቸው ደግመው ያክላል ደረጃ
ኹስፍ ነው በመኧረብ
3ተኛው ኸስፍ ነው ዘጅረቱለ አረብ 55
አንደኛው ጭስ ነው የሚጨስ በየመን
አምስተኛይቱ እሳት ናት በአደል
ሰውን የምትነዳ ተከትላ ሌት ቀን
ከዚህ ሁላ አምነናል ሸክ ሳናክል
ስንቅ አንጠልጥለናል ስንሄድ ስንቸኩል 60
መቅረት ይወራል ወይ አንተ ኑ ስትል
የደጃልን ኸበር እስቲ ትንሽ ልንገር
ተመጣልን ወሬ ሳላልፍ ድንበር
አላህ ይጠብቀን አሱ ከያዘው ሸር
ቁመት ረጅም ነው ወገበ ጐርባባ 65
መሬትን ያደርሳል ሙላውን በአንድ አርባ
ከአርባው ቀን አወሉ መርዘሙ አጀባ
መካና መዲናስ ከበሩም አይገባ
ጀንበሩ ያን ወቅት ይሆናል ዓመት
ሁለተኛ ቀን ወር ሶስተኛው ሣምንት 70
ተዚህ ወዲያ ያለው ነው እንደኛው ወቅት
ተዐይኑ መካከል ተከትቧል ካፊር
መልኩ የሚያስጠላ አንድ ዐይነ ስውር
ትለዋወጣለች ያን ጊዜ ጀንበር
አንዴ የቀይ ሁና አንዴ የጥቁር 75
ስትንቀጠቀጥ መሬት በሽብር
ሙዕሚኞች ሁነው በሀዘን በችጋር
አንድ ቀን ይሆናል ያልነው የዓመት ቀድር
ሶላቱ ሁኖ ነው ሲሰግዱት በተቅዲር
ይህንን ነገሩን አርረሱል ቃዲር 80
ተጐኑ ይሄዳል ተቆልሎ እንጀራ
ለካፊር ሊያበላው መስሎት ትልቅ ጐራ
ሁለት ባህር አሉት የሚከተሉት
የአንዱ ስም ነው ጀነት የአንዱ ስም እሳት
ጀነት የዷላው ይሆናል እሳት 85
እሳቱ የዶለው ይሆናል ለዕረፍት
የሞተውን ሰው ያለው እንደሆን ተነስ
ያንን አስመስሎ ያስነሳዋል ኢብሊስ
ሊያቆምም አይችል ያን የሞተውንስ
ደጃል ሳይመጣ ፊት ሶስት ዓመት ነው ድርቁ 90
ሲወጣ ራቅ ይላል የጌታችን እርቁ
ሙዕሚን በጭንቀት ነው መህዲይ አስኪዘልቁ
ኸይር ማዘዝ፣ ጅልን መከልከል ቀርቶ
ሁሉም የዚና ልጅ ወንጀል እጅግ በዝቶ
ኸይር እንኳ ሊሰራ ስሟ እንኳ ተረስቶ
ይመጣል እዚህ ላይ ተጀዚራው ወጥቶ
በነቢ ዘመን ነው ደጃል ሲወለድ
ስሙም ሷዒፍ ነው አባቱ ሷዒድ
የተወለደበት ጐሣው ከይሁድ
ተነሱ መጅሊስ ትቶቸው ሲሄድ 100
ዑመር ቢከጅሉ እሱን መግደል ጉድ
ተው አሉ ገና አለው የእሱስ ጉድ

ሳባ ንጉስ አለ የእሱ ፊታውራሪ
በኋላ አይምሰሉህ ዛሬ ናቸው መሪ
ካሣ አወል ነወ በኛ አገር ጀማሪ 105
መላኢኮች አሉት ከደጃል ጋር
አንዱ በስተቀኝ አንዱ በስትግራ
ፈጣሪ ነኝ ብሎ ሰውን ሊያስፈራራ
ሶደቀተ ይለዋል መላዒካው በግራ
የመላኢካው ጀዋብ ለእሱም አልነበር 110
ሶደቀተ ሲለው ጩኾ ሲናገር
ለቀኝ መላኢካ ጀዋብ ነበር ሰምቶት
ፈጣሪም አይደል ሲል ቀስ ብሎ ሰምቶት
ለኸልቁ ይሰማል ሶደቅተ ሲል ድምጹ
ከዚብተ ሚለውን አይሰሙትም ድምፁን 115
ውሸት ሚለውን መላኢካ ሳይሰማ
ሰው በአላህ መክፈር በአንድ እግር ተስማማ
ተስምቶም አያውቅ እንዲህ ያለ ሙከራ
ተደጃል በፊት ነው ሰው ጌታን ባይፈራ
እሱ እጅ ላይ ጣለው እትልቅ መከራ 120
ብርቱ ነፋስ አለች ሳይወጣ በፊት
እጅግ ጉድ አለው የሚያሞኝበት
አላህ ይጠብቀን ከደጃል ፊትነት
ሱብሂ መህዲ ጋር በአንድ ሁነው ሰግደው
ደጃል እሸሽበት ተከትለው ሂደው 125
ሉዲን የሚሏት ስፍራ ከነጭፍራው አርደው
ይገዛሉ 40 ዓመት ሁሉም አዋደው
ይዋደዳል ሁሉንም ፍየሉም አውሬውም
ልጅ ቢጫወት በእባብ ዶረርም የለውም
ዛፉም የሚጣፍጥ ያፈራል ሙላውም 120
ተሁለቱ ሰማይ ሲወርዱ ልብስዎ
ቅጠልያ ጥምጣም አርገው ራስዎ
ሰባ ሺመላይካ አጅቦ ለሰዎ
ሰይፍ ታጥቀው ጋልበው የጀነት ፈርስ
በእጅዎ ጨብጠው ጦር የምትል ደስ 135
ወርዶ ያለ እንደሆነ አዋጅ
ሙላው እንዲመጣ ወደርስዎ ደጅ
መህዲይ ይደርሳሉ ፊት ሁነው ረጅ
የመሲህ ዝይድና ደስ አለኝ እኔስ
አዱንያን ተፈታ የማይመለስ 140
እመሬት ሳለ ጐጆም አይቀልስ
ይጃል ሲሸሽ ኢሣን እጅግም አይርቅ
ሲወጉት በዛች ጦር ሲይሞት አይቆይ እርቅ
ጭፍራውም አያመልጥ ቢሮጥ ቢጨነቅ
መህዲ በኢሳ ውስጥ አሸከር የሆናሉ 145
በኋላ ቤተል መቅደስ መህዲ ይሞታሉ
አኖኖሩ ሰው በኢሣ ዘመን
ሁልጊዜ ጥጋብ ነው ሁልጊዜ አማን
ኢሣተገደሉ ያሉት አይሁዶች
የነሳቸውስ ቃል ፍችች 150
ሲረቱ ማያውቁ ሙላው በልጆቹ
ነቢ ኢሣ ሙተው ቂያማ ሚቆየው
20ዓመት አያረገው ጀመሩን ባየው
ዓመቱ ወር፣ ወሩ እንደሣምንት ነው
ሣምንቱ እንደ አንድ ቀን እንደዛሬው ነው 155
አሁን በፈሰርከው ዙረህ ብታየው
12 ዓመት ይሆናል ሃያው
የቂያማ ምልክት ቁርኣን ከአወሳቸው
የእጁጅና መዕጁጅ 2ቱ ናቸው
የነቢ ኑህ ልጅ የያፈሰ ዘር ናቸው 160
400 ሺ ነው ጭፍራቸው
ሺ ድረስ ይወርዳል አንድ መርባታቸው
መቶ ዓመት ያሃዳል ሰው ያለበት ስርፋ
ሰማንያ ለእነሱ ያው እጅግ ሳይሰፋ
10 ዓመት መሬት ለሱዳኖች ነው 165
የ 10 ዓመት ደግም ለቀረው ነው
የእኒህማ ጉድ አያልቅም ኸበሩ

ሲጠጡ አይቀርም አንድ አፍን አየስቀሩ
በኋላ ሚመጣው ጭቃውን ይመጣል
እርጥቡን ሲበሉት ዛፋስ መች ያመልጣል 170
የሙስሊሙን ወሬ በዋሲጣ ሰማን
ሀዲሱን ሲያወራው ይዟ ተብኑ ሰመዓን
የማይገኘውን ዒልሙ በእጅግ ዘማን
ሰብስበነው ነበር እንዳለ ሚሰማ
ወህይ አላህ ይሳዳል በነቢ ዒሣ ላይ 175
ብሎ ሰውን አውጣ ከጥሩ ሲናላይ
ብዙ መኽሉቆችን ሰድጃለሁና
እጐራው ላይ ውጡ ሸሽታችሁ በጥና
የእጁጅና መዕጁጅ ወዲያው ይመጣሉ ሩጠው
ሲመጡ እዛ ቁወ ማነው የሚያፈጠው 150
ሙዕሚኖች ታፍነው ነቢ ኢሳ ጋራ
ራብ ይዞቸው ሲያልቁ በችጋር
ነቢ ኢሣ ዱዓ ያደርጋሉ እዛው
ነቀርሣ በሽታ ይዞቸው ወዲያው
በአንገታቸው ገብቶ ገደላቸው ያሁ 185
ግማቸው መሬት ሞልቶ ሲያስቸግሩ
በራሪ ይመጣል የተለቀ ቀድሩ
በአየር ይሞላዋል ትላልቅ አሞራ
ጥንባቸውን ሊጥል ባልታወቀው ስፍራ
ከዛ ያወርዳሉ ከጐራው ላይ ኢሣ
ታፈራለች መሬት አብቅላ ጨርሣ
ሰው ከብሮ ጠግቦ እጅግ ሲንፈራሳ
እዚህ ወቅት ላይ የመህዲ ሞትሳ
ይሰግድበዎታል ነብዩላህ ኢሣ 195
ይቀብሯቸዋል ቤተል መቅዲስ
ኢሣ ሃጅ አድርገው መዲና ያርፋሉ
ኢሣ ሙሀመድን እዛ ይወልዳሉ
አቡበከር ዑመር ጐንይቀበራሉ
ኢሣ ሲጦውፉ ቤይቱላህን ድንገት 200
ትወዘወዛለች የቆሙበት መሬት
ያየ እንደሁ ተስሩ ትዘልቃለች ዳበት
ቁመተ ረጅም ነው ጨርሳ ስትወጣ
ይንቀጠቀጣል ሰው እሷ ስትመጣ
የኼደችበት ሰው ሸሽቶም አያመልጣት 205
60 ክንድ ነው ቁመት ርዝመት
3ቀን ያሮጣል ወርዷ ለፈጣኑ
ዳበቱል አርድ ያላት እሷን ነው ቁርኣኑ
ሰውን ስታየው ትለዋለች ዟሒር
ሙስሊሙን ያሙስሊም ካፊሩን ያካፊር 210
ይኸን ግንባሩ ላይ ትከትበዋለች
መች ትለቀዋለች ሳትከትብ ታየች
ሁለቴ ነው የምትመጣው ማለት
ቢመጣልን ወሬ እኛም አመንበት
ሰው ከስቡን ይዞ ደህና ሲቸኩል 210
ጀንበር ትወጣለች በእርብ በኩል
አንድ ቀን ነው ሶስት የምትወጣው ማለት
ሁለት ወር ያለበት ሁና በዚህ ኸለት
ትመለሳለች መኸል ሰማይ ስትደርስ
መውጪያዋ መግብያዋ ነው ስትሄድ ወይዓስ215
ታወጣት በኋላ አንድ ያልነው ጌታዋ
ያወጣታል ደህና እንደ እስከዘሬዋ
የተውበት ደጃፉ ይዘጋል ጨርሷ
ተዚያ ወዲያ ቀረ ኸይር ስራ ፈሷ
ቢሠሩት አይረባ ሸረጡን አድርሷ 220
ተመሞቱ በቀር ኒዳማው አፍሷ
እባክህ ጌታዬ ኸይር ስራ እስይዘን
ያዋስከንን ዕቃ ወስደህ ሳይመጣ ሀዘን
ተውበት ተዘጋበት ያልነው በዚያ ወቅት
ጅል ለሚሰራ ነው ሳትወጣ በፊት 225
ደሞ ከዚያ ወደያ ለሚወለደው ሰው
ተውበቱ መቅቡል ነው ኩፍር ካልቀመሰው
ጀንበር ትወጣለች በኋላ ሰንብቶ

ባህር ይሻገራል ሰፊና ላይ ወጥቶ
የሀበሻው ሰው ዲካ አጅግ በዝቶ 230
ካዕባንም ይለዋል ሶፍሶፍ ሰርቶ
አንዳንዲቱን ድንጋይ ጨርሶ አፍርሶ
ይጥለዋል ባህር ጅዳ ላየ ደርሶ
የነቢያችን ቃል ከአኒ የንዙሩ
ዒሻራው ለዚህ ለገባ ተፍሲሩ 235
ኸጀረል አስወድን መላኢኮች ወርደው
አቡ ቁባይስ ላይ ይቀብሩታል ወስደው
ጀነት ይገባው ኸጀረል አስወድ
የበዛ ሲር ይዞል የእሱ ሆድ
መካን ማስፈረሱ የኸለቀን ጌታ 240
ሲያነሳ ዕቃውን ነው ሲሆን ወቅቱ ማታ
የዱንያ ገበያ ቀርባ ልትፈታ
መሬት ሲዘረጋ ተሷ ነው ሲወጠን
ወደ አላህ መዞርያ ቂብላ እሷን ተሰጠን
በኋላም ጥፋቱ በሷ ላፊለፈጠን 245
ፍባክህ ጌታዬ ጠብቀን ከክስ
ቁርኣኑን ቀርተነው ሀቁን ሳናደርስ
አምነናል ወደናል በንግግሩስ
ቁርኣንን እንቅራው በፊት ሳይነሳ
ኪታቡም ኺፍዙም ጠፎቶ ሁሉም ሳይረሳ 250
ቁርኣኑም ጠፍቶ ሊያዝ በግጥም ዘፈን
3 ቀን ይጨሳል ጭስ ሰው የሚሸፍን
ይሆናል ጉንፋን ያጭስ ለሙዕሚን
ለተቀረው ሰው ይሆናል በሽታ
ተዛ ደግ ነፋስ ትነፍሳለች ማታ 255
ሙስሊሙን ጨርሳ ታጠፋለች መንታ
ተዚያ ወዲያ ሰው አላህን ሳያውቅ
መቶ ዓመት ይኖራል ለነፍሉ ኸፍስ
ተዚህ ለጥቆ ነው 3 ፈስል ያልነው
ከአደልም እሳት ወጥታ የምትነዳው 260
ኢስራፊ ሲነፋ ይዞ በአፋ ቀንዱን
መስፋቱ የሚበልጥ ሰማዩን መሬቱን
ያጠፋል ሙላውን ሩህ ያለውን
ከከብ ሁላ ረግፎ ጀንበሩም ኑሩ ሂዶ
ባህሩ ሁላ ሙላው እሳት ሁኖ ነዶ 265
ምንጩ ውሃው ደርቆ ጐራውም ተንዶ
40ዓመት ይቆያል መሬት ሆኖ ባዶ

POEM X
ተዓርሽ ወደ መሬት ዝናቡ ሲዘንብ፣
ሰው ይረከባል ከአዩ ዘነብ፣
ሩኺቱ ዘላ ስትገባ እንደንብ፣
ቀፎ አይሳትም ብዛቶ የሚያአጅብ
ሚካኤል፣ ጅብሪል፣ ኢስራፊል ደርሰው 5
ከነቢ ቀብር ላይ እሱዎን ቀስቅሰው
ቡራቅ ላይ አውጥተው ደህና ልብስ አልብሰው
ይወስዲቸዋል ሳይነሳ አንድ ሰው፣
ቢጠይቁ ነቢ ጅብሪልን ሲነሱ
ዑመቶች ሁላ ወደየት ደረሱ፣ 10
ይላሉ ጅብሪል የተነሳም የለ፣
ተአንተ በቀር ሌላ ገና ነው እያለ
ተስዋ በኋላ ኸልቁ ይነሳል፣
አዛን ያደርጋሉ ሰይዱል ቢላል፣
ጋልበው እየሄዱ የጀነት ግመል 15
ሀሰንና ሁሴን የጀነት ናቁት
ጋልበው ይሄዳሉ አሁን ባልነው ወቅት
ሷሊሆቹ ሁሉ ጋልበው ይሄዳሉ፣
ማስነው ነበርና በዱንያ እስታሉ
ኸይረኛ የሚወድ ሸረኛ የሚወድ 20
እሱ ይነሣል ቢጠላ ቢወድ፣
ቤተል መቅዲስ ላይ ነው የመህሸህረ ስርፋ

እዛ ያለው ቆጥኝ ምን ትልቅ የሰፋ፣
ብዙ አጀዒብይዟል የማይጠፋ፡
ተቀብር መኽሉቁን ሲቀሰቅሰው 25
ተርቦ ተጠምቶ አጥቶ ሚለብሰው
ያበላ ያጠጣ ዛሬ በዱንያ ላይ
ያለበሰ ታለነው አሁን ክፉ ማያይ፣
የአደል አሳት ስትነዳው ወደ ሻም
ያልኩትም ደሞ ሻም ነው የሰው መነሻ 30
አርዱል ሷሒራ ነው አብዱል በይዷ
አብዱል በይዷስ እንደገና መጥታ
ኸልቁ እሷ ላይ ይቆማል ይችመሬት ጠፍታ
ንጣቶ ስፋቶ የምታስደንቅ
እሷ ላይ ኹኖ ነው ኸልቁ ሲጠየቅ 35
መኸሉቁ ሲነሣ ሲሄድ ወደ ኸሽር
ጥቁሩም ጥቁር ነው አጭሩም አጭር
ተጀስሙ ተቆምጣ ትንሽም አትቀር
ተያዘው ድምፅ መልክ ዱንያ ከነበር፣
አምቢያዎች ሲሄዱ ሙላውም ጋልበው 40
ሷሊህም ሲሄዱ በዚያች ወቅት ነው
33 ዓመት ሁኖ ነው ጉብዝናው
አኼራ ሊመጣ ዘመንም አይቀር
የሰራንበትን ዋ ሊመስክር
ሙዕሚን የለበትም የቀብር ጭርታ 45
ከቀብርም ሲነሳ ይዟት ነው ደስታ
ካፊር ሲቀሰቀስ ብሎ የኸስረታ
አልሃምዱሊላሂ የሙዕሚኑ ፈንታ
በከፈን ነው ኸልቁ የሚገባ መሬት
ከቀብርም ሲነሱ ነው እሱን ለብሰዎት 50
በኋላ ይረግፋል ሲሄዱ ተኸሸር
ራቁታቸውን ያለጫማ በእግር
የአኼራ ነገር አለው ድንግርግር
ሲያገራውም ገር ነው ሲያጠናው ጥንዑ
ዐይነታው ደሊል ነው ለነ ገርኩት አሁን 55
የማይሸከከው ቃሉ የኾነው ነሙን
ነቢ ከነገሩን ስንዝርም አላልፍ
ያወቀ ሲናግር ያሻላል ማረፍ
የነቢያችን ቃል አንዲቱ ንግግር
ትበልጣለች ከወርቅ ትበልጣለች ከዱር 60
ብዙ ንግግሬ እስካሁን ድረስ
የሱዎን ቃል ነው አይደለም ከኔስ
ከከውኑ ሚዞረው በርስዎ ፈሊክ
ለዐይንም የራቀው ጅንም ቢሆን መላዕክ
ያልታጠቀ የለም ለነቢ ቢፈልግ 65
የዛተው ኑር የሚያጥበረብረው
ጀማልዎ ማርኮ ስንቱን ሰው አስቀረው
ልመለስ ከጫፍ ይኸን አልሰርስረው
የያዝኩትን ደጃፍ ይዥ እንዳላስቀረው
ሲነሳ መኽሉቁ በሞተበት ነው 70
ኸይርም ሸርም ቢሆን በዛው ባሰበው
የቂያማን ሲፈት አድምጠኝ አሁን
ግር እንዳይልህ እዛ ስትሆን
አልተወራምና መቅረት ምን ቢሆን
ተዐርሽ ስቅ ላይ ጀንበር ተንጠልጥላ 75
ከዛሬ ሙቀት 70 ያል አክላ
ትፈጃለች ሰውን ራሱ እየፈላ
የተናገርኩት በቡላሂል አዕዙም
በላብ መታፈኑን ሰው መኽሸር ሲቆም
ዙረህ እዛ እየው
80
ይሆናሉ 7ሰዎች በአርሽ ጥላ
አንዱ በሹመቱ ላንዱ ታላደላ
አንዱ አላህን ተገዢ በልጅነት በአፍላ
አንዱ ነው ተመስጅድ ቀልቡ ሚንጠለጠል
ዒባዳ የሚያደርግ ሳይሆን እንደሙንጠር 85
ሁለት ሰዎች ደግሞ ተዋደው ሲያበቁ
ሳይጣሉ አንድ ቀን በዚያው የሚያበቁ

አንዱ ነው ብትጠራው ሴትዬ መልከኛ
እምቢ ብሎ ሚቀር ብትለው እንተኛ
ሌላው ብቻውን ሲሆን ለቀስተኛ 90
ለጌታ ብርሃቻ ለትልቁ ዳኛ፡፡
ሰባተኛው ሰው ቀኙ ሲሰድቅ
ሸሽጐ ሲሰጥ ግራ እጁ የማያወቅ
ቡኻሪና ሙስሊም ዱኸን ተናገሩ
የነቢን ንግግር ይዞዎት በጥሩ 95
ደግሞ ሐዲስ አለ ከአነሳነው ሌላ
ገብተው የሚውሉ አሁን ካልነው ጥላ
ይኸ ጥላ ነው ከስም መሀከል
የሻለት ሲገባ የማይከለከል፡፡
ሰው መክሸሩ ላይ ኾኖ በችጋር
ነቢይጠራሉ ኡመትዎ ጋር ፡፡ 100
ሊመረመር ሰው በሰራው ነገር
እንኳን ተሰራው ተዕቲቃዳ አይቀር
ኡመትዎን ይዘው ረሱል ሲመሩ
ውሩ መሃጂሊል ናቸው ሲጨፍሩ፡፡
የሙኽሸፋን ሰው ቀድመዎት ሲሄዱ 105
ለኛ ፈቀቅ ይላል ያለው ከመንገዱ
የኛ ሲገርማቸው ብዛታችን ጅንዱ
የፊቶቹ ሲያዩ ይላሉ ገርሟቸው
ነብይ ሊሆኑ ምንም አልቀራቸው
ይኸን አሉ እኛን ኑሩ ቢገርማቸው110
ፊት ይጠየቃል ሶላትና ደም
በዙልም የገደለ ከነቢ አደም
ክፍያው ብዙ ነው የጌታ ጥየቃ
የአንዳንዱ ጥየቃ ቶሎም አያበቃ
ትልቁ አዛብ ይህ ነው መጠየቅ 115
በጠየቁት ቁጥር ነፍሱ መጨነቅ
እጅጉ ይማራል አላህ የጠየቀው
መላይካው ሲጠይቅ በዋዛም አይለቀው
እኩሉ ሲጠየቅ ከሰው መካከል ነው
እኩሉ በሚስጥር ሲሻ ሲሸፍነው 120
የማይጠየቁ ጨርሷ ደግሞ አሉ
የእኩሉም አልፎ የአንዳንዱም ቀስ ያለ
የሰው ዙልም ሲሰጥ አያስቀር፣
መሀባና ኢማን ሁለቱን ሲያስቀር
አንድ የሚቀር ትንሽ ለፈቂር 125
እሚበላው አጥቶ እንዳይሥሞት በኡዙር
ይኸን ተናገረው በአዱና ከቢር
እሰጣለሁ ብሎ የተናገረ ሰው
ሳይመልስ ቢሞት አጥቶ ሚመልሰው
የሰው እንደሁ ገንዘብ ሲሞት ሚደርሰው 130
ያስተራርቀዋል ጌታችን ሲወቅሰው
አምጣ ያለ ሐቄን ኸይር ስራ ሲያንሰው፡፡
ሀቄን አምጣ ብሎ ሲይዘው በጠና
አላህ የጀነት ቤት ያሳየው ጊዜና
ደስ ብሎት ይተዋል ሀቁን እንደገና 135
በ10 ሰዎች ላይ ያለው ሹመት
ታስሮ ነው ሲነሳ የመኸሸህረ ዕለት
አዲል እንደሆነ ሀቁ ያስፈታዋል
ዟሊም እንደሆነ ታስሮ እሳት ይጥለዋል
ተዓርሽ ስር ያን ቀን ነፋስ ትነፍሳለች 140
የኸልቁን ወረቃ ትቀስቅሳለች
እያንገቱ ላይ ትጥልለታለች
ተየባለበቶ ወረቃው አያልፍ
ተዋንቦ በኋላ እሱ ላይነው ሲያርፍ
ከአንገቱ ላይ መላይካም ይሰጣል ለሁሉም 145
ብቻውን መቅራትም ቢችልም ባይችል
ዱንያ ላይ ሳለ ቢቀራም ባይቀራም
አይጠፋውም መቅራት ቢሠራ ባይሰራ
ጅሉን አያልፈውም የሠራውን ስራ
ወረቃ ማይዙ 70 ሺ ናቸው 150
ለሁሉም 70ሺ ሸፊዓ አላቸው

አቡበከር ነዎት ለእኛ ዐይነታቸው
ወረቃ መጥቶለት አብርቶ እንደጀንበር፣
የሚቀበሉት ናቸው ሰጊድ ዑመር
አቡ ሰሊመት ነዎ ከእስዎ ለጥቆ 155
ሒጅራ የሄደው ፊት ከመክዮች ለቆ
አሰድ ወንድሙ የአቡ ሳሊመት
በግራ የሚይዝ እሱ ነው በፊት
የወረደው በፊት የበድር ጦር ዕለት
የለቀቀ ሰው የጌታን አዋጅ 160
ወንድምም አይሸፋው የለውም ረጅ
በወንጀል ጥፋት ስቶሽ ቢሆን እንጂ፡፡
የነቢ ሸፈዓ እዚህ ላይ ያለው
ባቡላሂል አዕዘም ተናግሮል ብዙውን
ልራመድ ተሌላ እንዳይበዛ
ሷሊሆቹ ሁሉ ሸፈዓ አላቸው
በብዙ በጥቂት እንደየቀድራቸው
ሚዛኑ ይቆማል ሲያበቃ ሂሳብ
ይኸ ነው ትልቁ የኸልቁ ሀሳብ
የሃሳብ ቀርቶ ሲጐተት ሲሳብ 170
ሸኾቹ አይለዩም ከሰባቱ ስርፋ
ተሙሪዳቸው ላይ ቢይከፋም ያጠፋ
አልተቆመጠ እንደሆ የውዴታው ገመድ
ከእሱ አይለይም ሲቀመጥ ሲራመድ
የኔም ቃል አይደለ ከላይ ይዥ ነው
አጥርቶ ውዴታ የያዘ ማነው
ሲራጥ ሚዛንና ሂሳብና ኸሸር
ሩህ ስትወጣ ነኪር ሙንከር ነሽር
አይለዩት በኒህ በሰባቱ
ይጠባበቁታል በጠና በብርቱ 180
ለሰውም ለጂኑ አንድ ነው ሚዛኑ
ሰጊድ ጅብሪል ነዎት መዛኙ ያንኑ
ኢስራፍን እያዩ ሁነው ለሚዛኑ
እቁድራው ፊት ላይ ሁለቱም ሲሆኑ
በአንድ ጊዜ በመዘን ስራው የሰው ሁላ 185
ተሰራው በቀር ሁሉም አያዩ ሌላ
ተጨንቆ ተጠቦ ሲጐል ሲሞላ
አዋጅ ይባላል ለሞላለት ሰው
እስተመቸ ድረስ እከሌን ቀናው
ጀሃነም ላይ ቁማ የሚላት ሲራጥ 190
የምታንገዳግድ አለችብን ስርጥ
ቁመቷ እንኳ ረጅም ቶሎ አትቆረጥ
የሚቀር ሰው የለም ከእሷ የሚያመልጥ
በቁርኣን አዋጅ አርጐታል በቁርጥ
ያን መንገዷን አለ በአንዴ የሚቆረጥም195
ዕይኑን ግልጥ አርጐ ስቲያረገው ግጥም
የሯጭ ፈረስ ያህል አለ የሚሮጥም
አንዳንድ ብልጭታ አንዳንዱ እንደነፋስ
አንዱ አያዘገመ አንዱ አያለቀሰ
የሚሄድ ሰው አለ ፈርቶ በእንፋቅቅ 200
ይመስላል እዳር የሚደርስ
የሲራጥ ርዝማኑ 3000 ዓመት ነው
በ100ሺ ዓመት አለ የሚዘልቀው
ሰው ከአካሄዱ ማዝገሙ መፍጠኑ
የሲራጥ መንገዱ መስፋቱ መቅጠኑ 205
የመንገዱ ዳሩ ቀንጥፈው መያዙ
የሲራጥስ መስፋት ያስኬድ ነበር ብዙ
ከሰው ነው እንጂ የመጣው መዘዙ
ሳይቆይ በዱንያ ላይ ፈርቶ ለትዕዛዙ
አዳልጦት ይወድቃል ኸይር የሌለው ጭራሽ 210
አዝግሞ ይሄዳል ኸይር እንዳለው ትንሽ
ሲሄድ ይይዘዋል የብረት ቀንጠፋ
ኸራም የሚበላ ሀቁን እያጠፋ
የሲራጥ ርዝማኑ 3000 ዓመት ነው፣
በመቶ በ1ሺ ዓመት አለ የሚዘልቀው 215
ይሄዳል ገርፍጧት እጅግም ሳይቆይ

ትንሽ የበላ ሰው ሹብሀ ሳይለይ
አላህ ያዘዘው ቸኩሎ የሚሰራ
የሚኖጥ በሶላት በአዛን ሲጠራ
ሲሄድ በሲራጥ ላይ ፈጥኖ ከአሞራ 220
ቀልቡ የሚሸክክ ኪታብ ሲነግረው
ጨለማ አካቦት ነው በቀኝ በግራ
መንገዱ ቀጥና ነው ያው አትታየው
አባክህ አቁመን ዛሬ ሀቁ ላይ
በረን እንድንሄዳት ክፋቱን ሳናይ 225
ሺዓመትዋ አቀበት ሺ ዓመትዋ ሜዳ
ሺው ዓመት ቁልቁለት እንዲህ ያለዕዳ
እመጀመሪያው እመሀከሉ ላይ
ጅብሪል ሚካኤል ሁለቱአ ዛ ላይ
ሰባቱ ኬላ ሰውን ሲጠይቁት 230
ደህና ታልመለስ ወደፊት አይለቁት
ኢማን ናኸለት ፆምና ሶላት
ሂጅና ረስል ነው ውዱዕ ጋር ስድስት
ይለቁታል ከዛ ሲመልስ በእውነት
ሀቁን አድርሷ እንደሁ ስራቸውን ፊት 235
ተሁሉም ክፋ ነው ሰባተኛው ኬላ
የሚጠይቁት ሁላ ከዞለመው ሁላ
ሰውአለመሆኑ ሲራጥን የማያይ
የጀነት መሄጃው ሆኖ ነው በእሷ ላይ
የሞተችለት ሰው በዱንያ ላይ ነፍሱ 240
ሰው ይዞ ይወጣል እንኳን ሊወድቅ እሱ፡፡
የነቢ ኸውድ አለ አኼራ የሚጠጣ
ከማር የጣፈጠ ከወተት የነጣ
ሽታው ነው ከሚስኩል አስፈር
መጠጫው ተኮከብ ብዙ ነው አስፈር 245
ተሱ የጠጣ ሰው ጥምም አይነካው
የጥፍጥናው ለዛ እርቋል ዲካው
ከሚዛን በፊት ነው ሀውዙ ሚጠጣው
እጀነት ተገቡ ጠጁ ሚጠጣው
ለጥምም አይደለ ለጥፍጥናው ነው 250
ነቢ ካዘዙት ጨርሷ የወጣ
ነገ ተኸወድዎ ጥቂትም አይጠጣ
ከሲራጥ በኋላ በፊት በመሆኑ
መሳቱ አይጐዳም መኖሩን ካመኑ
ወር የኸውዱ ስፋት 255
መፍለቂያው ጀነት ነው ፈውሰል ከሚሉት
አቡበከር ዑመር አሊይ ዑስማን
ይቀመጡበታል በአራቱ አርካን
ከእኒህ ከአራቱ አንዱን የጠላ ሰው
ተኸውድም መጠጥ ጥቂትም አይደርሰው 260
ለነብዮች አላህ ኸውድ ለሙላውም
ዑመታቸው ተዛ ሲጠጣ አያንሰውም
የጀነቱ ምንጭ ከውስር የሚሉት
ለነቢ መለዩ ነው የሰጠዎት
ተረሱላችን ኸውድ ጌታዬ አንተ አጠጣን 265
ሙዕሚኖች ገዋን እባክህ አታውጣን
ተነሱ ኢባዳ ብንሆን እንኳን ያጣን
እነሱን መውደድ ያረቢ አታሳጣን
በስራችን ጥፋት አታርገን ከሸይጧን
ኡምሬን አሳለፍኩት ጌታን ሳልገዛ 270
አንድ ቀን ሳላገኝ የዒባዳ ለዛ
ባልንጀራዬ ሲያንስ ሸበቴ አለ በዛ
የቀብር ማጣበቅ የማያገኛቸው
ሀዲሱ ሲነግረን አራት ሰዎች ናቸው
ፋጢመቱል አልይ አንደኛይቱ ናት 275
አንዲቱ ፋጢማ የነሁሴን እናት
ሶስት ነብዮች አራተኛ ደሞ
ቁልሁወ ላሁን ቀሪ አንዴ አንኳታሞ
ሲቀራ የሞተ ሳይሸር እዚያው ደክሞ
ወሲየት ልንገራችሁ በደራ 280
ሷሂብ እንድንይዝ ዛሬ በአኼራ

ተደፍን በኋላ ተለቂን የሚቀራ
ተሆነ ቀብር በወሬ የማይቀር
ይሻለናል ዛሬ ሰምቶ መጠንከር
ሳይገናኝ በፊት ዐፈሩ ከዐፈር
ለሰው አዛነት በውልና ሃሜት 290
በነዚህ ብዙ ነው የቀብር ጭንቀት
በሷሊሆች ጐን የተቀበረ ሰው
ረህመቱ ሲወርድ አይቀርም ሳይደርሰው
ቢያቅተን ቢደክመን ዒባዳ ማከሉ
ይበቃናል ፈርተን መራቅ ከክልክሉ 295
ላኪን ማን ይችላል በቁም ተከልክሎ
አቀማመጥ ቢያምር አሟሟት ይከፋል
ዱንያን ሲያበጁት አኼራ ይጠፋል
የዛሬው ግም ንነት በኋላ መች ያልፋል
የወንጀሉ ባህሩ ጨርሷ ኸረቀኝ 300
ዋኝቸ ዳር መድረስ ባስበው ጨነቀኝ
ተነጠልጥሎ መውጪያ ሰጠኸኝ ታረቀኝ

xidneppA-II
yrassolG
Awlaya ( sing. Wali)- holy men
Abbagar – the leader of a religions meeting
Bäraka –earthly special virtue
Hadrat - (sing Hadra)- religious meetings
Azan – a call for prayer
Alim (plu. Ulama ) – a religious scholar
Tawrat –Torah
Injeel –Gospel
Ήawd – a cistern of the prophet in the next world
Kalifa –leader
Deressa - student
Jihad - struggle for the sake of Allah
Fajr –dusk
Jibril – Gabriel
Hijra- emigration
Hadith - sayings and deeds of Prophet Muhammad
Quran – the holy book of Islam
Tawhid - belief in the oneness of Allah
Zakah – charity, alms
Kafir_unbeliever
Iman-belief
Imam-religious leader
Ummah-people

